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We are pleased to present you with this unique collection
of holidays to a host of exciting destinations around the
Mediterranean and beyond. We hope that you enjoy our
brochure and find some holiday inspiration.
Whatever your requirements our aim is to make your
holiday dreams come true, so please do not hesitate to
contact us and allow us to provide you with the luxury
travel experience that you deserve.

Be Inspired

whyMosaic?
PERSONAL SERVICE… ALL THE WAY
Unlike other companies with large call-centres who just take
your booking, with Mosaic you will be allocated a Personal Travel
Consultant who will look after your travel arrangements from
enquiry to your holiday departure, and even upon your return from
holiday should you need to. So you will know who to contact at
all times, safe in the knowledge that your travel consultant will be
familiar with your booking and travel arrangements.

WHO ARE WE?
We are an independent tour operator specialising in some of the
most exciting destinations worldwide. Our team is passionate
about travel and we pride ourselves on a high level of personal
service. Based in South London and established for over 16
years we have a wealth of experience in our team to assist and
advise you. We will listen carefully to your requirements and
provide the benefit of our expertise and take the time to create
bespoke holidays tailored to your needs.

M e mbe r o f

We are part of the Sakkara Group International a group of
international travel businesses with offices in New York, Paris,
Rome, Cairo and London.

YOU’RE IN SAFE HANDS
For your peace of mind and financial security your
holiday package will be fully protected. The package that we
then create for you will be fully protected by our ATOL and as
full members of ABTA you can be confident that you are dealing
with a reputable tour operator who will be there for you from the
moment you book through to your return.

A FRESH TAKE ON FLIGHT HOLIDAY
FLEXIBILITY!
In this world of ever more choice of airlines, routes and not to
mention fluctuating airfare prices, we have decided to make
things a lot more simple in this brochure…. All of the prices we
feature are for the accommodation and services once you arrive
in your destination through to departure including of course your
return private transfers and all other elements of your holiday as
detailed in the pages of this brochure. The prices for this element
of your holiday are generally fixed and do not fluctuate greatly.
We then also give you an indication of the routes and airlines
that serve the destination with some approximate prices as
a guide… these can of course on occasions be higher…
but also lower! So, unlike some tour operators who may
base their package prices on the cheapest available fare
at the time of printing and then surprise you with increased
costs or supplements when you book, we will be open and
present you with the airlines, route and airfares that suit your
requirements. And the best part of it is that we will only apply
a reasonable booking fee for the flight element of your holiday.

Boutique Breaks
When you are looking for something extra… from luxury to character and unique
Whether you want 5 star luxury, a small boutique character hotel or an authentic experience in more
traditional accommodation, our collection of Boutique Breaks should be just the ticket. From short city
breaks to longer resort and other experiential based stays including private transfers and something

see pages 6 - 30

extra, such as a tour or a ticket to an event or attraction.

Escorted Tours
Let us show you the highlights… all in good company
Discover the best of a region seeing the highlights and hidden gems all escorted by our guide and in the
company of a small group of fellow travellers. With a group size of between 12 and 20 travelling on our
set departure dates, often with the option of some extensions post (and pre-) tour. And if our escorted

see pages 31 - 39

tour doesn’t operate at the time of year you wish to travel or you would like to amend the itinerary in any
way we can look to offer you a bespoke private tour. .

Bespoke Holidays
Your holiday... your way
Let us tailor-make a twin or multi-centre holiday just for you. We’ll find your ideal hotel accommodation
and personalise your holiday to suit your requirements. Whether it be combining a relaxing resort with
a city stay for the best of both worlds, or organising a multi-centre bespoke holiday or private tour for

see pages 40 - 64

your family or travelling companions, we’d be delighted to be of service.
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Boutique Breaks
When you are looking for something
extra… from luxury to character and
unique.
Whether you want 5 star luxury, a small boutique
character hotel or an authentic experience in
more traditional accommodation, our collection
of Boutique Breaks should be just the ticket.
From short city breaks to longer resort and
other experiential based stays including private
transfers and something extra, such as a tour or
a ticket to an event or attraction.
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MOROCCO

HEART OF MARRAKECH RIAD STAY

4 DAYS FROM ONLY £199
Transport yourself to the magical land that is Morocco for a fabulous short break
staying in the bustling capital; Marrakech in an authentic Riad hotel. Ideal as an
escape to warmer climes during our winter months or at any time of the year.
Why not treat yourself to a Moroccan adventure?
Riad Magellan

Riad

This charming and traditional Riad is popular for its friendly service, central location
and home cookery lessons.
Location: Riad Magellan is situated in the medina, close to the Mouassine Fountain and only a short walk
from Jemaa El Fna square. The airport is about 15 minutes away. Accommodation: Six individually designed
air-conditioned rooms featuring muted tone décor, opening on to the courtyard and with free Wi-Fi.
Facilities: Roof terrace with medina views, In-room massages, Moroccan cookery lessons, local excursions and
home-cooked meals can be arranged. Dining: Breakfast is served on the patio, while local speciality lunches and
dinners can be prepared on request.
BRIEF Itinerary

WH AT ' S Included

SU P PLEM EN TS Upgrades

 Day 1 –	Upon arrival at Menara International Airport, you will be met and transferred

 3 nights accommodation in

Single Supplement:
from £120

to your hotel for overnight.

 Day 2 –	After breakfast, you will be met by your English speaking guide who will

introduce you to the old city, its foundation, and almost thousand year
history. Visit historical landmarks including the Bahia Palace and the royal
necropolis of Saadian Tombsand. Return to hotel for an afternoon at leisure.

 Day 3 –

Orange room (or similar) on
Bed & Breakfast basis.

Camel Trekk Excursion:
£30 per person (min 2 people)

 Return private transfers
 Half day private excursion

"Historical Marrakech"

 reakfast at hotel. Day at leisure to explore the colourful souks of
B
Marrakech and the famous Jemaa El-Fna Square in the heart of the city
where bursts of incredible spontaneous entertainment are commonplace.

 Day 4 –	Breakfast at hotel. You will be transferred to Menara International Airport for

final departure.

Your Holiday Costs - 2016

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

Riad Magellan Marrakech

£199

£199

£199

£199

£199

£199

£199

£199

£219

£219

Travelling to your destination: Flight price guide; £80 to £165 per person including taxes and one piece of luggage
The above prices do not include the cost of flights which we will be pleased to book for you as a package. Flights are available from the following airports: London Gatwick, London Stansted, Birmingham, Manchester,
Bristol and Glasgow. With the following Airlines: Easyjet, Ryanair, Thomson and British Airways.
The above guide prices are per person based upon sharing a twin or double room in the room category specified and inclusive of the services as listed in What's Included. Room upgrades, single occupancy and other
bed configurations may be available on request and at additional charge.

Visit your Travel Agent or call our Personal Travel Advisors on 0208 574 4000

BOUTIQUE BREAKS
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MOROCCO

SUPERIOR MARRAKECH RIAD STAY

5 DAYS FROM ONLY £349
For a truly special stay in the Imperial city of Marrakech why not treat yourself
to a stay in one of our Superior Riads, each centrally located with Moroccan
charm and chic styling for a truly authentic experience?
Angsana Riads Collection

Superior Riad

A collection of six carefully restored riads in the heart of the medina, each offering
a traditional experience with rooftop pools, spa and modern service.
Location: Angsana has an impressive collection of six uniquely designed Riads situated within walking distance
of each other. Riad Si Said is suited to families, boasting interconnecting rooms. From the architecture to the
decor, each Riad is based around their own central courtyard, with their own unique style and atmosphere.
Approximately 20 mins. from Marrakech Airport. Facilities: The garden courtyard, rooftop terraces, restaurants,
pool and Spa can all be accessed and shared by the individual Riads. Dining: The restaurant at Riad Si Said
offers traditional Moroccan and international cuisine. Bab Firdaus, a stylish tented restaurant, serves authentic
Thai cuisine available for both lunch and dinner. In-room dining in the courtyard and on the rooftop terrace is also
available on request at all Riads.
B RIEF Itinerary

WH AT ' S Included

SU P PLEM EN TS Upgrades

 Day 1 –	Upon arrival at Menara International Airport, you will be met and tarnsferred

 4 nights accommodation in Menara

Single Supplement:
from £250

 Day 2 –	After breakfast, you will be met by your English speaking guide and set your

 Return private transfers

Ourika Valley Excursion:
£55 per person

to your hotel for overnight.

way to discover the souks, or open air markets, and trades of carpenters,
babouchiers, and dyers.

 Day 3 –	Breakfast at hotel. Day at leisure or choose one of our optional excursions

Room on Bed & Breakfast basis

 Half day private excursion

"Handicrafts & Souks"

to explore the Historical sites of the city.

 Day 4 –	Breakfast at hotel. Day at leisure or choose our optional private trekking

excursion in the Atlas Mountains.

 Day 5 –	Breakfast at hotel. You will be transferred to Menara International Airport for

final departure.

Your Holiday Costs - 2016

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

Angsana Riads Collection

£469

£469

£469

£349

£349

£349

£349

£469

£469

£469

Travelling to your destination: Flight price guide; £80 to £165 per person including taxes
The above prices do not include the cost of flights which we will be pleased to book for you as a package. Flights are available from the following airports: London Gatwick, London Stansted, Birmingham, Manchester,
Bristol and Glasgow.
The above guide prices are per person based upon sharing a twin or double room in the room category specified and inclusive of the services as listed in What's Included. Room upgrades, single occupancy and other
bed configurations may be available on request and at additional charge.
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MOROCCO

MOROCCAN COAST LUXURY RIAD

5 DAYS FROM ONLY £449
Just a short distance from Marrakech, Essaouira exudes the charm of a Portugese fishing village and its Colonial past.
Combine the laid back Medinas with glorious beaches and a truly luxurious Riad for a perfect break on the Moroccan
coast.
L'Heure Bleue Palais

Deluxe Boutique

Relaxed urban chic, with a rooftop pool, wooden shutters, courtyards with fountains and delicious cuisine. A traditional riad in
the heart of Essaouira, a world heritage site.
Location: This traditional Riad design hotel is perfect for those looking for a taste of Moroccan living and a combination of home comforts. Approximately
a two and a half hour drive from Marrakech Airport. Accommodation: The 33 rooms and suites, romantically decorated are reminiscent of colonial and oriental
African, Portuguese and British eras with the additional comfort of modern amenities including TV, DVD and CD players and internet access. Senior Suite with
space for 2 spare beds is ideal for a family. Standard rooms have showers and Suites have bath tubs and the upper floors have good views of the old harbour.
Facilities: Outdoor roof top pool, gym, billiard room, home cinema room, a wellness centre with hammam. Room service is available. Dining: Courtyard Patio offers al
fresco dining with both eastern and western cuisines on the menu. Moroccan Restaurant is inspired by traditional cooking with a French twist. The Rooftop Terrace, an
open air restaurant offers light snacks and meals.

B RIEF Itinerary

WH AT ' S Included

SU P PLEM EN TS Upgrades

 Day 1 –	Upon arrival at Essaouira Airport/Marrakech Menara International Airport,

 4 nights accommodation in Classic

Single Supplement:
from £360

 Day 2 –	After breakfast, you will be met by your English speaking guide and set your

 Return private transfers

you will be met and tarnsferred to your hotel for overnight.

way to discover this beautiful ancient Portuguese City "Mogador".
Visit the fishing harbor, the Portuguese fortress which was in the 16th
century one of their ports of call, walk in the old medina with its jewish
quarter and the cemetery with the tomb of the illustrious Rabbi Haim Pinto,
as well as many others. Return to hotel for an afternoon at leisure.

Room on Bed & Breakfast basis

 Half day private excursion of

traditional Essaouira, also known
as Mogador.

 Day 3 –	Breakfast at hotel. Day at leisure or choose one of our optional excursions

to Marrakech.

 Day 4 –	Breakfast at hotel. Day at leisure.
 Day 5 –	Breakfast at hotel. You will be transferred to Menara International Airport for

final departure.

Your Holiday Costs - 2016

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

L'Heure Bleue Palais

£539

£539

£499

£449

£569

£659

£609

£659

£609

£609

Travelling to your destination: Flight price guide; £62 to £165 per person including taxes
The above prices do not include the cost of flights which we will be pleased to book for you as a package. Flights are available from the following airports: London Luton to Essaouira upto June 2016 and there after are
from London Gatwick, London Stansted, Birmingham, Manchester, Bristol and Glasgow to Marrakech. With the following Airlines: Easyjet (to Essaouira & Marrakech) , Ryanair, Thomson and British Airways.
The above guide prices are per person based upon sharing a twin or double room in the room category specified and inclusive of the services as listed in What's Included. Room upgrades, single occupancy and other
bed configurations may be available on request and at additional charge.

Visit your Travel Agent or call our Personal Travel Advisors on 0208 574 4000

BOUTIQUE BREAKS
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ITALY

ROME, THE ETERNAL CITY

5 DAYS FROM ONLY £279
The Italian capital is steeped in a fascinating history from its days ruling a vast empire with an incredible legacy of ancient
buildings, monuments and landmarks; the Colosseum, Trevi Fountain and St Peter’s and the Vatican, to name a few, all to
be discovered from our superb, centrally located boutique hotel.
Visconti Palace Hotel



This stunning 4 star boutique hotel combines modern elegance and style in the traditional heart of Rome. Its roof top terrace
offers breathtaking views of the Eternal City.
Location: Visconti Palace Hotel is positioned in central Rome on the right banks of the River Tiber in the historic and cultural heart of Rome close to the Vatican City, making
an ideal base from which to explore. Accommodation: All 240 rooms at the Visconti Palace Hotel have been designed with taste and understated elegance, they are bright,
welcoming and functional. Superior Double or Twin rooms are bright with floor to ceiling windows, perfectly soundproofed and of elegant and modern design. Dining: The
Visconti Bar, Lounge and Patio are ideal to relax and enjoy a drink or bite to eat. The Café serves a varied and tasty buffet breakfast whilst the rooftop terrace offers a unique
perspective on Rome at any time of the day, but especially at sunset.

B RIEF Itinerary

WH AT ' S Included

SU P PLEM EN TS Upgrades

 Day 1 –	Upon arrival at Rome Fiumicino airport, you will be met and transferred to

 4 nights accommodation in

Single Supplement:
from £180

your hotel for overnight.

 Day 2 –	After breakfast, you will be picked up for a facisnating half day visiting the

classical monuments of Rome. Our local guide will take you on a pleasant
stroll through the historical centre, where you can admire the Trevi Fountain,
La Colonna di Marco Aurelio, the Palazzo di Montecitorio, designed by
Bernini, the Pantheon (visit inside), Palazzo Madama - seat of the senate,
and Piazza Navona. Then join our coach to the Vatican City. Having
admired St. Peter’s Square where you can hear all the guide has to say
about the Basilica, you will then have the chance (except when there are
religious celebrations) to explore this magnificent church on your own and
to admire masterpieces such as Michelangelo’s “La Pietà” and Bernini’s
bronze canopy.

Standard Room on Bed &
Breakfast basis

Optional Excursion: "The Vatican
Museum" £55 per person

 Return private transfers
 Half day Excursion "Classical

Optional Excursion: "Illuminated
Rome" £ 29 per person

Rome" on shared basis

(Please note City Tax is not included and
payable to hotel directly)

 Days 3 - 4 – B
 reakfast at hotel. Days at leisure or take one of our optional

excursions.

 Day 5 –	Breakfast at hotel. You will be transferred to Rome Fiumicino Airport for final

departure.

Your Holiday Costs - 2016
Hotel Visconti

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

£279

£339

£499

£499

£279

£279

£499

£499

£279

£279

Travelling to your destination: Flight price guide; £80 to £240 per person including taxes
The above prices do not include the cost of flights which we will be pleased to book for you as a package. Flights are available from the following airports: London Heathrow, London Gatwick, Manchester and other
regional airports. With the following Airlines: British Airways, Alitalia, Jet2 & EasyJet
.
The above guide prices are per person based upon sharing a twin or double room in the room category specified and inclusive of the services as listed in What's Included. Room upgrades, single occupancy and other
bed configurations may be available on request and at additional charge.
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ITALY

HEART OF FLORENCE

4 DAYS FROM ONLY £319
Home of Renaissance art, splendid Tuscan gardens and magnificent squares, Florence is a must for all travellers’ lists.
The iconic Duomo, Ponte Vechio and Palazzo Vechio bell tower are set amidst the unique, unchanged cityscape of
ancient narrow streets and Piazzas with their golden and terracotta hues.
Bernini Palace Hotel



Quite simply a superb hotel, in a stunning location in a beautiful city… which all makes for a perfect break. This 15th century
Palace lies in the historical heart of Florence.
Location: Just a few steps from Galleria degli Uffizi and the many Piazzas and shopping areas and the main sights of the city, this opulent hotel is scattered with antiques
and the ancient architecture blends with tasteful and stylish interior design. Accommodation: All rooms are spacious, luxuriously furnished with magnificent antiques
overlooking interior yards or alleyways of medieval Florence. Smart upholstery and refined chandeliers lend a particular character to the atmosphere and combine with
modern comforts including air-conditioning and complimentary wi-fi. Dining: Take breakfast beneath frescoed ceilings, relax in the Lounge Bar which boasts traditional
Tuscan furnishings with a balanced touch of modern design, or enjoy traditional Tuscan and national cuisine in the elegant restaurant.

B RIEF Itinerary

WH AT ' S Included

SU P PLEM EN TS Upgrades

 Day 1 –	Upon arrival at Florence Peretola Airport, you will be met and transferred to

 3 nights accommodation in

Single Supplement:
from £280

your hotel for overnight.

 Day 2 –	After breakfast, join our walking guided tour of Florence. Admire with our

Guide the marvellous Duomo complex. Discover the imposing and singular
stone building of the Church of Orsanmichele (exterior), a masterpiece of
the Florentine Gothic Art. Then you will reach the lively Mercato della Paglia
with the famous "piglet", and you can admire the romantic and picturesque
Ponte Vecchio with its famous jewellery shops and discover the spectacular
beauty of Piazza della Signoria with the sculptural masterpieces of Loggia
dei Lanzi and the imposing Palazzo Vecchio with the tower of Arnolfo, one
of the most famous symbols of the city.

standard room on Bed & Breakfast
basis

Optional Excursion: to Pisa £39 per
person

 Return private transfers
 Half day walking excursion "The

Optional Concert: with Dinner in the
Heart of Florence £50 per person

Heart of Florence" (shared)"

(Please note City Tax is not included and
payable to hotel directly)

 Day 3 –	Breakfast at hotel. Day at leisure or take one of our optional excursions.
 Day 4 –	Breakfast at hotel. You will be transferred to Florence Peretola Airport for

final departure.

Your Holiday Costs - 2016
Bernini Palace Hoteli

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

£349

£419

£529

£529

£419

£349

£529

£529

£349

£349

Travelling to your destination: Flight price guide; £180 to £300 per person including taxes
The above prices do not include the cost of flights which we will be pleased to book for you as a package. Flights are available from the following airports: London Gatwick & London City Airport. With the following
Airlines: British Airways Cityflyer, Cityjet-Air France & Vueling-Iberia.
.
The above guide prices are per person based upon sharing a twin or double room in the room category specified and inclusive of the services as listed in What's Included. Room upgrades, single occupancy and other
bed configurations may be available on request and at additional charge.

Visit your Travel Agent or call our Personal Travel Advisors on 0208 574 4000

BOUTIQUE BREAKS
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ITALY

VENETIAN DREAMS

4 DAYS FROM ONLY £409
The truly unique city on water deserves to be visited by all for a memorable and romantic break. Take a Gondola ride on
the Grand Canal and visit St Mark’s Squares, just a stroll from our fabulously located hotel, and the myriad other historical
sights famously captured by the artist Canaletto.
Hotel Cavalletto & Doge Orseolo



When you imagine a visit to Venice, this is where you would dream to stay; a traditional canal-side hotel with views over
Gondolas right in the heart of Venice.
Location: The 4-star Hotel Cavalletto overlooks the Orseolo Basin, one of the most famous and enchanting places of the old town center, with access to the splendor of
Saint Mark's Square, just 50 meters away and a brief stroll the famous Bridge of Sighs and designer boutiques. Accommodation: Once host to Winston Churchill this is
one of the oldest 4-star hotels in Venice with 107 comfortable Venetian-style rooms all of which are elegant and well-furnished with air-conditioning. Facilities: There are
spacious common areas including the enchanting hall with windows at the level of the water, where the gondolas glide silently by. Dining: The hotel has an à la carte
snack bar and several terraces for a drink with a view of the basin. In addition, there is a classic Venetian landing where gondolas board.

B RIEF Itinerary

WH AT ' S Included

SU P PLEM EN TS Upgrades

 Day 1 –	Upon arrival at Venice Marco Polo Airport, you will be met & greeted by our

 3 nights accommodation in

Single Supplement:
from £160

 Day 2 –	After breakfast, you will need to make your way to the Tourist Information

 Return Private water taxi

English speaking hostess who will escort you to the private water taxi which
will transfer you to your hotel for your stay.
office in San Marco to join our tour guide to discover this magnificant city
visiting: Piazza San Marco and the Rialto Bridge, passing by some special
places: Teatro la Fenice, Scala del Bovolo, Rialto Bridge. You will then enjoy
a ride through the Grand Canal on a Gondola. The Gondola takes upto 6
people). Return to hotel for an afternoon at leisure

Standard Room on Bed &
Breakfast basis

Optional Gondola Serenade: with
dinner at local restaurant £89 per
person

 Excursion "Discover Venice with

Gondola Ride"

Optional Excursion: to the Islands £20
per person
(Please note City Tax is not included and
payable to hotel directly)

 Day 3 –	Breakfast at hotel. Day at leisure or choose one of our optional excursions.
 Day 4 –	Breakfast at hotel. You will be transferred to Venice Marco Polo Airport for

final departure.

Your Holiday Costs - 2016
Hotel Cavalletto & Doge Orseolo

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

£409

£499

£579

£579

£499

£499

£579

£579

£499

£499

Travelling to your destination: Flight price guide; £80 to £280 per person including taxes
The above prices do not include the cost of flights which we will be pleased to book for you as a package. Flights are available from the following airports: London Luton to Essaouira upto June 2016 and there after are
from London Gatwick, London Heathrow, London Luton & Manchester. With the following Airlines: Easyjet, Monarch, British Airways & Jet2.
.
The above guide prices are per person based upon sharing a twin or double room in the room category specified and inclusive of the services as listed in What's Included. Room upgrades, single occupancy and other
bed configurations may be available on request and at additional charge.
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ITALY

MAGICAL LAKE MAGGIORE

6 DAYS FROM ONLY £579
Nestling on the shore of Italy’s second largest lake, which stretches into Alpine Switzerland, the town of Stresa overlooks
the beautiful Borromeon Islands’ Isola Bella. With Villa Taranto and the Alpine gardens of Monte Mottarone close to our
lakeside hotel. An included visit to Lakes Como and Lugano all make for a magical break.
Hotel La Palma



In a superb lakeside location our hotel, set in tranquil gardens, reflects the elegance and refinement of this wonderful region.
There's nowhere better to soak in the beauty and tranquillity of Lake Maggiore than from the amazing roof terrace.
Location: On the shores of the lake in Stressa, the Hotel La Palma has magical panoramic views of Maggiore and its islands. Accommodation: Each of the 120 bedrooms
has a terrace or balcony and enjoy views of the mountains and the hills of Alto Vergante or a splendid lake and mountain side-view. Facilities: On the roof terrace the Sky
Bar offers exclusive views of Stresa, the lake and the Borromeo Islands. By the lakeside the hotel pool and terrace has access to the private shore for bathing in the lake
or just to relax and enjoy the service from the bar. The hotel Spa offers a Jacuzzi, sauna and fitness centre. Dining: The restaurant serves local Piemonte specialities and
a blend of Italian and European cuisines.

B RIEF Itinerary

WH AT ' S Included

SU P PLEM EN TS Upgrades

 Day 1 –	Upon arrival at Milan Malpensa Airport, you will be met and transferred to

 5 nights accommodation in Classic

Single Supplement:
from £180

your hotel for overnight.

 Day 2 –	After breakfast, you will be met by your English speaking guide and set

your way to discover the three amazing lakes, lake Maggoire, Lake Lugano
(Switzerland) before retunrning back into Italy to visit Lake Como. Return to
hotel for overnight.

 Days 3 - 5 – B
 reakfast at hotel. Days at leisure or choose one of our optional

excursions.

 Day 6 –	After breakfast, you will be transferred to Milan Malpensa airport for final

Mountain View Room on Bed &
Breakfast basis

Optional Excursion: to Mount Rosa
£45 per person

 Return private transfers
 Three Lakes Excursion to discover

Optional Excursion: to Zermatt & the
Matterhorn £85 per person

more of Maggiore, Switzerland's
Lake Lugano and the magnificent
Lake Como (available only on
Tuesdays)

Lake View Room Supplement:
£50 per person

departure.

Your Holiday Costs - 2016
Hotel La Palma Stresa

(Please note City Tax is not included and
payable to hotel directly)

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

-

£579

£629

£629

£629

£629

£629

£579

-

-

Travelling to your destination: Flight price guide; £82 to £185 per person including taxes
The above prices do not include the cost of flights which we will be pleased to book for you as a package. Flights are available from the following airports: London Luton, London Gatwick, London Stansted, London
Heathrow, Manchester & Birmingham. With the following Airlines: Easyjet, Ryanair, FlyBe, & British Airways.
.
The above guide prices are per person based upon sharing a twin or double room in the room category specified and inclusive of the services as listed in What's Included. Room upgrades, single occupancy and other
bed configurations may be available on request and at additional charge.

Visit your Travel Agent or call our Personal Travel Advisors on 0208 574 4000
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CROATIA

DALMATIAN COAST

5 DAYS FROM ONLY £319
Shining like a jewel on Croatia's Dalmatian coast, the ancient city of Split has emerged as one of Europe’s foremost
destinations. Known for its beaches, the fortress-like Diocletian Palace at its centre, and its atmospheric white stone
walls you’ll find a lively balance of tradition and modernity with the coastal mountains acting as a backdrop to the
turquoise Adriatic waters.
Hotel Luxe



Just steps away from ancient and cultural monuments, including the 1700 year-old historic core of the city, which is protected
by UNESCO as a World Cultural Heritage site
Location: This boutique hotel in the very centre of Split and within walking distance of the famous Diocletian Palace as well as the popular sandy beach.
Accommodation: With just 30 rooms the accommodation is chic and stylish with design inspiration from Split’s ancient marine heritage offering full air-conditioning
and free Wi-Fi. Facilities: The staff are dedicated to providing a highly personalised service ensuring a warm and memorable stay. After a busy day relax in the sauna or
whirlpool, have a massage, or work out in fitness room. Dining: The Lobby bar offers an exciting view of the busy street life of Split and the restaurant offers full enhanced
continental breakfast and a la carte menu.

B RIEF Itinerary

WH AT ' S Included

SU P PLEM EN TS Upgrades

 Day 1 –	Arrive at Split Airport and transfer to your Hotel in Split

 4 nights accommodation in a

Single Supplement:
from £229

 Day 2 –	Enjoy a half day guided walking tour visiting the Cathedral of Saint Domnius

and the grand Diocletian's Palace.

Classic Room on Bed & Breakfast
Basis

 Days 3 - 4 – B
 reakfast and Free days at leisure to explore the delights of Spilt. Join

 Private airport transfers with

 Day 5 –

 Entrance fees to the sites

our optional excursions or explore 'under your own steam'.

After Breakfast you will be transfer to Split Airport for your flight home.

Optional privately guided walking tour:
of Split with wine tasting £55 per
person

A/C vehicles

mentioned as per itinerary

EA RLY Booking

 Private tour with Professional

Booked by end of March and save up
to £60 per couple

licensed English Speaking tour
guide

Your Holiday Costs - 2016
Hotel Luxe

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

£319

£339

£419

£419

£419

£419

£419

£339

£319

£319

Travelling to your destination: Flight price guide; £100 to £200 per person including taxes and one piece of luggage
The above prices do not include the cost of flights which we will be pleased to book for you as a package. Flights are available from the following airports: Gatwick, Heathrow, Manchester, Brimingham and other regional
available. With the following Airlines: Croatia Airlines, British Airways, Easy Jet, Monarch and other airlines available.
.
The above guide prices are per person based upon sharing a twin or double room in the room category specified and inclusive of the services as listed in What's Included. Room upgrades, single occupancy and other
bed configurations may be available on request and at additional charge.
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CROATIA

PEARL OF THE ADRIATIC

5 DAYS FROM ONLY £319
Poised on the Dalmatian coast overlooking the astonishingly clear-blue waters of the Adriatic, Dubrovnik is one of the
world’s most magnificent old walled cities. Known as the Pearl of the Adriatic, it lies in the extreme south of Croatia,
basking in glorious Mediterranean sunshine for much of the year. In 1979 it became a Unesco World Heritage site
Grand Villa Argentina Hotel



Originally built as a private home the Grand Villa was converted into a luxury hotel in the 1950s, one of the most prestigious
destinations on the Adriatic.
Location: Set amongst pretty terraced gardens on a cliff-side overlooking the Adriatic, the five-star Grand Villa Argentina boasts exclusive waterfront views, a private beach
and luxury spa, an ideal choice for a luxury seaside retreat in Dubrovnik. Accommodation: The original Dalmatian villa is adjoined to a modern building with 131 luxurious
rooms carefully designed to complement the sophisticated historic architecture with pretty Mediterranean garden or sweeping sea views. Housed in the modern part of
the hotel, with lovely inland views, our light-filled Classic rooms are stylishly decorated with fresh white wood furniture paired with bright accent colours with air-conditioning
and wi-fi. Facilities: The luxury spa has sauna, Jacuzzi whirlpools and indoor swimming pool and fully-equipped fitness studio plus open-air seafront relaxation space.
Dining: With a choice of dining and relaxation venues from the Grand Villa Lobby Bar to La Caravelle Restaurant and Piano Bar or the more casual Beachfront Restaurant.

B RIEF Itinerary

WH AT ' S Included

SU P P LEM EN TS Upgrades

 Day 1 –	Arrive at Dubrovnik Airport and transfer to your Hotel in Dubrovnik.

 4 nights accommodation in Classic

Single Supplement:
from £269

 Private airport transfers with

Optional privately guided walking tour:
of Dubrovnik including mountain cable
car journey £59 per person

Room on Bed & Breakfast Basis

 Day 2 –	Enjoy half day guided walking tour of Franciscan Monastery Museum &

Dominican Monastery Dubrovnik and received the ticket to Dubrovnik
city wall

A/C vehicles

 Days 3 - 4 – B
 reakfast and Free days at leisure to discover the wonderful city of

 Entrance fees to the sites

Dubrovnik. Take one of our optional excursions or explore at your
leisure.

 Day 5 –

mentioned as per itinerary

After Breakfast you will be transfer to Dubrovnik Airport for your flight home.

Your Holiday Costs - 2016
Grand Villa Argentina

 Private tour with Professional

licensed English Speaking tour
guide

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

£319

£379

£379

£469

£539

£539

£539

£379

£319

£319

Travelling to your destination: Flight price guide; £180 to £280 per person including taxes
The above prices do not include the cost of flights which we will be pleased to book for you as a package. Flights are available from the following airports: Gatwick, Heathrow, Manchester, Birmingham and other regional
available. With the following Airlines: Croatia Airlines, British Airways, Easy Jet, Monarch and other airlines available.
The above guide prices are per person based upon sharing a twin or double room in the room category specified and inclusive of the services as listed in What's Included. Room upgrades, single occupancy and other
bed configurations may be available on request and at additional charge.

Visit your Travel Agent or call our Personal Travel Advisors on 0208 574 4000
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GREECE

THE ISLAND OF SANTORINI

5 DAYS FROM ONLY £429
Unlike no other Greek island the crescent shaped Santorini, is considered to be the most romantic destination in Greece.
Part of the Cyclades islands in the Aegean Sea, with a rugged volcanic landscape and vibrant historic towns that spread
out along the cliff top. The white-washed, cubist houses cluster around central squares overlooking the clear Aegean
and beaches below.
Astro Palace Suites & Spa Hotel



This chic and sophisticated hotel enjoys unobstructed Aegean Sea views from every aspect and is the ideal ‘get away from
it all’ escape to this Greek paradise.
Location: This 5 star property is situated in an idyllic location in the island's capital Fira, only 300 meters from the central square and on the door step of all the shopping
restaurants and cosmopolitan nightlife. Accommodation: The Astro, meaning star or shining light, was constructed in 2010 and has just 44 guest rooms nestled around the
delightful pool and terraces. Stay in spacious well-appointed double or twin room bathed in natural light with spacious private balcony and unhindered view of the Aegean
Sea. All rooms are air-conditioned and have spacious modern bathrooms with bath tub. Facilities: The hotel has a gym and wellness centre with hot-tub, sauna and spa
treatments available. Dining: Enjoy a meal or drink in the Pleiades restaurant or pool-side bar.

B RIEF Itinerary

WH AT ' S Included

SU P P LEM EN TS Upgrades

 Day 1 –	Upon arrival at Thira National Airport, you will be transferred to your hotel

 4 nights accommodation in

Single Supplement:
from £310

for 4 night stay.

 Day 2 –

 reakfast at hotel and a leisurely day to explore until you depart from
B
Athinios port for a romantic cruise. Sail into the heart of the volcanic caldera
of Santorini to experience a red hot sunset that will linger long in the
memory.

Standard Room on Bed &
Breakfast basis

Optional Tour to Oia & Fira:
£149 per person

 Return private transfers
 Afroditi Sunset Cruise

 Days 3 - 4 – B
 reakfast at hotel. Days at leisure to relax in your luxurious hotel, stroll

EARLY Booking

 Day 5 –	Breakfast at hotel. You will be transferred to Thira National Airport

Book by end of February 2016 and
save upto £100 per couple. Please
contact us for more details

into the white-washed town to discover all it has offer or take our
optional excursion .

for final departure

Your Holiday Costs - 2016
Astro Palace Hotel

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

-

£429

£429

£459

£529

£649

£529

£429

-

-

Travelling to your destination: Flight price guide; £150 to £357 per person including taxes
The above prices do not include the cost of flights which we will be pleased to book for you as a package. Flights are available from the following airports: London Gatwick, London Heathrow & Manchester. With the
following Airlines: Easyjet & British Airways.
The above guide prices are per person based upon sharing a twin or double room in the room category specified and inclusive of the services as listed in What's Included. Room upgrades, single occupancy and other
bed configurations may be available on request and at additional charge.
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CYPRUS

PAPHOS

8 DAYS FROM ONLY £639
The popular resort of Paphos with its subtropical-Mediterranean climate nestles on the southwest coast of Cyprus.
New Paphos with its sleek, modern hotels blends with the traditional harbour and the numerous archaeological sites, with
Old Paphos the mythical birthplace of Aphrodite; goddess of love. The town is included in the UNESCO list of cultural and
natural treasures of the world's heritage and selected as a European Capital of Culture for 2017
Alexander The Great Beach Hotel



Fully refurbished in 2013 it has rich variety of leisure, wellness and entertainment facilities. An infinity pool merges to the
endless blue sea, with a themed swim-up bar. The spacious deck overlooks the sea with the quieter Serenity pool and
indoor heated pool.
Location: On the south western coast of Cyprus, this luxurious hotel directly overlooks a ‘Blue Flag’ sandy beach and only a few minutes’ walk from the picturesque
harbour and the centre of Pafos. Accommodation: With 202 rooms we have selected the more spacious Deluxe inland view rooms with full height French balcony allowing
the Cyprus sunshine and mild breeze to flood your room. Alternatively for a sea view enjoy a private veranda at a supplement. Facilities: An infinity pool with a themed
swim-up bar, spacious deck overlooking the sea with the quieter Serenity pool and indoor heated pool. Dining: The fabulous new Half Board Plus concept includes daily
breakfast in the Café Royal, daily lunch or dinner including drink, and a choice of 4 additional A la Carte restaurants* for dinner from Japanese to gourmet Italian to themed
evenings such as Cypriot and Latin American.
BRIEF Itinerary

WH AT ' S Included

SU P PLEM EN TS Upgrades

 Day 1 –	Arrive at Paphos Airport and transfer to your Hotel for your 7 night stay.

 7 nights accommodation in Deluxe

Single Supplement:
from £445

 Private airport transfers with A/C

Deluxe Seaview Rooms Supplement:
from £109 per person

 Entrance fees to the sites

Optional visit:
Northern Cyprus Kyrenia - Bellapais
from £32 per person

 Day 2 –	After visiting Omodos Wine village, proceed to famous Kyykkos Monastery

and Makarious III Tomb of Arch. Return to your hotel via Paphos forest &
Panagia Village, Chrysorogiatissa Monastery.

 Days 3 - 7 – B
 reakfast and lunch or dinner with Free days at leisure to relax,

explore Paphos under your own steam or further afield on our optional
excursion.

 Day 8 –	After Breakfast you will be transfer to Paphos Airport for your flight home.

Your Holiday Costs - 2016
Alexander The Great Beach Hotel

Room on Half Board Plus Basis
vehicles

mentioned as per itinerary

 Standard shared tour with

Professional licensed English
Speaking tour guide

*M
 aximum 1 visit per a la carte restaurant
per stay.

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

-

-

£749

£749

£689

£759

£849

£639

-

-

Travelling to your destination: Flight price guide; £180 to £280 per person including taxes and one piece of luggage
The above prices do not include the cost of flights which we will be pleased to book for you as a package. Flights are available from the following airports: Gatwick, Luton, Manchester, Birmingham and other regional
available. With the following Airlines: British Airways, EasyJet, Monarch, Thomson and other Airlines available.
The above guide prices are per person based upon sharing a twin or double room in the room category specified and inclusive of the services as listed in What's Included. Room upgrades, single occupancy and other
bed configurations may be available on request and at additional charge.

Visit your Travel Agent or call our Personal Travel Advisors on 0208 574 4000
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NORTH CYPRUS

BELLAPAIS ABBEY

8 DAYS FROM ONLY £259
On the outskirts of Kyrenia with the magnificent Bellapais Abbey as a backdrop and spectacular views of the harbour and
castle to the Mediterranean beyond, our charming boutique hotel is an ideal escape for a relaxing break or from which to
explore the glorious north of Cyprus.
Bella View Hotel

Boutique

Bella View offers charming accommodation in a tranquil setting in Bellapais Village. Perfect for those wanting a friendly and
relaxing getaway.
Location: Located at the foothills of the Five Finger Mountains and a short drive from Bellapais Village and 3 miles from Kyrenia. Approximately 40 minutes from Ercan
Airport and 80 minutes from Larnaca Airport. Accommodation: All 26 rooms offer mountain or sea views and are furnished with a fusion of Cypriot style and modern
amenities, including satellite TV, mini bar and en-suite bathroom equipped with shower. Some rooms also feature balconies. Facilities: Hotel facilities include an outdoor
swimming pool, mini golf, 24-hour concierge service and Wi-Fi. Dining: Bella à la carte. This intimate venue offers a variety of classic and local à la carte options, with
impressive choice of fine wines.
Note: The hotel does not cater for children under 10yrs old.
B RIEF Itinerary

WH AT ' S Included

SU P P LEM EN TS Upgrades

 Day 1 –	Arrive at Ercan Airport and transfer to your Hotel in Bellapais.

 7 nights accommodation in

Single Supplement:
from £99

 Day 2 –

 fter Breakfast, join our included Full Day excusion to the Karpaz Peninsula.
A
Visit Bogaz fishing village and then taste different types of olive oil at an
olive press. Afterward visit 5th century basilica and church of Ayios Philion
followed by lunch of Fish or Kebab. After lunch pay a visit to Dipkarpaz
village and finish at the famous Apostolos Andreas Monastery.

 Days 3 - 7 – B
 reakfast and Free days at leisure to relax and explore Kyrenia and

Standard Room on Bed &
Breakfast Basis

Optional Visit to: Famagusta
from £47 per person

 Private airport transfers with A/C

vehicles

 Entrance fees to the sites

mentioned in itinerary

further afield on our excursions or at your leisure.

(Please note standard excursion price is
included from May to September only and
departures are not guaranteed for winter
season.)

 Karpaz Peninsula tour with

 Day 8 –	After Breakfast you will be transfer to Ercan Airport for your flight home.

Professional licensed English
Speaking tour guide

Your Holiday Costs - 2016

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

Bella View Hotel

£259

£259

£339

£339

£329

£329

£389

£339

£259

£259

Travelling to your destination: Flight price guide; £150 to £250 per person including taxes and one piece of luggage
The above prices do not include the cost of flights which we will be pleased to book for you as a package. Flights are available from the following airports: Gatwick, Heathrow, Stansted, Manchester, Birmingham and
other regional available. With the following Airlines: Turkish Airlines, British Airways, Pegasus Airlines, EasyJet, Monarch, Thomson and other Airlines available.
The above guide prices are per person based upon sharing a twin or double room in the room category specified and inclusive of the services as listed in What's Included. Room upgrades, single occupancy and other
bed configurations may be available on request and at additional charge.
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NORTH CYPRUS

KYRENIA TOWN

8 DAYS FROM ONLY £199
Located on the northern coastline nestling beneath the Five Finger Mountains, Kyrenia is reputed to be one of the most
picturesque of Mediterranean towns with an impressive Byzantine castle next to a beautiful, traditional harbour offering
an abundance of restaurants and bars from which to watch the world go by.
Hotel Pia Bella



One of the most popular hotels in Northern Cyprus. the Hotel Pia Bella is full of charm with a small and friendly feel, close to the
town centre. Charming with a welcoming ambience and offering excellent value.
Location: The Pia Bella is a well-known family owned hotel with a friendly and informal atmosphere and a favourite amongst visitors to North Cyprus. The hotel is within walking
distance of Kyrenia and its harbour. Accommodation: The hotel is sectioned into four buildings offering 146 Standard, Superior & Deluxe rooms, plus Suites, each with air conditioning,
balcony, TV, tea/coffee making facilities, safe and minibar (chargeable). Superior rooms have either pool, garden or mountain views and are slightly more spacious. Facilities: 2 outdoor
swimming pools both with children’s section, Jacuzzi, TV lounge, reading room and table tennis. The hotel also offers occasional entertainment programs. Dining: A variety of dishes
are served at the main buffet style restaurant during winter time and in The Terrace restaurant during the summer. Drinks and cocktails are served at the Café Bella, Lobby bar & Pool
bar (seasonal).
B RIEF Itinerary

WH AT ' S Included

SU P P LEM EN TS Upgrades

 Day 1 –	Arrive at Ercan Airport and transfer to your Hotel in Kyrenia.

 7 nights accommodation in

Single Supplement:
from £89

 Day 2 –

 fter Breakfast join our included Full day excursion to Famagusta. Visit
A
Salamis Ancient City, St Barnabas Monastery, Othello Tower, Lala Mustafa
Pasha Mosque, Venetian Palace & the magnificent walls of Famagusta.

 Days 3 - 7 – B
 reakfast and Free days at leisure to relax and discover the delights of

Kyrenia and further afield should you wish.

Standard Room on
Bed & Breakfast Basis

 Private airport transfers with A/C

Half Board:
from £59 per person

 Entrance fees to the sites

Superior Room Supplement:
from £20 per person

 Standard shared tour with

Deluxe Room Supplement:
from £40 per person

vehicles

mentioned in itinerary

 Day 8 –	After Breakfast you will be transfer to Ercan Airport for your flight home.

Professional licensed English
Speaking tour guide

Optional Tour: Karpaz Peninsula
from £47 per person

EA RLY Booking
(Please note standard excursion price is
included from May to September only and
departures are not guaranteed for winter
season.)

Book by end of March and get
complimentary Room Upgrade.
Book by end of March on Half Board
and get a complimentary bottle of
house wine.
Your Holiday Costs - 2016

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

Pia Bella

£229

£229

£339

£289

£289

£289

£359

£259

£199

£199

Travelling to your destination: Flight price guide; £150 to £250 per person including taxes
The above prices do not include the cost of flights which we will be pleased to book for you as a package. Flights are available from the following airports: London Gatwick, Heathrow, Stansted, Manchester, Birmingham
and other regional available. With the following Airlines: Turkish Airlines, British Airways, Pegasus Airlines, EasyJet, Monarch, Thomson and other Airlines available.
The above guide prices are per person based upon sharing a twin or double room in the room category specified and inclusive of the services as listed in What's Included. Room upgrades, single occupancy and other
bed configurations may be available on request and at additional charge.

Visit your Travel Agent or call our Personal Travel Advisors on 0208 574 4000
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TURKEY

EXPLORE ISTANBUL

5 DAYS FROM ONLY £399
Sitting astride both the European and Asian continents this ancient Byzantium city, once known as Constantinople, is a
fusion of cultures and styles. Old city sights of the Blue Mosque, Topkapi Palace and the bustling Grand and Spice Bazaars
contrast with the modern heart offering high fashion and an array of bars and restaurants.
Sirkeci Mansion

Boutique

Charming and full of character, this contemporary hotel built in the traditional style of an Ottoman mansion, overlooks the park
with a unique authentic style.
Location: This boutique Sirkeci Konak is located in the historical centre of Istanbul on the European side of the Bosphorus, within walking distance of Hagia Sofia Museum and the
Blue Mosque, approx. 20 km from the airport. Accommodation: 52 rooms boast traditional touches in their décor, including hanging lamps and beds with ornate wood carvings. Air
conditioning, mini bar & satellite TV. Facilities: Include swimming pool, sauna and hamman. Massage, fitness room, meeting facilities and business station. Dining: Neyzade Restaurant
serves regional Anatolian cuisine for lunch and dinner.

B RIEF Itinerary

WH AT ' S Included

SU P PLEM EN TS Upgrades

 Day 1 –	Arrive at Istanbul Ataturk Airport and transfer to your Hotel

 4 nights accommodation in

Single Supplement:
from £219

in Old City Istanbul.

Standard Room on
Bed & Breakfast Basis

 Day 2 –	After Breakfast join us on your included Half day tour of the old city by

visitng the great Hagia Sophia, The Blue Mosque and the famous Grand
Bazaar. After the half day excursion, enjoy free evening at leisure.

 Day 3 –	After Breakfast, our included tour visits the spice Bazaar followed by a

Optional Full Day excursion:
to Princes' Island
from £59 per person

 Private airport transfers with

A/C vehicles

 Entrance fees to the sites

relaxing cruise taking you through the waterway separating Europe and
Asia, with views of marble palaces and Rumeli Fortress.

mentioned in itinerary

 Day 4 –	Breakfast and Free day at leisure to discover more of this fascinating city.
 Day 5 –	After Breakfast you will be transfer to Istanbul Ataturk Airport for your flight

 2 Half Day tours with Professional

licensed English Speaking tour
guide

home.

Your Holiday Costs - 2016
Sirkeci Mansion Hotel

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

£399

£449

£449

£419

£399

£419

£449

£449

£399

£399

Travelling to your destination: Flight price guide; £150 to £250 per person including taxes and one piece of luggage
The above prices do not include the cost of flights which we will be pleased to book for you as a package. Flights are available from the following airports: Gatwick, Heathrow, Stansted, Manchester, Birmingham and
other regional available. With the following Airlines: Turkish Airlines, British Airways, Pegasus Airlines and other Airlines available.
The above guide prices are per person based upon sharing a twin or double room in the room category specified and inclusive of the services as listed in What's Included. Room upgrades, single occupancy and other
bed configurations may be available on request and at additional charge.
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TURKEY

WONDER OF CAPPADOCIA

5 DAYS FROM ONLY £439
Cappadocia is a unique natural landscape of soft volcanic rock sculptured by the elements into conical formations
converted to dwellings. There is no better way to appreciate the wonder of these rose tinted gorges and magnificent ‘fairy
chimneys’ than from basket of our optional hot air balloon flight.
Anatolian Houses

Boutique

An intimate hotel in a stunning rustic setting. Stylish, authentic chic and full of character, with lavishly designed rooms
set in caves.
Location: Formed from old stone houses and carved from a network of caves, Anatolian House is an exclusive hotel, located in Göreme City. Approximately 35 minutes from
Nevşehir Airport, with Kayseri airport approximately 55 minutes away. Accommodation: The hotel has 33 Cave Suites. Each Suite is uniquely decorated with works of art from
different eras, carved stone walls and offers contemporary luxury. Each room has an LCD TV, safe, mini bar, kettle, hairdryer, floor based central-heating system and fireplace.
Selected suites have hydro massage showers or Jacuzzis. Facilities: The hotel has an outdoor and indoor (heated) swimming pool, Spa & Wellness Centre, with sauna and
Turkish bath. A wine cellar, wine fountain and meeting room. Dining: The hotel restaurant offers a tempting menu for its guests. The end of the day is crowned by a glass of local
wine from the wine fountain in the hotel’s courtyard!
B RIEF Itinerary

WH AT ' S Included

SU P PLEM EN TS Upgrades

 Day 1 –	Pick-up from Kayseri Airport and transfer to Cappadocia Hotel.

 4 nights accommodation in

Single Supplement:
from £260

 2 Lunches on days 2 & 3

Hot Air Balloon flight:
from £145 per person

 Day 2 –	After Breakfast join our included tour visiting Goreme Open Air Museum,

Devrent Valley also known as Imaginary Valley or Pink Valley and Pasabagi
(Monks’ Valley) to see the most interesting mushroom-shaped pinnacles.
Stop at Ucguzeller. You will also view Uchisar Castle. Lunch is included.

 Day 3 –	After Breakfast join our second included tour. Drive to Kaymakli and to

Pigeon Valley for a moderate walk in a green valley with many different rock
formations and hundreds of pigeon houses carved into fairy-chimneys.
Then you will see Ortahisar Castle and Cavusin Village. We will end the day
with a visit to Red Valley which is an isolated valley behind Urgup.
Lunch is included.

Standard Suite on Half Board Basis

 Private airport transfers with

A/C vehicles

 Entrance fees to the sites

mentioned in itinerary

 2 Full Day tours with Professional

licensed English Speaking tour
guide

 Day 4 –	Free day at leisure to relax and explore.
 Day 5 –	Pick-up from Cappadocia hotel and transfer to Kayseri Airport.

Your Holiday Costs - 2016

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

Anatolin Houses

£439

£489

£489

£489

£489

£489

£489

£489

£479

£479

Travelling to your destination: Flight price guide; £200 to £300 per person including taxes and one piece of luggage
The above prices do not include the cost of flights which we will be pleased to book for you as a package. Flights are available from the following airports: Gatwick, Heathrow, Stansted, Manchester, Birmingham and other
regional available. With the following Airlines: Turkish Airlines, Pegasus Airlines.
The above guide prices are per person based upon sharing a twin or double room in the room category specified and inclusive of the services as listed in What's Included. Room upgrades, single occupancy and other
bed configurations may be available on request and at additional charge.

Visit your Travel Agent or call our Personal Travel Advisors on 0208 574 4000
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TURKEY

ALACATI CHIC

8 DAYS FROM ONLY £599
This chic Aegean town, with its crystal clear water on the western coast, has been famous for its architecture, vineyards
and windmills for over 150 years. Today with its yacht marina and port Alacati remains one of the most authentic towns
in Turkey with stone houses, narrow streets, boutique hotels and restaurants with acclaimed hospitality and tables on
the streets.
Beyevi Hotel

Boutique

A lovely restored boutique hotel set in the heart of quaint Alaçati. Full of character, stylishly decorated with charming gardens
and courtyard.
Location: This distinctive boutique hotel combines unique old fashioned style with modern comforts. Visit the cafés, bars and antique shops of Alaçati, only 3 minutes walk away.
The hotel is approximately one hour's drive from Izmir Airport. Accommodation: 15 elegant rooms designed with stone carved walls and luxury furnishings. Rooms feature a
minibar, TV and air conditioning. Facilities: Outdoor pool located in a small courtyard, free Wi-Fi. Dining: The Restaurant at Beyevi offers à la carte dishes as well as refreshments
and drinks throughout the day. The hotel chef uses homemade jams, liquors and local produce making for a truly traditional experience. The garden Bar and street-side Café are
popular chill-out places. Note: Children must be over 12yrs old.
B RIEF Itinerary

WH AT ' S Included

SU P PLEM EN TS Upgrades

 Day 1 –	Pick-up from Izmir Airport and transfer to Alacati Hotel.

 7 nights accommodation in Classic

Single Supplement:
from £419

 Private airport transfers with A/C

Private Excursion:
"Pergamum" from £220 per person

 Day 2 –	Pick-up from Alacati Hotels with private transfer and meet the group to join

Ephesus Tour. Visit Ephesus with its well preserved colonnaded Arcadian
Way, Hadrians Temple, Celsus Library,market and theatre. Also visit the
Virgin Mary's house and the Temple of Artemis. Lunch is Included.

 Days 3 - 7 – B
 reakfast at hotel, Free days at leisure to enjoy your boutique hotel and

the resort of Alacati.

Room on Bed & Breakfast
vehicles

 Entrance fees to the sites

mentioned in itinerary

 Standard shared tours with

 Day 8 –	Pick-up from Alacati hotels and transfer to Izmir Airport.

Professional licensed English
Speaking tour guide

 One Lunch on Day 2

Your Holiday Costs - 2016
Beyevi Alacati

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

-

£599

£639

£709

£779

£779

£759

£639

£599

-

Travelling to your destination: Flight price guide; £100 to £200 per person ncluding taxes and one piece of luggage
The above prices do not include the cost of flights which we will be pleased to book for you as a package. Flights are available from the following airports: Gatwick, Heathrow, Stansted, Manchester, Birmingham and other
regional available. With the following Airlines: Turkish Airlines, Pegasus Airlines, EasyJet, Monarch, Thomson and other Airlines available
The above guide prices are per person based upon sharing a twin or double room in the room category specified and inclusive of the services as listed in What's Included. Room upgrades, single occupancy and other
bed configurations may be available on request and at additional charge.
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TURKEY

THE BLUE LAGOON - OLUDENIZ

8 DAYS FROM ONLY £449
On the Turquoise Coast of south-western Turkey, where the Aegean and Mediterranean seas meet, lies Oludeniz, a small
village and beach resort with its spectacular blue lagoon. The lagoon is a national nature reserve while its officially rated
Blue Flag beach is one of the most photographed beaches on the Med’ and has been rated among the top 5 beaches
in the world.
Oyster Residence

Boutique

Unique boutique hotel with individual rooms. Rich in personality in a prime location by Ölüdeniz beach. A wonderful hotel full
of Mediterranean rustic charm.
Location: Small boutique hotel set amongst towering mountains, located in the small resort village of Ölüdeniz, approx. 12 km from Fethiye. Dalaman airport is approx.
54 km drive from the hotel. Accommodation: 26 individually designed stylish rooms with French windows. Each room has a Jacuzzi bath, hairdryer, plasma TV and safe.
Facilities: Outdoor swimming pool, alternative therapies including reiki, massage & reflexology. Beachfront location on the Blue Lagoon which is famous for its crystal clear
waters, with part of the lagoon now being a protected area and national park. Dining: Options include a pool-side snack bar and an à la carte restaurant serving renowned
Turkish and international cuisine. There is also a Pool Grill and Steaks restaurant. Note: The hotel does not accept children under 14yrs of age.
BRIEF Itinerary

WH AT ' S Included

SU P PLEM EN TS Upgrades

 Day 1 –	Arrive at Dalaman Airport and transfer to your Hotel in Oludenzi.

 7 nights accommodation in

Single Supplement:
from £409

Standard Room on
Bed & Breakfast Basis

 Day 2 –	After breakfast join our included Cruise on the Dalyan River, including lunch,

with a chance to experience rejuvenating mud baths and sulphur pools and
watch for Loggerhead Turtles.

 Days 3 - 7 – B
 reakfast and Free days at leisure to relax in your hotel and the

Optional Excursion:
Pamukkale & Hierapolis
from £49 per person

 Private airport transfers

with A/C vehicles

 Entrance fees to the sites

delightful resort with its glorious lagoon and beaches.

 Day 8 –	After Breakfast you will be transfer to Dalaman Airport for your flight home.

mentioned in itinerary

 Dalyan River & Turtle Beach tour

(Please note standard excursion price is
included from May to September only and
departures are not guaranteed for winter
season.)

with Professional licensed English
Speaking tour guide

 Lunch included on Day 2

Your Holiday Costs - 2016
Oyster Residence

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

-

-

£449

£609

£609

£609

£609

£449

-

-

Travelling to your destination: Flight price guide; £100 to £200 per person including taxes and one piece of luggage
The above prices do not include the cost of flights which we will be pleased to book for you as a package. Flights are available from the following airports: Gatwick, Heathrow, Stansted, Manchester, Birmingham and other
regional available. With the following Airlines: Turkish Airlines, British Airways, EasyJet, Monarch, Thomson and other Airlines available
The above guide prices are per person based upon sharing a twin or double room in the room category specified and inclusive of the services as listed in What's Included. Room upgrades, single occupancy and other
bed configurations may be available on request and at additional charge.

Visit your Travel Agent or call our Personal Travel Advisors on 0208 574 4000
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TURKEY

FETHIYE AND PAMUKKALE

8 DAYS FROM ONLY £249
On the Turquoise Coast of Turkey, Fethiye has grown from a modest fishing village to a vibrant town and holiday destination.
You are assured of a warm welcome in this relaxed resort with its natural harbour and stunning seafront promenade lined
with restaurants and cafes. Of equal appeal to those with an interest in history and nature as to those looking for sun, sea
and great food. Add to this a visit to the unique Pamukkale, with its cascading calcium pools for a real Turkish treat.
Yacht Boutique

Boutique

A small, stylish, boutique town house hotel. Contemporary feel, with an intimate atmosphere and great location.
Location: The Yacht Hotel is a boutique hotel with contemporary minimalist design and Mediterranean architecture. The hotel is located by the marina on the Gulf
of Fethiye. The town of Fethiye is a 5 min walk from the hotel and Dalaman International airport is approx. 65 km away. Accommodation: The hotel has 34 rooms
and suites with minibar, TV, air conditioning, safe box, balcony, carpet flooring and hairdryer. Facilities: Relax in the small outdoor pool, jacuzzi or games room.
Dining: The rooftop Terrace restaurant serves a buffet breakfast and à la carte lunch and dinner. Light snacks and refreshments are served at the Pool Snack Bar, Lobby
Bar and Terrace Bar.

B RIEF Itinerary

WH AT ' S Included

SU P PLEM EN TS Upgrades

 Day 1 –	Arrive at Dalaman Airport and transfer to your Hotel in Fethiye.

 7 nights accommodation in

Single Supplement:
from £189

 Day 2 –

 eave early in the morning to enjoy a spectacular natural site of cascades
L
of calcium pools dominating the hillside, Pamukkale. Afterward explore the
nearby Roman city of Hierapolis. (incl. lunch)

 Days 3 - 7 – B
 reakfast and Free days at leisure to enjoy your superbly located hotel

and the resorts of Fethiye.

Standard Room on
Bed & Breakfast Basis

Optional Excursion:
Dalyan River & Turtle Beach
from £52 per person

 Private airport transfers with

A/C vehicles

 Entrance fees to the sites

mentioned in itinerary

 Day 8 –	After Breakfast you will be transferred to Dalaman Airport for your flight

(Please note standard excursion price is
included from May to September only and
departures are not guaranteed for winter
season.)

 Pamukkale and Hierapolis tour

home.

with Professional licensed English
Speaking tour guide

 Lunch included on Day 2

Your Holiday Costs - 2016

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

Yacht Boutique Hotel

£249

£249

£369

£399

£399

£399

£399

£309

£269

£269

Travelling to your destination: Flight price guide; £100 to £200 per person including taxes and one piece of luggage
The above prices do not include the cost of flights which we will be pleased to book for you as a package. Flights are available from the following airports: Gatwick, Heathrow, Stansted, Manchester, Birmingham and
other regional available. With the following Airlines: Turkish Airlines, British Airways, EasyJet, Monarch, Thomson and other Airlines available
The above guide prices are per person based upon sharing a twin or double room in the room category specified and inclusive of the services as listed in What's Included. Room upgrades, single occupancy and other
bed configurations may be available on request and at additional charge.
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TURKEY

TURQUOISE COAST GULET CRUISE & STAY

12 DAYS FROM ONLY £679
Cruising in a small traditional Turkish Gulet with all ‘mod-cons’ is an ideal way to explore the clear, turquoise waters of the
Aegean coastline. Many of the bays and beaches are only accessible from the sea, often therefore discovering an empty
beach to enjoy without interruption. Combine this relaxing week-long cruise with a stay in an ultra-chic designer hotel for a
holiday to remember for years to come.
Traditional Gulets

The Grand Yazici Hotel

Our fleet of cruisers range from a capacity of 6 to 14 guests or more. Ideal for
couples who wish to travel with a small group, or family and friends for exclusive
use. The cabins vary in size and are often compact which adds to the appeal
of the cruise and we have selected boats with the comfort of air-conditioning.
Our Personal Travel Advisors will be able to provide more information when you
enquire as to the specific ship and cabin availability.

Set in the heart of Bodrum at its foothills, this modern designer hotel enjoys
views to the Aegean and the Greek island of Kos from its infinity pool. With 96
air-conditioned rooms tastefully decorated in soft colours and natural woods.
The hotel has large indoor and outdoor pools and Spa with Turkish Bath, sauna,
steam room, treatment rooms and a fitness centre. With two restaurants serving
buffet and a la carte meals and a choice of the pool bar or Grand Lounge Bar.

Boutique

B RIEF Itinerary
 Day 1 –	Arrive at Bodrum Airport and transfer to your boat in Bodrum Harbour.

 Day 6 –	Sail to Kargili Bay early in the morning. After lunch sail to Kisebuku where you

 Day 2 –	After breakfast we will sail to Oarka Island and enjoy swimming in the

 Day 7 –	Sail to Pabucburnu after breakfast and enjoy lunch here. Enjoy tea served in

 Day 3 –

 Day 8 –	Pick up from Bodrum Harbour and transfer the Grand Yazici Hotel in Bodrum

can visit the ruins of Byzantines. Overnight.

Overnight in Bodrum.

Yaliciftlik Bay. An optional village tour can be arranged. Then onto Bodrum Port
for the last day's dinner. Overnight in Bodrum.

Crystal-blue water. After lunch sail to the small and picturesque fishing town
of Cokertme. Enjoy dinner and over night stay in Cokertme.

After
an early breakfast we cruise to many small islands and coral reefs
for you to enjoy diving and relaxing and a walk in the pine forests. Sail to
English port where British Navy forces used to dock in World War II. Over
night at English Harbour.

for a 4 night stay.

 Days 9 - 11 – Enjoy free days at leisure in Bodrum to relax and explore.
 Day 12 –	After Breakfast you will be transfer to Bodrum Airport for your flight home.

 Day 4 –	Sail to Sedir Island also known as Cleopatra Island, legend says that

Anthony and Cleopatra swam here and the sands were carried from North
Africa. Visit the old city walls and the historical church which used to be the
temple in Dorian's reign. Afterward sail to Karacasogut village for dinner
and over night. You can also enjoy an optional excursion to Dalyan.

 Day 5 –	Breakfast on board. Before lunch sail to the paradise Longoz bay sheltered

with pine forests. After lunch enjoy a short walk in the forest or take a rest
in Ali Baba's local shed-like café. Sail to Tuzla Bay to enjoy swimming in the
turquoise-blue waters. Dinner and overnight stay at Tuzla Bay.

Your Holiday Costs - 2016
Standard Cabin Chartered A/C (7nts) & Grand Yazici Hotel Bodrum (4nts)

WH AT ' S Included
 7 nights accommodation Standard Cabin on Full Board Basis on Cruise
 4 nights accommodation in Standard Room on Bed & Breakfast Basis at Hotel
 Private airport transfers with A/C vehicles
 Full Crew Service whilst sailing
 Use of fishing lines, flippers and snorkels on board.

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

-

£679

£679

£1,069

£1,269

£939

-

Travelling to your destination: Flight price guide; £100 to £200 per person including taxes and one piece of luggage
The above prices do not include the cost of flights which we will be pleased to book for you as a package. Flights are available from the following airports: Gatwick, Stansted, Heathrow Manchester, Birmingham and other
regional available. With the following Airlines: Turkish Airlines, Easy Jet, Monarch, Thomson and other airlines available.					
The above guide prices are per person based upon sharing a twin or double room in the room category specified and inclusive of the services as listed in What's Included. Room upgrades, single occupancy and other
bed configurations may be available on request and at additional charge.

Visit your Travel Agent or call our Personal Travel Advisors on 0208 574 4000

BOUTIQUE BREAKS
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EGYPT

CAIRO AND THE GREAT PYRAMIDS

5 DAYS FROM ONLY £239

5 DAYS FROM ONLY £399

Cairo, Egypt’s bustling capital on the Nile, and the largest city
in Africa is a city of contrasts where modern 5 star luxury
hotels and boutiques sit side by side with bazaars, souks
and Mosques.

Neighbouring Giza is the site of the Pyramids, the oldest,
and only surviving, of the Seven Wonders of the Ancient
World, and the Great Sphinx are on the doorstep of our
iconic hotel.

Mena House Hotel

Marriott Hotel & Omar Khayyam Casino



A luxurious and distinguished hotel set in jasmine scented
gardens with arguably the best views in Egypt. This illustrious
hotel is elegant, unique and full of character.
Location: An historical hotel in the shadow of the great Cheops Pyramids, approx.
35 km from Cairo Airport. Accommodation: There are 424 elegantly appointed
rooms & suites located in a garden or palace section. All rooms and suites are
fully equipped with air-conditioning, safe, TV, minibar and tea/coffee making
facilities. Facilities: Swimming pool set in landscaped gardens, Spa and Fitness
Centre. Dining: Overlooked by the Pyramids, the 24-hr Khan El Khalili restaurant
serves international and oriental dishes. Le Jardin is the all-day dining restaurant.
The poolside César restaurant serves Italian specialities, and the famous Moghul
restaurant serves Indian dishes. There is a choice of bars, including the Abu
Nawas night club, the Sultan Lounge, with Pyramid views, and Mamlouk Bar.



A large, stylish, boutique town house hotel. Contemporary
feel, with an intimate atmosphere and great location.
Location: A deluxe hotel set in gardens and located in the city’s Zamalek area,
close to the Egyptian Museum. Cairo airport is approx. 45 minutes away.
Accommodation: 977 rooms & 111 suites, all are elegantly decorated and
fully equipped with all the modern amenities, and have balcony or terrace with
garden or Nile view. Executive level deluxe rooms have access to the Executive
lounge. Facilities: Fitness centre, outdoor and indoor swimming pool, sauna.
Dining: A good selection of buffet and à la Carte restaurant, including the JW’s
Steakhouse, Italian Tuscany restaurant and the Torii presents Japanese cuisine.

BRIEF Itinerary

WH AT ' S Included

SU P P L EM ENTS Upgrades

 Day 1 –	Upon arrival at Cairo International Airport you will be met & assisted

 4 nights accommodation

Single Supplement:
from £100 (Mena House Hotel)

through airport formalities by our local English speaking representative and
tarnsferred to your hotel for your 4 night stay.

 Day 2 –	After breakfast,your Egyptologist will escort you on an unforgettable tour

of the Great Pyramids of Giza. They are among the world’s greatest tourist
attractions and never lose their ability to inspire and overwhelm visitors.
Enter the temple of the mysterious Sphinx, an ancient figure shrouded in
legend and mystery. Return to hotel for an afternoon at leisure.

in Deluxe Room on Bed
& Breakfast basis

 Return private transfers
 Half day private

excursion "The Great
Pyramids of Giza & the
Sphinx"

Pyramids View Room at the Mena House Hotel:
from £230 per room
Single Supplement:
from £270 (Marriott Hotel)
Optional Excursion: to The Egyptian Museum
£49 per person (min 2 people)

 Day 3 –	Breakfast at hotel. Day at leisure or choose one of our optional excursions

Optional Excursion: to Sakkara & Memphis
£65 per person (min 2 people)

 Day 4 –	Breakfast at hotel. Day at leisure or choose one of our optional excursions

Optional Excursion: to the Citadel, Mohamed Ali
Mosque & Khan El Kahlili Bazaar
£45 per person (min 2 people)

to explore the anitiquiies of the ancient world in the Egyptian Museum.

to the older parts of the city "Citadel of Salah El Din, Mohamed Ali Mosque
& Khan El Khalili Bazaar".

 Day 5 –	Breakfast at hotel. In the afternoon you will be transferred to Cairo

International Airport for final departure.

Your Holiday Costs - 2016

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

Mena House Hotel (Garden Wing)

£299

£299

£239

£239

£239

£239

£239

£299

£349

£349

Marriott Hotel & Omar Khayyam Casino

£399

£409

£409

£409

£409

£409

£409

£429

£429

£429

December

Travelling to your destination: Flight price guide; £398 to £609 per person including taxes and one piece of luggage
The above prices do not include the cost of flights which we will be pleased to book for you as a package.
Flights are available from the following airports: London Heathrow. With the following Airlines: EGYPTAIR & British Airways
The above guide prices are per person based upon sharing a twin or double room in the room category specified and inclusive of the services as listed in What's Included. Room upgrades, single occupancy and other
bed configurations may be available on request and at additional charge.
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JORDAN

THE DEAD SEA & PETRA

6 DAYS FROM ONLY £839
In the Jordan Valley at the lowest point on Earth the mineral rich waters of the Dead Sea are truly one of our planets’
phenomena. Float in the saline waters of the Dead Sea or try the healing qualities of the mud floor minerals in the spa at your
luxury 5 star hotel for a relaxing and rejuvenating break.
Kempinski Hotel Ishtar Dead Sea



An elegant exclusive hotel of breathtaking design in a serene setting on the enigmatic Dead Sea, famous for its rich air and
mineral loaded seawater.
Location: Set amidst gardens dotted with lagoons, waterfalls and nine pools and approx. 40 minutes from Amman. Accommodation: 345 rooms including 70 suites,
27 spa rooms and 4 Beach Chalets feature a luxurious contemporary décor and amazing views over the famed Dead Sea. Rooms and suites in the main building
with an arabesque décor or in boutique Ishtar Villas with a contemporary style. All are fully equipped with minibar, coffee/tea making facilities, balcony or terrace.
Facilities: Health Club and Anantara Spa offer 20 treatment rooms. 9 hotel pools, fitness centre, Jacuzzi, steam room and Kids’ club. Dining: 9 restaurants & bars
offering a superb choice of dining including The Codes serving Thai cuisine or the Obelisk Restaurant. Light refreshments at Akkad Pool Grill, with views of the Dead
Sea or daily live entertainment at the Kish Bar lounge.
BRIEF Itinerary

WH AT ' S Included

SU P P LEM EN TS Upgrades

 Day 1 –	Upon arrival at QAIA, you will be met and transferred to your hotel for

 5 nights accommodation in Ishtar

Single Supplement:
from £510

overnight.

Superior Room on Bed & Breakfast
basis

 Day 2 –	Breakfast at hotel. Day at leisure.
 Day 3 –	After breakfast you will be met by our English speaking driver Escort for a

full day visit of Petra, the “Red Rose City”; the treasure of the ancient world;
celebrated in 2012 the 200th year of it’s discover. The ancient Nabatean
city of Petra was recently voted as one of the Wonders of the World. It
is without a doubt Jordan’s most valuable treasure and greatest tourist
attraction. You will enjoy lunch on site.

 Days 4 - 5 – B
 reakfast at hotel. Days at leisure to relax in your hotel to enjoy its

 Full day private excursion to Red

Optional Excursion: to Madaba & Mt
Nebo £50 per person
Optional Excursion: to Jerash,
Ajloun & Amman City Tour
£95 per person

Rose City "Petra" including 2 hrs
local English speaking guide &
horse riding through the Siq of
Petra

 Lunch at local Restaurant in Petra

facilities and unique location.

 Day 6 –

 Return private transfers

Breakfast at hotel. You will be transferred to QAIA Airport for final departure.

Your Holiday Costs - 2016

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

Kempinski Ishtar Resort

£839

£1,159

£929

£929

£929

£929

£1,109

£1,159

£1,219

£1,219

Travelling to your destination: Flight price guide; £350 to £595 per person including taxes and one piece of luggage
The above prices do not include the cost of flights which we will be pleased to book for you as a package.
Flights are available from the following airports: London Heathrow to Amman. With the following Airlines: Royal Jordanian & British Airways.
The above guide prices are per person based upon sharing a twin or double room in the room category specified and inclusive of the services as listed in What's Included. Room upgrades, single occupancy and other
bed configurations may be available on request and at additional charge.

Visit your Travel Agent or call our Personal Travel Advisors on 0208 574 4000
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ISRAEL

JERUSALEM

6 DAYS FROM ONLY £529
One of the oldest cities in the world Jerusalem has been a place of pilgrimage and worship for Christians, Jews and Muslims
since the biblical era. On a plateau in the Judean Mountains it retains significant religious sites, including the Temple Mount
and Western Wall, sacred to Judaism, and the Dome of the Rock Islamic shrine.
Harmony Hotel



The Harmony Hotel is located in the heart of Jerusalem just outside the walls of the Old City in the charming Nahalat Shiva
neighbourhood with its gourmet restaurants and upmarket boutiques.
Location: Close to the many religious and historic sites it is just a ten-minute walk to the Old City and less to the new Mamilla shopping centre. Accommodation: The hotel,
which opened only a few years ago, with sleek, modern décor. The 50 comfortable and stylish guestrooms overlook the roofs and alleys of this historic area are air-conditioned
with free Wi-Fi access. Dining: In addition to the rich Israeli buffet breakfast served in its sun-filled lobby, the Harmony Hotel hosts a complimentary happy hour for its guests
each evening in its lounge, which has been designed as a traditional English club complete with a fireplace and billiard table.

B RIEF Itinerary

WH AT ' S Included

SU P P LEM EN TS Upgrades

 Day 1 –	Upon arrival at Tel Aviv Ben Gurion airport, you will be met and transferred

 5 nights accommodation in

Single Supplement:
from £390

 Return private transfers

Our optional excursions:
Masada and the Dead Sea
£99 per person

to your hotel for overnight.

 Day 2 –	After breakfast, you will be picked up from the hotel for a full day tour of this

Holy City. Drive to Mount Olives before enjoying a walk through the Old City
to the see the Western "Wailing" Wall and the ancient quarters. In the New
City you will view the Knesset (Parliament), Yad Vashem & the memorial of
the Holocaust. Return to hotel for the rest of the day.

Standard Room on Bed &
Breakfast basis

 Full day tour of Jerusalem

Bethlehem and Jericho
£119 per person

 Days 3 - 5 – B
 reakfast at hotel. Days at leisure or choose one of our optional

excursions to Bethlehem and Jericho, Masada & Dead Sea or to the
Biblical Highlights of the North.

Biblical Highlights of the North
£89 per person

 Day 6 –	Breakfast at hotel. You will be transferred to Ben Gurion International Airport

for final departure.

Your Holiday Costs - 2016

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

Harmony Hotel

£529

£619

£619

£619

£569

£569

£619

£619

£619

£529

Travelling to your destination: Flight price guide; £190 to £490 per person including taxes and one piece of luggage
The above prices do not include the cost of flights which we will be pleased to book for you as a package. Flights are available from the following airports: London Luton, London Gatwick & London Heathrow. With the
following Airlines: Easyjet (from Luton & Gatwick) , British Airways & El Al (from Luton & Heathrow)
The above guide prices are per person based upon sharing a twin or double room in the room category specified and inclusive of the services as listed in What's Included. Room upgrades, single occupancy and other
bed configurations may be available on request and at additional charge.
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ISRAEL

TIBERIUS ON THE SEA OF GALILEE

6 DAYS FROM ONLY £1,369
The Sea of Galilee is in fact a fresh water lake and considered to be one of the most beautiful regions of Israel and known for
its New Testament writings and the place where Jesus lived. Tiberias, named in honour of the Roman emperor, lies on the
western shore and is famed for its hot springs and as one of Judaism's four Holy cities.
The Scots Hotel

Boutique

Considered by many to be most romantic hotel in northern Israel, The Scots Hotel is a charming boutique retreat steeped
in history & character and exuding quality.
Location: The Scots Hotel is the perfect base for exploring, situated between green gardens and the Golan Heights, on the shores of the Sea of Galilee. Accommodation:
50 modern rooms are located in the newer wing, while 19 Antique rooms are in the characterful original wing; some rooms with Galilee views. Facilities: The lush gardens
have a fabulous pool area, direct access to a little beach and Lakeview Wellness Centre Spa by L’Occitane. Dining: The hotel's restaurant Torrance with al fresco terrace
is in an original wing, where Galilean influenced dishes using local farm produce are served. The Ceilidh Bar has a menu of light meals, drinks and 80 types of whisky
and the Wine Cellar houses a thousand bottles of local wines.

B RIEF Itinerary

WH AT ' S Included

SU P PLEM EN TS Upgrades

 Day 1 –	Upon arrival at Tel Aviv Ben Gurion airport, you will be met and transferred

 5 nights accommodation in

Single Supplement:
from £620

to your hotel for overnight.

 Day 2 –	After breakfast, you will be picked up from the hotel for a full day tour of

Standard Room on Bed &
Breakfast basis

 Return private transfers

Tiberias including the ancient Hot Springs & the Synagogue's mosaic.
Return to hotel for an afternoon at leisure.

 Days 3 - 5 – B
 reakfasts at the hotel and free days at leisure to enjoy the hospitality

of this truly unique, boutique hotel and its excellent location in central
Tiberius on the shores of The Sea of Galilee.

 Private guided tour of Tiberias &

surrounding area

 Day 6 –	Breakfst at hotel. You will be transferred to Ben Gurion International Airport

for final departure.

Your Holiday Costs - 2016

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

The Scots Hotel

£1,489

£1,369

£1,369

£1,369

£1,369

£1,369

£1,369

£1,489

£1,369

£1,369

Travelling to your destination: Flight price guide; £190 to £490 per person including taxes and one piece of luggage
The above prices do not include the cost of flights which we will be pleased to book for you as a package. Flights are available from the following airports: London Luton, London Gatwick & London Heathrow. With the
following Airlines: Easyjet (from Luton & Gatwick) , British Airways & El Al (from Luton & Heathrow)
The above guide prices are per person based upon sharing a twin or double room in the room category specified and inclusive of the services as listed in What's Included. Room upgrades, single occupancy and other
bed configurations may be available on request and at additional charge.

Visit your Travel Agent or call our Personal Travel Advisors on 0208 574 4000
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OMAN

MUSCAT

8 DAYS FROM ONLY £719
Muscat, Oman’s port capital, sits on the Gulf of Oman surrounded by mountains and desert. With history going back to
antiquity, it mixes high-rises and upscale shopping malls with landmarks such as the 16th-century Portuguese forts, Mirani
and Jalali, looming clifftop over Muscat Harbor.
The Chedi Muscat Hotel



Designed to reflect the traditional architecture of Oman, this exclusive luxury beach resort is a mix of traditional and elegance
where the majestic Al Hajar Mountains meet their luminous reflection in the serene waters of the Gulf of Oman.
Location: Set amidst a twenty-one acre garden oasis all 158 well-appointed guestrooms and villas have views to sparkling waters, vibrant gardens and dramatic mountains.
Dinning: Facilities at The Chedi Muscat are utterly comprehensive. This sublime yet central location is 20 minutes from downtown Muscat offering six restaurants spanning
the great cuisines and wines of the world, from the Mediterranean and the Middle East to Southeast Asia and India. Dine casually with bare feet in the sand, under starry
Arabian Nights or more formally under European chandeliers. Facilities: include a Balinese spa, three swimming pools, including the 103-metre Long Pool, and a superb
health club and boutique where exquisite local artistry, resort wear and handcrafted keepsakes are offered.
B RIEF Itinerary

WH AT ' S Included

SU P P LEM EN TS Upgrades

 Day 1 –	Upon arrival at Muscat International Airport, you will be met and transferred

 7 nights accommodation in Serai

Single Supplement:
from £620

 Day 2 –	After breakfast, you will be met by your English speaking guide and set off

 Return private transfers

Optional Excursion: to Nizwa & Jebel
Shams £140 per person (min 2
people)

to your hotel for overnight.

to discover this beautiful arabian city. Visit the Grand Mosque which has
one of the longest handmade carpets in the world weighing 21 tons and
can accommodate up to 20,000 worshippers. Drive around the Ministries
& Embassies Area, and then proceed to the Muttrah Souk, in the heart
of Muscat a traditional market where you can find fine souvenirs of local
handicrafts from Oman. Enjoy the mixed smells of frankincense, perfume
oils, fresh jasmine and spices as you stroll along the narrow alleys. Visit Old
Muscat and Bait Al Zubair Museum for a glimpse of Oman’s glorious past.

Room on Bed & Breakfast basis

 Half day private excursion

"Muscat City Tour"

Optional Excursion: to Wahiba Sands
& Wadi Bani Khalid £140 per person
(min 2 people)
Optional Excursion: to Quriyat, Fins
& Wadi Shab £140 per person (min 2
people)

 Day 3 –	Breakfast at hotel. Day at leisure or choose one of our optional excursions.

Optional Excursion: to Nakhl & Rustaq
£90 per person (min 2 people)

 Days 4 - 7 – B
 reakfast at hotel. Days at leisure to enjoy the hotel facilities and explore

more of Muscat or choose one of our private guided excursions by
four-wheel drive.

 Day 8 –	Breakfast at hotel. You will be transferred to Muscat International Airport for

final departure.

Your Holiday Costs - 2016

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

The Chedi

£1,459

£719

£719

£719

£719

£719

£719

£1,459

£1,689

£1,459

Travelling to your destination: Flight price guide; £560 to £720 per person including taxes and one piece of luggage
The above prices do not include the cost of flights which we will be pleased to book for you as a package. Flights are available from the following airports: London Heathrow to Muscat. With the following Airlines: Oman
Air & British Airways (1 Technical Stop in Abu Dhabi)
The above guide prices are per person based upon sharing a twin or double room in the room category specified and inclusive of the services as listed in What's Included. Room upgrades, single occupancy and other
bed configurations may be available on request and at additional charge.
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Escorted Tours
Let us show you the highlights… all in
good company
Dicover the best of a region seeing the highlights
and hidden gems escorted by our guide and in
the company of a small group of fellow travellers.
With a group size of between 12 and 20 travelling
on our set departure dates, often with the option
of some extensions post (and pre-) tour. And
if our escorted tour doesn’t operate at the time
of year you wish to travel or you would like to
amend the itinerary in any way we can look to
offer you a bespoke private tour.

EGYPT
CAIRO & NILE CRUISE
- ASWAN TO LUXOR

32-33

MOROCCO
IMPERIAL CITIES OF MOROCCO

34-35

TURKEY
PURE TURKEY DISCOVERY

36-37

SRI LANKA
GRAND SRI LANKAN ADVENTURE

38-39

Visit your Travel Agent or call our Personal Travel Advisors on 0208 574 4000
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EGYPT - ESCORTED TOUR

CAIRO & NILE CRUISE - ASWAN TO LUXOR

Join us on this journey that takes in many of
the classical sites of ‘the Land of the Pharaohs’
following the mighty river Nile form Egypt’s capital,
where the antiquities of the Egyptian Museum,
bustling bazaars and the Pyramids at Giza will be
seen, before a flight to Aswan on Lake Nasser.
See the stunning Temple of Philae before setting
sail on a four night Nile cruise to Luxor escorted
by your Egyptologist. In Luxor visit the Temple of
Karnak and Valley of the Kings to complete your
cultural tour of many of Egypt’s highlights.

BRI EF Itinerary
 Day 1 –	Upon arrival at Cairo International Airport you will be met & assisted
through airport formalities by our local English speaking representative and
transferred to your hotel for overnight.
 Day 2 –	After breakfast, your Egyptologist will escort you on an unforgettable tour
of the Great Pyramids of Giza that represent the highest and best achieved
level in pyramids construction. They are among the world’s greatest tourist
attractions and never lose their ability to inspire and overwhelm visitors.
Enter the temple of the mysterious Sphinx, an ancient figure shrouded in
legend and mystery. Your Egyptologist will enthrall you with the tales told of
this fascinating figure.
 Day 3 –	After breakfast, you will commence to downtown Cairo for a fascinating
guided tour of 7,000 years of Egyptian history with a visit to the Egyptian
Museum of Antiquities. The Museum houses the world’s greatest collection
of Ancient Egyptian artefacts, including 12 rooms filled with golden
treasures from the world-famous tomb of the boy-king Tutankhamen.
 Day 4 –	Breakfast at hotel. You will be transferred to Cairo airport for short flight
to Aswan. Upon arrival at Aswan Airport, you will be transferred to the
cruise dock. Enjoy lunch on board before you sail the Nile on board a
felucca around the islands. Dinner & overnight on board.
 Day 5 –	Breakfast on board. You will visit the High Dam, Unfinished Obelisk & Philae
Temple before sailing to Kom Ombo. Enjoy lunch on board followed by a
visit to the Temple shared by two gods Sobek and Haeroris in Kom Ombo.
Sail to Edfu, dinner & overnight.
 Day 6 –	Breakfast on board. You will visit Horus Temple in Edfu before sailing
to Luxor. Enjoy lunch while sailing. Dinner & overnight on board.
 Day 7 –	Breakfast on board. You will visit the West Bank of Luxor including Valley
of the Kings, Queen Hatchepsut Temple & Colossi of Memnon. Return on
board for Lunch. You will visit the East Bank of Luxor including Karnak &
Luxor Temples. Dinner & overnight on board.
 Day 8 –	Breakfast on board. You will be transferred to Luxor airport for your final
departure via Cairo.
	Or take our optional extension to the Red Sea where you will be transferred
in private vehicle to your resort.
 Days 9 - 11 – Days at leisure in Soma Bay.
 Day 12 –	Breakfast at hotel. You will be transferred to Hurghada Airport for your final
departure via Cairo.
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8 DAYS FROM ONLY £599
Mena House Hotel

WH AT ' S Included

SU P PLEM EN TS Upgrades



 3 nights accommodation in Deluxe
Garden View Room at Mena House
Hotel on BB

Single Supplement:
from £310

One of Egypt’s iconic heritage
hotels set in splendid grounds with
uninterrupted Pyramid views. With
424 elegantly appointed rooms in the
garden or palace section.

 4 nights Nile Cruise on board MS
Sonesta Moon Goddess on Full
board basis
 Private airport transfers
 Half day private excursion to the
Great Pyramids of Giza & the
Sphinx

Sonesta Moon Goddess

Enjoy a 4 night cruise on a full board
basis on this luxurious and sleek
Nile cruiser. All 49 cabins on offer a
balcony and full en-suite facilities
including a bath tub.

 Half day private excursion to the
Egyptian Museum

Optional Excursion: to Memphis
& Sakkara £65 per person (min. 2
people)
Optional Excursion: to Citadel,
Mohamed Ali Mosque & Khan El Khalili
Bazaar £45 per person (min. 2 people)

Optional Red Sea Extension
WH AT ' S Included

SU P P LEM EN TS Upgrades

 4 nights accommodation in Deluxe
room at The Westin Somabay
Resort on BB

Single Supplement:
from £470

 Private transfer from Luxor to Soma
Bay



 Private airport transfer from
Somabay to Hurghada Airport

Your Holiday Costs - 2016

Optional Sound & Light show at
Philae Temple: £39 per person (min.
2 people)

 6 onshore guided excursions while
on board the cruise (sharing with
other passengers)

Westin Soma Bay
Extend your holiday with a relaxing
stay on the Red Sea in the idyllic
resort of Soma Bay in the truly
luxurious hotel that has every amenity
imaginable from luxurious Spa to
championship golf course.

Pyramids View Room Supplement:
£179 per room

24th September 2016

Discover Egypt - Escorted Group

£599

Optional Red Sea Extension (min 2 people)

£390

Travelling to your destination: Flight price guide; £447 to £510 per person including taxes and one piece of luggage
The above prices do not include the cost of flights which we will be pleased to book for you as a package. Flights are available from the following airports: London Heathrow. With the following Airlines: EGYPTAIR
(International & Domestic Flights)
The above guide prices are per person based upon sharing a twin or double room in the room category specified and inclusive of the services as listed in What's Included. Room upgrades, single occupancy and other
bed configurations may be available on request and at additional charge.

Visit your Travel Agent or call our Personal Travel Advisors on 0208 574 4000
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MOROCCO - ESCORTED TOUR

IMPERIAL CITIES OF MOROCCO

There’s no better way to get to know the magical
land that is Morocco than on a guided tour. Arriving
into Casablanca join us as we explore the Imperial
cities of Rabat, Meknes and Fes before enjoying a
longer stay in the wondrous Marrakech.
Our guide will ensure that we get to see and learn
about the history and culture at every step of the
way all from the comfort of our air-conditioned
vehicle and the comfort of our high standard
accommodation with breakfasts and evening
meals included.

BRI EF Itinerary
 Day 1 –	Arrive at Casablanca Mohamed V Airport. You will have a brief review of the
tour during your transfer to the hotel.
 Day 2 –	Visit the economic capital of Morocco, the central market, the Habous
district, the Royal Palace, the Mohamed V square, the residential area of
Anfa and the exterior of the Hassan II Mosque, short stop at the
Morocco Mall. Continue on to Rabat for a city tour: the Royal Palace,
(Mechouar), the Oudaya Kasbah, the Mohamed V Mausoleum and the
Hassan Tower.
 Day 3 –	Depart to Meknes and visit of the Ismalian capital famous for its 40 km long
walls, visit Bab Mansour, the Royal stables and the Jewish quarter. In the
afternoon, continue on to the holy city of Moulay Idriss, via the ruins of the
Roman city of Volubilis, before continuing on to Fez.
 Day 4 –	The whole day is devoted to the city-sightseeing of Fez. The religious capital
of Morocco includes medieval Medina with its Attarine and Bou Anania
Medersas; the Nejjarine fountain, Moulay Idriss mausoleum, and Karaouine
mosque. In the afternoon, walk to the old ttown for a stroll through the
Jewish quarter to visit the 17th century synagogue and the royal palace
gates as well as the museum of Fes.
 Day 5 –	Depart to Marrakech passing by the Berber villages of Immouzer du Kandar
and Ifrane. Enjoy a relaxing moment in Beni Mellal, one of the agricultural
centres of Morocco. Arrive in Marrakech, known as the "Red City" in the
late afternoon.
 Day 6 –	Following a leisurely breakfast, begin your exploration by visiting the twelfth
century Koutoubia Mosque, the Bahia Palace and the Palace of Dar Si
Said, both sites dating back to the 19th century situated in an exquisitely
restored palaces and magnificent private gardens. Drive to the old town for
a stroll in the old town (medina) Visit the medieval part of Marrakech through
the labyrinth streets of the souks, with their quarters of dyers, herbalists,
jewellers, carpenters and hundreds of craftsmen on their work process.
The tour ends at Jemaa Lfna square, A Big popular fairground with its story
tellers, fire eaters, jugglers, fortune-tellers, snake charmers and performers
of each and every sort.
 Day 7 –	Breakfast, take your time in the famous garden created by the orientalist
Jacques Majorelle. The Majorelle Gardens house a collection of plants
from the four corners of the earth flourishing among elegant ornamental
lakes and an Art Deco villa of which the special shade of bold cobalt blue is
named after the artist, the Majorelle blue. The garden hosts more than 15
bird species that are endemic to North Africa and has an amazing collection
of cacti. Since 1980 the garden has been owned by Yves Saint-Laurent.
Visit the Berber museum displaying Yves Saint Laurent’s personal collection
of Berber antiques. Here you can learn some fascinating facts about the
Berbers of Morocco and admire this marvellous treasure.
 Day 8 –	After breakfast you will be transferred to Marrakech Menara Airport for final
departure via Casablanca.
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8 DAYS FROM ONLY £989
Our Hotel Accommodation
We have carefully selected hotel accommodation in each
of our destinations as per the What’s included section on
this page. All hotels offer high quality accommodation of
a minimum 4 star standard each with the comforts that
you would expect of an hotel of this standard, including
air-conditioning and many other amenities. The hotels
have been selected for their location and suitability to our
touring itinerary and ability to provide us with half board
accommodation.

WH AT ' S Included

SU P P LEM EN TS Upgrades

 1 night accommodation in standard
room at Golden Tulip Farah
Casablanca on half board basis

Single Supplement:
£260

 1 night accommodation in standard
room at Golden Tulip Rabat on half
board basis

Triple Reduction:
£50 per person

 2 nights accommodation in
standard room at Palais Medina &
Spa Fes on half board basis
 3 nights accommodation in
standard room at Atlas Medina &
Spa Marrakech on half board basis
 Private airport transfers
 6 day touring with private National
English speaking guide

Your Holiday Costs - 2016

18th September 2016

Imperial Cities of Morocco - Escorted Group

£989

Travelling to your destination: Flight price guide starting from £235 per person including taxes and one piece of luggage
The above prices do not include the cost of flights which we will be pleased to book for you as a package. Flights are available from the following airports: London Gatwick. With the following Airlines: Royal Air Maroc
(International & domestic Flights)
The above guide prices are per person based upon sharing a twin or double room in the room category specified and inclusive of the services as listed in What's Included. Room upgrades, single occupancy and other
bed configurations may be available on request and at additional charge.

Visit your Travel Agent or call our Personal Travel Advisors on 0208 574 4000
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TURKEY - ESCORTED TOUR

PURE TURKEY DISCOVERY - GRAND TOUR

Many a visitor to Turkey will visit a seaside resort
or two, and maybe combine with a visit to Istanbul
or enjoy a city break….. but if you want to really
discover the highlights and contrasts of this
fascinating country so full of history, culture and
natural beauty then look no further.
For a once in a lifetime Grand Tour of Turkey join
us on this extensive tour taking in Ephesus, Troy,
Gallipoli, Pamukkale, Cappadocia and of course
Istanbul.

BRI EF Itinerary
 Day 1 –	UK / Istanbul: After arriving into Istanbul and being met we head straight to
our hotel, bursting with anticipation for the days ahead.
 Day 2 –	Istanbul: After breakfast we are exploring the Old City of Istanbul, including
the Blue Mosque, the Hippodrome, Hagia Sophia (closed on Monday) and
Topkapi Palace (closed on Tuesday). The architecture and history of the
Old City are amazing and the Blue Mosque is a definite highlight with its
towering minarets and beautifully tiled interior walls. (Breakfast).
 Day 3 –	Istanbul / Cappadocia: On the agenda today is a morning Bosphorus
Cruise before heading to the airport for a quick flight to Cappadocia. Our
Bosphorous Cruise was such a unique experience, sailing in between two
continents, under stunning suspension bridges all while capturing photos of
the incredible city skyline. (Breakfast).
 Day 4 –	Cappadocia: Our full day exploring Cappadocia includes visits to Göreme
Open Air Museum, Pigeons Valley, Uchisar and the Underground City of
Kaymakli. What surprises and impresses us the most about this incredible
lunar landscape is the vast subterranean city of Kaymakli, complete with
churches, living quarters, kitchens and storage rooms. (Breakfast).
 Day 5 –	Cappadocia / Konya / Pamukkale: We say goodbye to Cappadocia with a
visit to Caravanserai Sultanhan, then onto Konya and finally Pamukkale. In
Konya we stop at Mevlana Museum, actually a mausoleum to an ancient
Sufi mystic and once home to the Whirling Dervishes. (Breakfast & Dinner).
 Day 6 –	Pamukkale / Kusadasi: On the itinerary today is a visit to the ancient city of
Hierapolis and the UNESCO site of Pamukkale before driving to Kusadasi.
Pamukkale, which literally means Cotton Castle, was particularly impressive
with its calcium laden cliff edges created by mineral water flowing downhill.
(Breakfast & Dinner).
 Day 7 –	Kusadasi / Ephesus / Kusadasi: After breakfast we are off to visit the House
of the Virgin Mary followed by the ancient Roman city of Ephesus. We'd
been looking forward to Ephesus and it didn’t disappoint, with incredibly
well preserved arches, walls and pillars. (Breakfast & Dinner).
 Day 8 –	Kusadasi / Troy / Pergamum / Canakkale: We start the day with a visit to
Pergamum followed by Asklepion and Troy before stopping at our hotel in
Canakkale. We really enjoyed Pergamum, fantastic ancient sights and not
crowded at all. (Breakfast & Dinner).
 Day 9 –	Canakkale / Gallipoli/ Istanbul : We first cross the Dardanelles Strait by Ferry
before visiting the Battlefields of Gallipoli. During First World War one of the
deadliest battles of the human history happened here. Then head back
to Istanbul by driving along the shores of the Marmara Sea. Check-in to
Airport hotel and overnight. (Breakfast).
 Day 10 –	Istanbul / UK : Transfer to Istanbul Ataturk Airport. End of Services.
(Breakfast).
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10 DAYS FROM ONLY £1,079
WH AT ' S Included

Our Hotel Accommodation
We have carefully selected hotel accommodation in each
of our destinations as per the What’s included section on
this page. All hotels offer high quality accommodation of a
minimum 4 star standard each with the comforts that you
would expect of an hotel of this standard, including airconditioning and many other amenities. The hotels have
been selected for their location and suitability to our touring
itinerary and outside of Istanbul their ability to provide us with
half board accommodation.

 2 nights accommodation in
standard room at Levni Hotel
Boutique, Istanbul on Bed &
Breakfast

 1 night accommodation in standard
room at WOW Airport Hotel,
Istanbul on Bed & Breakfast

 2 nights accommodation in
standard room at Anatolian
Houses, Cappadocia on Half Board
basis

 Touring with licensed tour guide
throughout

 1 night accommodation in standard
room at Colossae Thermal Hotel,
Pamukkale on Half Board basis
 2 nights accommodation in
standard room at Chrisma Deluxe
Hotel, Kusadasi on Half Board basis
 1 night accommodation in standard
room at Kolin Hotel, Canakkale on
Half Board basis

Your Holiday Costs - 2016
Pure Turkey Discovery - Escorted Tour

 Deluxe motor coach

SU P P LEM EN TS Upgrades
Single Supplement:
£469
Triple Reduction:
£40 per person

20th September 2016
£1,079

Travelling to your destination: Flight price guide starting from £200 to £350 per person including taxes and one piece of luggage
The above prices do not include the cost of flights which we will be pleased to book for you as a package. Flights are available from the following airports: Gatwick, Heathrow, Stansted, Manchester, Brimingham and
other regional available. With the following Airlines: British Airways, Turkish Airlines, Pegasus Airlines.
The above guide prices are per person based upon sharing a twin or double room in the room category specified and inclusive of the services as listed in What's Included. Room upgrades, single occupancy and other
bed configurations may be available on request and at additional charge.

Visit your Travel Agent or call our Personal Travel Advisors on 0208 574 4000
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SRI LANKA - ESCORTED TOUR

GRAND SRI LANKAN ADVERTURE
India

India

•
Sri Lanka
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Formerly known as Ceylon this tiny island nation
south of India in the Indian Ocean, is a rugged land
of rainforest, diverse wildlife and endless beaches.
It’s famed for its ancient Buddhist ruins, including
the 5th-century citadel Sigiriya, with its palace and
frescoes.
Come with us to discover the heart, heritage and
natural beauty of this magical land accompanied
by our guide and a small group of fellow travellers.
Getting to know Sri Lanka from the comfort of
our air-conditioned vehicle and carefully selected
hotels.

BRI EF Itinerary
 Day 1 – Arrival / Negombo: We arrive at Colombo International airport and meet our
Day 2 	representative. Transfer to beautiful beach hotel in Negombo to relax after a
long flight. Overnight stay at Hotel.
 Day 3 –	Negombo / Pinnawela / Dambulla: After breakfast, start our journey and
visit the fascinating Elephant Orphanage in Pinnawela, the home of 89
elephants found abandoned in the wild. We will see how they are being
cared, fed and trained. Proceed with a visit to World Heritage Sites, the
richly painted cave temple complex and the Dambulla Rock Temple. The
temple has 80 documented caves with statues and paintings of Lord
Buddha. Pay a short visit to a famous Prehistoric Burial Site where 2700
year old human skeletons were found. Overnight stay at Hotel.
 Day 4 –	Dambulla / Sigiriya / Polonnaruwa / Dambulla: Today we visit to the oldest
tourist attractions in the world, World Heritage Site, Sigiriya Rock. On the
top of 200m tall Sigiriya Rock are the remains of the King Kasphaya palace
from 5th Century AD. On the way to the palace pay a short visit to a
hidden cave with 500 paintings. Afterwards procced to the World Heritage
Anuradhapuram Site, the first capital and great ancient city of Sri Lanka.
Afterwards visit a Legendary 2,200 year old tree. Return to your hotel in
Dambulla and overnight stay at hotel.
 Day 5 –	Dambulla / Kandy: After breakfast we depart to Kandy, on the way we
visit a spice garden in Matale and you can also participate in cookery
demonstrations. Check in at Kandy hotel. Afterwards visit the 147 acres
Peradeniya Botanical Gardens which has a variety of trees, plants and
flowers. We continue to Kandy, the last capital city of the Sri Lankan Kings,
to drive around beautiful Kandy Lake, Kandy town, and the Bazzar. End
your evening by visiting the temple of the tooth Relic and enjoy a cultural
show of traditional Sri Lankan dance. Return to your hotel for overnight
stay.
 Day 6 –	Kandy / Nuwara Eliya: Today we will take a scenic train journey through
the Tea Plantations and water falls. Arrive at Nanu Oya and procced to
visit Pedro Tea Plantation and Factory. Afterward check in at your hotel in
Nuwara Eliya. Enjoy a sightseeing tour of Nuwara Eliya and drive through
“Little England”. Return to your hotel for overnight stay.
 Day 7 –	Nuwara Eliya / Udawalawe: After breakfast we will proceed to Udawalawe.
In the afternoon, we will have an exciting safari jeep drive. Famous for
its habitat for elephants and waterbirds, Udawalawe Park is also grazing
land for toque monkeys, grey langur, spotted deer, wild pig, sambar and
numerous bird species. Return to Hotel for overnight stay.
 Day 8 –	Udawalawe / Ratanapura / Beruwela: Today we will leave the National
Park and head to a relaxing beach. On the way we will stop and visit Maha
Saman Devalya. Arrive at hotel in Beruwela and overnight stay.
 Days 9 - 10 – Free days at leisure in the beach resort.
 Day 11 –	We say farewell to Sri Lanka, transfer to airport from the hotel for our flight
home.
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11 DAYS FROM ONLY £889
WH AT ' S Included

Our Hotel Accommodation
We have carefully selected hotel accommodation in each
of our destinations as per the What’s included section on
this page. All hotels offer high quality accommodation of
a minimum 4 star standard each with the comforts that
you would expect of an hotel of this standard, including
air-conditioning and many other amenities. The hotels
have been selected for their location and suitability to our
touring itinerary and ability to provide us with half board
accommodation.

 1 night accommodation in Deluxe
Room at Jetwing Beach Hotel,
Negombo on Bed & Breakfast
basis

 3 nights accommodation in
Superior Room at Eden Resort &
Spa, Beruwela on Bed & Breakfast
basis

 2 nights accommodation in Deluxe
Room at Paradise Resort, Dambulla
on Bed & Breakfast basis

 Air Conditioned Coach

 1 night accommodation in Standard
Room at OZO Kandy Hotel, Kandy
on Bed & Breakfast basis
 1 night accommodation in Deluxe
Room at Grand Hotel, Nuwara Eliya
on Bed & Breakfast basis
 1 night accommodation in Deluxe
Room at Grand Udawalawe,
Udawalawe on Bed & Breakfast
basis

Your Holiday Costs - 2016

4th October 2016

Sri Lanka - Escorted Tour

£889

 Touring with licensed tour guide
throughout

SU P P LEM EN TS Upgrades
Single Supplement:
£359
Half Board Supplement:
daily evening meal in your hotel
£199 per person

Travelling to your destination: Flight price guide starting from £680 to £780 per person including taxes and one piece of luggage
The above prices do not include the cost of flights which we will be pleased to book for you as a package. Flights are available from the following airports: London Heathrow. With the following Airlines: Sri Lankan Airlines.
The above guide prices are per person based upon sharing a twin or double room in the room category specified and inclusive of the services as listed in What's Included. Room upgrades, single occupancy and other
bed configurations may be available on request and at additional charge.

Visit your Travel Agent or call our Personal Travel Advisors on 0208 574 4000
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Bespoke Holidays
Your holiday... your way
Let us tailor-make a twin or multi-centre holiday just
for you. We’ll find your ideal hotel accommodation and
personalise your holiday to suit your requirements.
Whether it be combining a relaxing resort with a city
stay for the best of both worlds, or organising a multicentre bespoke holiday or private tour for your family
or travelling companions, we’d be delighted to be of
service.
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Our selected ‘jewels’ of the Indian Ocean can be visited individually
for a relaxing and luxurious holiday in Paradise or combined with
other destinations for a truly memorable and once in a lifetime
holiday. These islands are an ideal location for an 'away from it all'
holiday and a chance to experience a slower pace of life.
The lush green island of Sri Lanka has endless sandy beaches
and villages along the Indian Ocean. It has the longest history
of Buddhism in the world and boasts a host of classical sites,
temples and statues. Inland the undulating hill country is home
to fascinating tea estates and picturesque waterfalls.
The Maldives are located about 400 miles south west of Sri
Lanka There are some two thousand coral atolls, of which only
a couple of hundred are inhabited with a large variety of marine
life and its clear coral waters allow for excellent snorkeling and
scuba diving.
The following pages show
a selection of our holiday
suggestions for Sri Lanka, and
two-centre combinations with
The Maldives, The Seychelles
and Mauritius.
For a more comprehensive
selection of hotels and other
Indian Ocean combinations
please visit our website at
www.mosaicholidays.co.uk
or call one of our Personal Travel
Consultants to discuss your
holiday plans.

Seychelles are a collection of 155 lush tropical islands speckled
across the Indian Ocean, northeast of Madagascar and about
1,000 miles east of Kenya. 33 islands are inhabited and almost
half are protected nature reserves, which is why so much unique
flora and fauna thrives, and the proximity to the Equator means
consistent tropical temperatures.
Mauritius, situated in the Southern Hemisphere, is a potpourri
of French, Creole, Indian and Chinese cultural influences.
Surrounded by coral reefs, endless beaches and a dramatic
volcanic interior of emerald mountains, rain forests and sugar
plantations. Now one of the most exclusive holiday spots in the
world, with more deluxe hotels than any resort of a similar size.

Visit your Travel Agent or call our Personal Travel Advisors on 0208 574 4000
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INDIAN OCEAN - BESPOKE

SRI LANKA - PRIVATE LUXURY TOUR

For the ultimate personalised travel experience
why not allow us to tailor-make a holiday to
suit your pace and preferences? You will be
chauffeur driven by our English speaking driver in a
comfortable, air-conditioned private car.
Our sample itinerary on these pages combines
visits to the historical and cultural highlights of the
heart of the island with an east coast resort stay
for some beach relaxation. Our personal travel
advisors are waiting to create your private tour of
Sri Lanka

BRI EF Itinerary
 Day 1
In flight.
Day 2 –	Arrival at Colombo International Airport, transfer to hospitality lounge to meet
your tour escort. After all formalities, transfer to your hotel in Colombo. Enjoy
sightseeing tour in Colombo in the late afternoon visiting the 100 year old clock
tower and popular shopping destinations. Overnight stay at Hotel.
 Day 3 –	Colombo / Dambulla / Anuradhapura. After Breakfast proceed on your tour to
visit World Heritage Sites, the richly painted cave temple complex, The Dambulla
Rock Temple. The temple has 80 documented caves, statues and paintings of
Lord Buddha. Pay a short visit to the famous Prehistoric Burial Site where 2700
year old human skeletons were found. Continue to Anuradhapura and overnight
in your hotel.
 Day 4 –	Anuradhapura. Today enjoy full day sightseeing of World Heritage
Anuradhapuram Site, the first capital and great ancient city of Sri Lanka.
Afterwards visit the Legendary 2,200 year old tree, Historical Brazen Palace
with 1600 pillars, 2nd Century BC Ruwanwliseya, 4th Century AD Smadhi’
Buddha Statue, 3rd Century BC Isurumuniya rock temple and 3rd Century BC
Thuparama Dagoba. Return to hotel and overnight stay at the hotel.
 Day 5 –	Anuradhapura / Sigiriya / Anuradhapura. After breakfast visit the oldest tourist
attractions in the world. On the top of 200m tall Sigiriya Rock are remains of the
King Kasphaya Palace from 5th Century AD. On the way to the palace pay a
short visit to a hidden cave with 500 paintings of maidens. Enjoy breathtaking
views of Sigiriya Garden from the hill top and visit the remains of the old palace.
Afterwards back to your hotel for overnight stay.
 Day 6 –	Anuradhapura / Polonnaruwa/ Pasikudha. This morning we head to World
Heritage site, Polonnaruwa which used to be the 2nd capital city in 11th and
12th centuries. Visit the ruins of Royal Palace, see the amazing statues of
Buddha curved out of rock, and the lake built by an ancient king of Sri Lanka.
You will also find the remains of a former Temple of Tooth Relice. Afterward
continue to the east coast for a beach stay. Overnight stay at Pasikudha.
 Days 7 - 8 – Our itinerary allows us two days at leisure to enjoy a relaxing beach stay.
 Day 9 –	Passikudha / Yala. After two days of relaxing be ready to have a little adventure in
Yala National Park. Transfer from Passikudah to Yala National park and overnight
stay in Yala.
 Day 10 –	Yala. Begin your day with an exciting and adventurous Safari Jeep drive. Famous
for its high number of leopards, Yala National park is also a grazing land for
Asian elephants, sloth bears, wild boars, deer, wild buffalo and a wide diversity of
stunning birdlife. After enjoying the Safari ride, back to your hotel and overnight
stay.
 Day 11 –	Yala / Galle / Colombo. Today we will going back to Colombo. On the way you
will be visiting the Galle fort that was built by the Portuguese and modified by the
Dutch during 17th century. Arrive in Colombo for an overnight stay.
 Day 12 –	Colombo/ Departure. It is time to say good bye to Sri Lanka and your guide
in the hospitality lounge while waiting for all the formalities and your flight
back home.
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12 DAYS FROM ONLY £2,369
Our Hotel Accommodation
For this private Tour we have carefully selected
boutique, luxury hotel accommodation in each of our
destinations as per the What’s included section on this
page. All hotels offer high quality accommodation of a
minimum 4 star standard each with the comforts that
you would expect of an hotel of this standard, including
air-conditioning and many other amenities. The hotels
have been selected for their location and suitability to
our touring itinerary. Remember this is bespoke itinerary
that can be amended to suit your requirements including
different meal arrangements.

WH AT ' S Included

SU P P LEM EN TS Upgrades

 2 nights Stay in Uga Residence Colombo
in Park Suite

Single Supplement:
£1619

 3 nights Stay in Ulagalla Hotel
Anuradhapura in Ulagalla Chalet
 3 nights Stay Uga Bay Hotel Pasikudha
in Beach Studio
 2 nights Stay Cheba Huts in Cabin with
Pool
 English Speaking Chauffeur Guide
throughout
 Entrance fees to the sites mentioned
above as per itinerary
 Meal Plan based on Bed & Breakfast
 Day 9 & Day 10 based on All Inclusive
 One Lunch on Day 4 and one lunch on
Day 7

Your Holiday Costs - 2016

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

Sri Lanka Private Luxury Tour

£2,659

£2,679

£2,369

£2,459

£2,459

£2,849

£2,489

£2,489

£2,489

£2,489

Travelling to your destination: Flight price guide; £480 to £650 per person including taxes and one piece of luggage
The above prices do not include the cost of flights which we will be pleased to book for you as a package. Flights are available from the following airports: Gatwick, Heathrow Manchester, Birmingham and other regional
available. With the following Airlines: Srilankan Airlines, Emirates, Etihad, Qatar and other airlines available.
The above guide prices are per person based upon sharing a twin or double room in the room category specified and inclusive of the services as listed in What's Included. Room upgrades, single occupancy and other
bed configurations may be available on request and at additional charge.

Visit your Travel Agent or call our Personal Travel Advisors on 0208 574 4000
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INDIAN OCEAN - BESPOKE

DUBAI AND MAURITIUS

11 DAYS FROM ONLY £829
Dubai is the ultimate city of contrasts where soaring skyscrapers exist side by side with ancient mosques and traditional souk
markets. The contrasts do not end there; after a day’s shopping in one of the famous malls you can take a thrilling desert jeep
safari out in to the dunes. Why not let us combine this with a relaxing stay in the Paradise that is Mauritius for a perfect holiday
to remember?
Sofitel Dubai Downtown Hotel

LUX* Grand Gaube





The striking new 5-star hotel blends the dynamism of
Dubai with colorful creativity and French flair with stunning
views of the Burj Khalifa, the world's tallest building, and the
coastline.

At this luxury resort in Mauritius, a romantic hideaway awaits
beneath gently swaying palm trees, white sandy beach and
crystalline lagoon with castaway islets waiting just off the
coast.

Location: In the heart of Dubai right by the Dubai Mall. Accommodation: With
350 rooms including 76 suites chic designs await you. Facilities: The Spa offers
beauty treatments, massages, a sauna and hammam. A stunning infinity outdoor
pool on the 5th-floor terrace and state-of-the art gym on the second floor.
Dining: Enjoy outstanding meals from French to Arabic, Italian, Chinese and a
world of cuisines.

Location: A gentle stroll from a quiet fishing village on the north coast tucked away
in one of the island’s most beautiful locations, a tranquil retreat. Accommodation:
Each of the 198 rooms, suites and villas is blessed with spectacular ocean views.
Free Wi-Fi in all rooms. Facilities: Five swimming pools, Spa, fitness centre, tennis
courts and private beach with water sports available. Dining: With The Kitchen and
Banyan restaurants, café, private dining and poolside bar.

B RIEF Itinerary

WH AT ' S Included

SU P P LEM EN TS Upgrades

 Day 1 –	Arrive at Dubai International Airport and transfer to your Hotel in Dubai.

 Staying in Standard Room on Bed
& Breakfast Basis

Single Supplement:
from £699

 Private airport transfers with A/C
vehicles and standard ferry transfer

All Inclusive Supplement in Mauritius:
from £549 per person

 Entrance fees to the sites
mentioned above

Day 03: Desert Safari:
from £55 per person

 Day 2 –	Visit Burj Al Arab for photo stop and Jumeirah Mosaque. Visit picturesque
areas of Old Dubai Al Fahidi Distric. Explore the Gold and Spice Souks.
 Day 3 –	Breakfast and Free day at leisure.
 Day 4 –	Transfer fromDhabi airport for flights to Mauritius and transfer to hotel
in Mauritius

 Standard shared tours with
Professional licensed English
Speaking tour guide

 Day 5 to Day 10 – E
 njoy fee day at leisure.
 Day 11 –	You will be transferred to Mauritius Airport for your flight home.

Your Holiday Costs - 2016

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

Sofitel Hotel, Dubai (3nts)
& LUX* Grand Gaube, Mauritius (7nts)

£1,029

£1,139

£919

£849

£879

£829

£879

£1,219

£1,369

£1,279

Travelling to your destination: Flight price guide; £650 to £750 per person including taxes and one piece of luggage
The above prices do not include the cost of flights which we will be pleased to book for you as a package. Flights are available from the following airports: Heathrow, Gatwick, Manchester and other regional airport
available. With the following Airlines: Emirates.					
The above guide prices are per person based upon sharing a twin or double room in the room category specified and inclusive of the services as listed in What's Included. Room upgrades, single occupancy and other
bed configurations may be available on request and at additional charge.
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BESPOKE - INDIAN OCEAN

MUSCAT AND THE MALDIVES

11 DAYS FROM ONLY £1,089
Blend the luxury of a stay in the port capital of Oman, Muscat with an idyllic stay in the Maldives, the archipelago of islands
in the Indian Ocean off the tip of India and Sri Lanka. Made up of 26 natural atolls with over 1,000 islands of which 100 have
fabulous resorts. These pearl string like islands protected by coral reefs with glorious white sands and encircled by lagoons
make the these islands a unique and special place.
Shangri La Barr Al Jissah Resort and Spa
– Al Waha Hotel



One of three hotels in this superb Shangri La resort the
name Al Waha means "The Oasis", and the hotel has been
designed in a way that the hotel's several swimming pools
form an oasis incorporating many date palm trees.
Location: The hotel is nestled at the foot of a mountain range, approx. 45 mins
from Muscat Airport and approx. 15 mins from the old city. Accommodation:
Comprising 262 guestrooms, each room is spacious in a contemporary style with
either balcony or patio, with sea view or sea-facing perspectives overlooking lush
gardens and the pool. Facilities: In addition to the numerous pools there is a Spa,
fitness centre, tennis courts and water sports centre. Dining: With a selection of no
less than 16 restaurants offering international cuisines and bars you will be spoilt
for choice.

Kurumba Resort



The very first private island resort in the Maldives established
in 1972 in a truly stunning island setting.
Location: Just 10 minutes by speedboat from the airport and Malé. Accommodation:
185 luxurious rooms, bungalows and villas. Facilities: This island resort has its
glorious beaches on which to relax or take to the sea for diving, snorkelling, fishing
and other water sports or indulge in the relaxing Spa facilities. Dining: A wealth of
venues dot the island, choose from Japanese, Italian, bold Northern Indian spices
and grilled specialties from the Maldives. A variety of meal plans are available, stay
on room and breakfast or "add on" an all-inclusive meal plan when you book.

B RIEF Itinerary

WH AT ' S Included

SU P P LEM EN TS Upgrades

 Day 1 –	Arrive at Muscat International Airport and transfer to your Hotel in Muscat.

 Staying in Superior Room on Bed &
Breakfast Basis

Single Supplement:
from £919

 Private airport transfers with A/C
vehicles and speed boat transfer
in Maldives

All Inclusive Supplement in Maldives:
from £809 per person

 Day 2 –	Visit Grand Mosque and proceed to Muttrah Souk in the heart of Muscat
where you can find local handicrafts. Proceed to Old Muscat to see the
Al Alam palace and also visit Bait Al Zubair Museum for a glimpse of
Oman's glorious past.
 Day 3 –	Breakfast and Free day at leisure.

Day 03: Wahiba Sands & Wadi Bani
Khali: from £149 per person

 Entrance fees to the sites
mentioned above

 Day 4 –	Transfer from Muscat airport for flights to Maldives and transfer to hotel
in Maldives.

 Private tours with Professional
licensed English Speaking tour
guide

 Day 5 to Day 10 – E
 njoy fee day at leisure.
 Day 11 –	You will be transferred to Maldives Airport for your flight home..

EARLY Booking
Booked by End of March and save up
to £170 per couple

Your Holiday Costs - 2016

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

Al Waha Hotel at Shangri-La Barr Al Jissah Resort & Spa
(3nts) & Kurumba Maldives (7nts)

£1,779

£1,719

£1,089

£1,089

£1,089

£1,279

£1,279

£1,459

£1,629

£1,579

Travelling to your destination: Flight price guide; £650 to £750 per person including taxes and one piece of luggage
The above prices do not include the cost of flights which we will be pleased to book for you as a package. Flights are available from the following airports: Heathrow, Gatwick, Manchester and other regional airport
available. With the following Airlines: Oman Airways, Emirates, Etihad Airways.					
The above guide prices are per person based upon sharing a twin or double room in the room category specified and inclusive of the services as listed in What's Included. Room upgrades, single occupancy and other
bed configurations may be available on request and at additional charge.

Visit your Travel Agent or call our Personal Travel Advisors on 0208 574 4000
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INDIAN OCEAN - BESPOKE

ABU DHABI AND THE SEYCHELLES

11 DAYS FROM ONLY £1,279
Abu Dhabi, the capital of the UAE, lies on island jutting into the Persian Gulf and has now emerged as one of the country's
best-value tourist destinations. Noted for its entertainment and shopping its islands have been also developed to promote
tourism allowing visitors to explore the stunning Arabian Gulf views and wildlife reserves. It is as well. Contrast this with a
relaxing stay on the Seychelles, an archipelago in the Indian Ocean with 115 islands some 1,500 km east of mainland Africa
for a unique holiday combination.
Traders Hotel by Shangri La

Coco de Mer Hotel



With a blend of contemporary style and comfortable
furnishings, Traders Hotel, Abu Dhabi is ideally located in the
Qaryat Al Beri Shangri La complex.
Location: On the Maqta Canal waterside just 16 km from the airport and less than
2km to the Sheikh Zayed Grand Mosque. Accommodation: 301 well-appointed
spacious rooms, featuring a stylish decor of warm tones and comfortable
furnishings. Facilities: Lounge at the hotel's private beach or dip into the cool
oasis of the outdoor swimming pool after a workout in the gym. Canal transfers
available at small cost. Dining: The Afyä restaurant serves breakfast, lunch and
dinner, providing a fabulous dining experience from all over the world. There is a
bar, delicatessen and Lobby Lounge.



Set in 200 acres of natural beauty, named after the famous
double coconut which grows on the palms which cover the
island, this relaxed, peaceful retreat is ideal for lazy days in
paradise.
Location: The resort is approx. 15 minutes from Praslin Airport located in the quiet
south west coast tucked away in a tranquil and less developed part of Praslin with
oceanfront gardens with views of the Ocean. Accommodation: The hotel has just
40 stylish rooms in lush surroundings with beautiful views. Facilities: With 2 pools
and terraces and access to a small sand beach. There is a Spa, tennis court with
private boat excursions available. Dining: There are 2 restaurants and bars as well
as in-room dining.

B RIEF Itinerary

WH AT ' S Included

SU P P LEM EN TS Upgrades

 Day 1 –	Arrive at Abu Dhabi International Airport and transfer to your Hotel
in Abu Dhabi.

 Staying in Standard Room on Bed
& Breakfast Basis

Single Supplement:
from £929

 Day 2 –	After Breakfast explore the capital of the UAE with the unique masterpiece
of the Sheikh Zayed Grand Mosque, the luxury gardens and sapphire Gulf
waters with the Heritage Village.

 Private airport transfers with A/C
vehicles and standard ferry transfer

Optional half Day Desert Safari:
£75 per person (incl. dinner)

 Entrance fees to the sites
mentioned above

Optional full Day Robinson Crusoe
Excursion: £109 per person

 Standard shared tours with
Professional licensed English
Speaking tour guide

EARLY Booking

 Day 3 –	Breakfast and Free day at leisure.
 Day 4 –	Transfer from Abu Dhabi airport for flights to Seychelles and transfer to
hotel in Seychelles, Praslin by Ferry and private car.
 Day 5 –	Visit Seychelles UNESCO World Heritage site, Vallee de Mai, fantastic
legends and tales how it is believed to be the original biblical Garden of
Eden. Afterward visit Anse Lazio known as the world most beautiful beach.

Booked by end of March and save up
to £75 per couple

 Day 6 to Day 10 – E
 njoy fee day at leisure.
 Day 11 –	You will be transfer to Mahe Airport for your flight home.

Your Holiday Costs - 2016

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

Traders Hotel by Shangri La (3nts)
& Coco De Mer Hotel, Praslin, Seychelles (7nts)

£1,369

£1,369

£1,339

£1,279

£1,279

£1,279

£1,279

£1,369

£1,369

£1,369

Travelling to your destination: Flight price guide; £650 to £750 per person including taxes and one piece of luggage
The above prices do not include the cost of flights which we will be pleased to book for you as a package. Flights are available from the following airports: London Heathrow, Manchester and Edinburgh. With the following
Airlines: Etihad Airways.					
The above guide prices are per person based upon sharing a twin or double room in the room category specified and inclusive of the services as listed in What's Included. Room upgrades, single occupancy and other
bed configurations may be available on request and at additional charge.
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BESPOKE

EGYPT

What better way to discover the ancient wonders of Egypt than
on a bespoke holiday created with the right balance of exploration
and relaxation to suit you and your travelling companions? From
the bustling capital of Cairo and the Pyramids at Giza, down to
the Nile to Luxor with its breath taking temples and tombs and
onward to Lake Nasser and Aswan and the spectacular Abu
Simbel… and not forgetting of course the relaxation or activity
possibilities in the luxurious Red Sea resorts.
As true experts in travel to Egypt with our own office in Cairo
and fleet of cars, limousines and mini-coaches and local
representatives throughout the country. So, whether you are a
solo traveller, a couple looking for a private tour or a family or
group of friends we would be delighted to help you with your
travel plans to Egypt.

For our comprehensive
collection of Holidays to
Egypt please request a copy of
our 88 page brochure with a host
of holiday ideas.
Ask your Travel Agent,
call 0208 574 4000, email
sales@mosaicholidays.co.uk
or go online at
www.mosaicholidays.co.uk
to request your copy.

Egypt

2015 - 2016

Member of

Visit your Travel Agent or call our Personal Travel Advisors on 0208 574 4000
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EGYPT - BESPOKE

CAIRO AND NILE CRUISE WITH THE RED SEA

8 DAYS FROM ONLY £679
The combination of a Nile Cruise to discover classical Egypt along the upper Nile with a stay in Cairo to view the Great Pyramids
of Giza and the bustling ‘downtown’ for the Egyptian Museum of Antiquities are a popular choice. The beauty of a Bespoke,
tailor-made holiday is you can create your holiday your way. You decide how long you would like to stay in Cairo, and whether
you want a 3, 4 or 7 night Nile cruise…. And then where would you like to go next? Our combination below offers the chance
to extend your holiday with a relaxing Red Sea.
B RIEF Itinerary

WH AT ' S Included

SU P P LEM EN TS Upgrades

 Day 1 –	Upon arrival at Cairo International Airport you will be met & assisted
through airport formalities by our local English speaking representative and
transferred to your hotel for overnight.

 3 nights accommodation in Deluxe
Garden View Room at Mena House
Hotel on BB

Single Supplement:
from £370

 Day 2 –	After breakfast, your Egyptologist will escort you on an unforgettable tour
of the Great Pyramids of Giza. They are among the world’s greatest tourist
attractions and never lose their ability to inspire and overwhelm visitors.
Enter the temple of the mysterious Sphinx, your Egyptologist will enthrall
you with the tales told of this fascinating figure.

 4 nights Nile Cruise on board MS
Sonesta Moon Goddess on Full
board basis

 Day 3 –	After breakfast, you will commence to downtown Cairo for a fascinating
guided tour of 7,000 years of Egyptian history with a visit to the Egyptian
Museum of Antiquities. The Museum houses the world’s greatest collection
of Ancient Egyptian artefacts.
 Day 4 –	Breakfast at hotel. You will be transferred to Cairo airport for short flight to
Aswan. Upon arrival at Aswan Airport, you will be transferred to the cruise
dock. Enjoy lunch on board before you sail the Nile on board a felucca
around the islands. Dinner & overnight on board.
 Day 5 –	Breakfast on board. You will visit the High Dam, Unfinished Obelisk & Philae
Temple before sailing to Kom Ombo. Enjoy lunch on board followed by a
visit to the Temple shared by two gods Sobek and Haeroris in Kom Ombo.
Sail to Edfu, dinner & overnight.
 Day 6 –	Breakfast on board. You will visit Horus Temple in Edfu before sailing to
Luxor. Enjoy lunch while sailing. Dinner & overnight on board.
 Day 7 –	Breakfast on board. You will visit the West Bank of Luxor including Valley
of the Kings, Queen Hatchepsut Temple & Colossi of Memnon. Return on
board for Lunch. You will visit the East Bank of Luxor including Karnak &
Luxor Temples. Dinner & overnight on board
 Day 8 –	Breakfast on board. You will be transferred to Luxor airport for your final
departure via Cairo.
Or take our optional extension to the Red Sea where you will be transferred
in private vehicle to your resort.

Optional Sound & Light show
at Philae Temple: from £39 per person
(min. 2 people)
Optional Excursion: to Sakkara &
Memphis £65 per person (min 2
people)

 Private airport transfers
 Half day private excursion to the
Great Pyramids of Giza & the
Sphinx

Optional Excursion: to the Citadel,
Mohamed Ali Mosque & Khan El Kahlili
Bazaar £45 per person (min 2 people)

 Half day private excursion to the
Egyptian Museum
 6 onshore guided excursions while
on board the cruise

Optional Red Sea Extension
WH AT ' S Included

SU P PLEM EN TS Upgrades

 4 nights accommodation in classic
garden view room at Movenpick
El Quseir on half board basis

Single Supplement:
from £80

 Private transfer from Luxor to
El Quseir
 Private airport transfer from
El Quseir to Hurghada Airport

 Day 9 to Day 11 – D
 ay at leisure
 Day 12 –	Breakfast at hotel. You will be transferred to Hurghada Airport for your final
departure via Cairo.
Your Holiday Costs - 2016

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

The Nile Valley

£779

£779

£679

£679

£679

£679

£679

£969

£1,069

£1,069

Optional Red Sea Extension

£259

£239

£319

£319

£319

£329

£329

£489

£309

£309

Travelling to your destination: Flight price guide; £479 to £640 per person including taxes and one piece of luggage
The above prices do not include the cost of flights which we will be pleased to book for you as a package. Flights are available from the following airports: London Heathrow to Cairo. With the following Airlines: EGYPTAIR
& British Airways (only for International flights)
The above guide prices are per person based upon sharing a twin or double room in the room category specified and inclusive of the services as listed in What's Included. Room upgrades, single occupancy and other
bed configurations may be available on request and at additional charge.
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BESPOKE - EGYPT

CAIRO AND NILE CRUISE WITH LAKE NASSER

8 DAYS FROM ONLY £599
For the ultimate Nile Cruise experience why not complete your holiday with a cruise from Abu Simbel on Lake Nasser, the
world’s largest man-made lake created as a result of the Aswan High Dam, to Aswan. Discover Nubian villages, watch for
crocodiles and sail in a Felucca ride for an authentic Egyptian experience.

B RIEF Itinerary

WH AT ' S Included

SU P P LEM EN TS Upgrades

 Days 1 - 3 – A
 rrival in Cairo as per page 48.

 3 nights accommodation in Deluxe
Garden View Room at Mena House
Hotel on BB

Single Supplement:
from £270

 Day 4 –	Breakfast at hotel. You will be transferred to Cairo airport for short flight to
Luxor. Upon arrival at Luxor Airport, you will be transferred to the cruise
dock. Enjoy lunch on board before you visit the East bank of Luxor including
Karnak & Luxor Temples. Dinner & overnight on board.
 Day 5 –	Breakfast on board. You will visit the West Bank of Luxor including Valley of
the Kings, Queen Hatchepsut Temple & Colossi of Memnon. Sail to Esna
while enjoying lunch on board. Dinner & overnight in Esna.
 Day 6 –	Early sailing to Edfu. Breakfast on board. You will visit Horus Temple in Edfu
before sailing to Luxor. Enjoy lunch while sailing to Kom Ombo. You will visit
the Temple shared by two gods Sobek and Haeroris in Kom Ombo. Dinner
& overnight in Kom Ombo.
 Day 7 –	Early sailing to Aswan. Breakfast on board. You will visit High Dam, the
Granite Quarries and Philae Temple. Lunch on board. You will enjoy a
felucca ride around Kitchner's Island. Dinner & overnight in Aswa.
 Day 8 –	Breakfast on board. You will be transferred to Aswan airport for your final
departure via Cairo.
Or take our optional extension to Abu Simbel on board a Lake Nasser
Cruise where you will be transferred to Aswan airport for a short flight to
Abu Simbel. Upon arrival at Abu Simbel airport, you will be transferred to
cruise dock. Enjoy lunch on board before visiting Abu Simbel Temples.
Dinner & overnight on board.
 Day 9 –	Enjoy breakfast while sailing to Kasr Ibrim. Upon arrival, you will overview
Kasr Ibrim from the sundeck (with 15mins only for photo opportunity). Late
afternoon, you will visit Amada region including Amada, Derr & Tomb of
Pennut. Evening sailing to Wadi El Seboua. Dinner & Overnight on board.
 Day 10 –	After breakfast, you will visit Wadi El Seboua Temple. Sail to Aswan.
Lunch on board with free afternoon at leisure. Dinner & overnight on board.

Optional Sound & Light show
at Karnak: from £35 per person
(min. 2 people)

 4 nights Nile Cruise on board MS
Nile Goddess on Full board basis
 Private airport transfers

Optional Excursion: to Sakkara &
Memphis £65 per person (min 2
people

 Half day private excursion to the
Great Pyramids of Giza & the
Sphinx

Optional Excursion: to the Citadel,
Mohamed Ali Mosque & Khan El Kahlili
Bazaar £45 per person (min 2 people)

 Half day private excursion to the
Egyptian Museum
 6 onshore guided excursions while
on board the cruise (sharing with
other passengers)

Optional Lake Nasser Cruise Extension
WH AT ' S Included

SU P PLEM EN TS Upgrades

 3 nights Lake Nasser Cruiser on
boarc Movenpick Prince Abbas on
full board basis

Single Supplement:
from £170
Optional Sound & Light show
at Abu Simbel:
from £19 per person

 Private airport transfers in Abu
Simbel & Aswan
 4 onshore guided excursions while
on board the cruise (sharing with
other passengers)

 Day 11 –	After breakfast, you will visit Kalabsha before being transferred to Aswan
airport for your final departure via Cairo.

Your Holiday Costs - 2016

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

The Nile Valley

£719

£719

£679

£599

£599

£599

£599

£969

£1,069

£1,069

Optional Lake Nasser Extension

£519

£519

£319

£319

£319

£329

£329

£489

£309

£309

Travelling to your destination: Flight price guide; £479 to £690 per person including taxes and one piece of luggage
The above prices do not include the cost of flights which we will be pleased to book for you as a package. Flights are available from the following airports: London Heathrow to Cairo. With the following Airlines: EGYPTAIR
& British Airways (only for International flights)
The above guide prices are per person based upon sharing a twin or double room in the room category specified and inclusive of the services as listed in What's Included. Room upgrades, single occupancy and other
bed configurations may be available on request and at additional charge.

Visit your Travel Agent or call our Personal Travel Advisors on 0208 574 4000
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EGYPT - BESPOKE

HISTORICAL HOTELS OF EGYPT

9 DAYS FROM ONLY £1,259
A tour of the classical sights of Egypt is a treat in itself, but to add to the experience the chance to stay in three of Egypt’s iconic
landmark hotels makes for a truly remarkable adventure. Re-live the elegance of travel of yesteryear in these grand historic
hotels as you follow the Nile from Cairo to Luxor and Aswan all in the comfort of a private, air-conditioned car just for you and
your travelling companions.
BRIEF Itinerary

WH AT ' S Included

SU P P LEM EN TS Upgrades

 Day 1 –	Upon arrival at Cairo International Airport you will be met & assisted
through airport formalities by our local English speaking representative and
transferred to your hotel for overnight.

 2 nights accommodation at Mena
House Hotel Garden Wing in
Deluxe Garden view room on BB

Single Supplement:
from £540

 Day 2 –	After breakfast, your Egyptologist will escort you on an unforgettable tour of
the Great Pyramids of Giza and a fascinating guided tour of 7,000 years of
Egyptian history with a visit to the Egyptian Museum of Antiquities.

 3 nights accommodation at Sofitel
Legend Old Cataract Hotel in
Premium Nile Room on BB

 Day 3 –	Breakfast at hotel. You will be escorted to Cairo airport for your short flight
to Aswan. Upon arrival you will be transferred to your hotel for overnight.

 3 nights accommodation at Sofitel
Winter Palace Hotel in Classic
Garden View room on BB

 Day 4 –	Breakfast at hotel. You will be met by our English speaking Egyptologist
for a full day tour to visit the Unfinished Obelisk, the High Dam and the
relocated Temple of Philae dedicated to Isis, the goddess of love and
beauty. Enjoy a felucca ride around the island in Aswan before returning to
your hotel.
 Day 5 –	Breakfast at hotel. Day at leisure or enjoy an optional excursion to Abu
Simbel.
 Day 6 –	Breakfast at hotel. You will be met by our local Egyptologist who will esocrt
you to Luxor, en-route visit the temples of Kom Ombo and Horus at Edfu.
Upon arrival in Luxor you will check in at the hotel for overnight.
 Day 7 –	Breakfast at hotel. You will be driven to the ancient city of Thebes where
an avenue of sphinxes once connected the glorious temples of Luxor and
Karnak. The awesome Temple of Karnak is so big that St. Peter and Notre
Dame Cathedrals could be lost within its walls.
 Day 8 –	Breakfast at hotel. You will Cross the Nile to the West Bank to explore the
Valley of Kings, Valley of Queens, temple of Queen Hatshepsut and Colossi
of Memnon.
 Day 9 –	Breakfast at hotel. You will be escorted to Luxor Airport for your final
departure to London Heathrow (directly every Monday & via Cairo any
other day)

Optional Excursion: to Abu Simbel
by air £239 per person (min 2 people)

 Return private transfers in Cairo
 Private airport transfers in Aswan
& Luxor
 Full day private excursion in Cairo
to the Great Pyramids of Giza, the
Sphinx & the Egyptian Museum
 Full day private excursion in Aswan
to High Dam, Unfinished Obelisk &
Philae Temple
 Private excursion to Kom Ombo &
Edfu Temples enroute from Aswan
to Luxor
 Full day private excursion in Aswan
to High Dam, Unfinished Obelisk &
Philae Temple
 Half day private excursion in Luxor
to the Valley of the Kings, Queen
Hatchepsut Temple & Colossi of
Memnon

Your Holiday Costs - 2016

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

Historical Hotels of Egypt

£1,689

£1,689

£1,259

£1,259

£1,259

£1,259

£1,259

£1,689

£1,719

£1,559

Travelling to your destination: Flight price guide; £479 to £640 per person including taxes and one piece of luggage
The above prices do not include the cost of flights which we will be pleased to book for you as a package. Flights are available from the following airports: London Heathrow to Cairo. With the following Airlines: EGYPTAIR
& British Airways (only for International flights)
The above guide prices are per person based upon sharing a twin or double room in the room category specified and inclusive of the services as listed in What's Included. Room upgrades, single occupancy and other
bed configurations may be available on request and at additional charge.
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BESPOKE - EGYPT

LUXOR AND THE RED SEA

8 DAYS FROM ONLY £679
There’s no better contrast than to spend some time in Luxor, home of the Valley of the Kings and Karnak Temple, immersing
yourself in ancient Egyptian history and culture, before heading to the relaxing Red Sea coast for a stay in a luxurious, beach
front resort hotel. Whether you wish to spend 3 or 4 nights in each location, or increase this to a week in each for a more
relaxed pace, the choice is yours. Our Personal Travel Consultants await your call.
BRIEF Itinerary

SUPERIOR
WH AT ' S Included

DELUXE
WH AT ' S Included

 Day 1 –	Upon arrival at Luxor International Airport you will be met & assisted
through airport formalities by our local English speaking representative and
transferred to your hotel for overnight.

 3 nights accommodation in Maritim
Jolie Ville Kings Island in Classic
Room on BB

 3 nights accommodation in Sofitel
Winter Palace Hotel in Classic
Garden View Room on BB

 Day 2 –	Breakfast at hotel. You will be driven to the ancient city of Thebes where
an avenue of sphinxes once connected the glorious temples of Luxor
and Karnak. Luxor Temple, built during the reign of Amenhotp III, was
expanded by Ramses II who also erected two obelisks; one of which is still
onsite while the other is situated in the Place de la Concorde in Paris. The
awesome Temple of Karnak, with its huge hypostyle hall covering 50,000
square feet has 134 enormous columns, richly carved, with some thrusting
skyward to 23 meters. The great temple at the heart of Karnak is so big that
St. Peter and Notre Dame Cathedrals could be lost within its walls.

 4 nights accommodation at
Movenpick El Gouna Resort in
Standard Room on BB

 4 nights accommodation at
Kempinski Soma Bay Resort in
Lagoon View Room on BB

 Private airport transfers in Luxor &
Hurghada

 Private airport transfers in Luxor &
Hurghada

 Private transfer from Luxor to
El Gouna

 Private transfer from Luxor to
Soma Bay

 Half day private excursion in Luxor
to Karnak & Luxor Temples

 Half day private excursion in Luxor
to Karnak & Luxor Temples

 Half day private excursion in Luxor
to the Valley of the Kings, Queen
Hatchepsut Temple & Colossi of
Memnon

 Half day private excursion in Luxor
to the Valley of the Kings, Queen
Hatchepsut Temple & Colossi of
Memnon

SU P P L EM EN T S Upgr ades

SU P P LEM EN TS Upgrades

Supplement for Nile View Room in
Luxor: £55 per room

Supplement for Nile View Room in
Luxor: £140 per room

Supplement for Sea View Room in
El Gouna: £145 per room

Supplement for Sea View Room in
El Gouna: £168 per room

Single Supplement:
from £140

Single Supplement:
from £320

Optional Sound & Light show at
Karnak: £35 per person (min. 2
people)

Optional Sound & Light show at
Karnak: £35 per person (min. 2
people)

 Day 3 – B
 reakfst at hotel. You will Cross the Nile to the West Bank, location of
the ancient necropolis of Thebes to explore the Valley of Kings, Valley of
Queens, temple of Queen Hatshepsut at Deir El Bahari and Colossi of
Memnon; a vast City of the Dead where magnificent tombs were carved
into the desert rocks, decorated richly, and filled with treasures for the
afterlife by generations of Pharaohs.
 Day 4 –	Breakfast at hotel. You will be transferred to the Red Sea and upon arrival
you will check in at the hotel for overnight.
 Day 5 to Day 7 – B
 reakfast at hotel. Day at leisure or choose one of our optional
excursions.
 Day 8 –	Breakfast at hotel. You will be transferred to Hurghada Airport for final
departure via Cairo.

Your Holiday Costs - 2016

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

Luxor & Red Sea ~ Superior

£499

£499

£499

£499

£569

£569

£499

£599

£579

£549

Luxor & Red Sea ~ Deluxe

£889

£889

£699

£679

£679

£719

£699

£979

£979

£849

December

Travelling to your destination: Flight price guide; £427 to £607 per person including taxes and one piece of luggage
The above prices do not include the cost of flights which we will be pleased to book for you as a package. Flights are available from the following airports: London Heathrow. With the following Airlines: EGYPTAIR (direct
to Luxor every Monday or via Cairo any other day)
The above guide prices are per person based upon sharing a twin or double room in the room category specified and inclusive of the services as listed in What's Included. Room upgrades, single occupancy and other
bed configurations may be available on request and at additional charge.

Visit your Travel Agent or call our Personal Travel Advisors on 0208 574 4000
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BESPOKE

TURKEY & NORTH CYPRUS

Turkey offers so much more than the coastal resorts nestling
along the Aegean and Turquoise Mediterranean coasts. These are
indeed fabulous, but why not combine a stay in one of the lesser
known small boutique resorts in an ancient fishing port with a stay
in Istanbul? Or twin this exuberant city with a relaxing stay in North
Cyprus, around the beautiful harbour of Kyrenia or elsewhere on
this traditional and tranquil part of the island. Back to the mainland;
stay in Cannakale for a visit to Galipolli and Troy, or the resort of
Kusadasi, next to the classical remains at Ephesus.
Inland the natural wonders of Cappadocia, with its mystical rock
formations, or Pamukkale, with its stunning white terraced rock
formations, can be included in a private tour. Whether you are a
solo traveller, a couple looking for a private tour or a family or group
of friends we would be delighted to help you with your travel plans
to Turkey.

For our comprehensive
collection of Holidays to
Turkey & North Cyprus please
request a copy of our 88 page
brochure with a host of holiday
ideas.
Ask your Travel Agent,
call 0208 574 4000, email
sales@mosaicholidays.co.uk
or go online at
www.mosaicholidays.co.uk
to request your copy.
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BESPOKE - TURKEY AND NORTH CYPRUS

PRIVATE TOUR OF TURKEY

8 DAYS FROM ONLY £1,529
For the ultimate personalised travel experience why not allow us to tailor-make a holiday to
suit your pace and preferences? You will be chauffeur driven by our English speaking driver in
a comfortable, air-conditioned private car. Our sample itinerary on this page combines visits
to all of the major historical, scenic and cultural highlights of this vast and fascinating country.
Our personal travel advisors are waiting to create your private tour….
BRIEF Itinerary
 Day 1 –	UK / Istanbul: After landing in Istanbul we make our way to the arrivals hall
where our guide is waiting to meet us. We head straight to our hotel, where
we spend the afternoon at a rooftop bar enjoying a drink and the scenery of
this beautiful city.
 Day 2 –	Istanbul: Feeling rested from our relaxing evening, we explore the Old City
on foot starting with the Blue Mosque, the Hippodrome, Hagia Sophia
(closed on Mondays) and Topkapi Palace (closed on Tuesdays). It is hard
to imagine that the Hagia Sophia held the title of the largest cathedral in the
world for 1,000 years until 1520. (Breakfast & Lunch).
 Day 3 –  Istanbul: Our guide has given us a day at leisure toda, so after a well-earned
sleep in we discuss our options for the day ahead. (Breakfast).
 Day 4 –	Istanbul / Gallipoli / Canakkale: We depart Istanbul and drive to Gallipoli
and then onto Canakkale. It was an eerie visit to Gallipoli where we saw the
battlefields and trenches where hundreds of thousands of Allied and Turkish
soldiers perished. (Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner).
 Day 5 –	Canakkale / Troy / Pergamum / Izmir: Our day starts with a visit to the
ancient site of Troy, before continuing onto Pergamum and finally Izmir. The
ancient site of Troy and its replica Trojan wooden horse really brought to life
Homer’s Iliad and the story of Helen and Achilles. (Breakfast, Lunch).
 Day 6 –	Izmir / Ephesus / Izmir: We have a full day today to explore the ancient
Roman city of Ephesus before returning to our hotel in Izmir. The history of
this amazing place is awe-inspiring with great marble monuments that have
survived since early AD. (Breakfast & Lunch).
 Day 7 –	Izmir: We have a day at leisure today so spend the day by the pool enjoying
the Mediterranean sun. (Breakfast).

WH AT ' S Included

SU P PLEM EN TS Upgrades

 3 nights Istanbul Stay in Boutique
Hotel Sultania in Standard Room

Single Supplement:
from £312

 1 night Canakkale stay in Kolin
Hotel in Standard Room

Optional private excursion: "Asia &
Europe" (Half Day): from. £130 per
person

 3 nights Izmir stay in 5* Swissotel
Grand Efes in Standard Room

Optional private excursion: "Istanbul
by Night with Dinner" from £82 per
person

 English Speaking Professional
Guide throughout the tours

Optional private excursion: to
Pamukkale from £249 per person

 Private airport transfers with
A/C vehicles
 Entrance fees to the sites
mentioned above as per itinerary

 Day 8 –	Izmir / UK: It’s time to say goodbye to our guide and goodbye to Turkey as
we head to the airport for our return flight home. (Breakfast).
Your Holiday Costs - 2016

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

Explore Turkey Private Tour

£1,529

£1,639

£1,639

£1,579

£1,579

£1,639

£1,639

£1,639

£1,639

£1,549

Travelling to your destination: Flight price guide; £180 to £280 per person including taxes and one piece of luggage
The above prices do not include the cost of flights which we will be pleased to book for you as a package. Flights are available from the following airports: Gatwick, Heathrow, Stansted, Manchester, Birmingham and other
regional available. With the following Airlines: Turkish Airlines, Pegasus Airlines.
The above guide prices are per person based upon sharing a twin or double room in the room category specified and inclusive of the services as listed in What's Included. Room upgrades, single occupancy and other
bed configurations may be available on request and at additional charge.

Visit your Travel Agent or call our Personal Travel Advisors on 0208 574 4000
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TURKEY & NORTH CYPRUS - BESPOKE

GULET CRUISING FOR SMALL GROUPS

12 DAYS FROM ONLY £929
The prospect of a sailing holiday appeals to many, especially on a crewed traditional yacht, sailing on the crystal clear blue
seas of the Mediterranean, stopping in deserted coves for a swim and some lunch. If that sounds appealing, here is an option
to consider; with boats catering from as few as 6 people up to 14 or more, why not take over one of our ships you and your
friends’ exclusive use? Round this off with a 4 night stay in the resort of Bodrum for a delightful Turkish escape. Our Personal
Travel Consultants can find you the right boat to suit your plans….
BRIEF Itinerary

WH AT ' S Included

SU P P LEM EN TS Upgrades

 Day 1 –	Arrive at Bodrum Airport and transfer to your Bodrum boat in Bodrum
Harbor. Overnight in Bodrum.

 Staying in Standard Cabin on Full
Board Basis on Cruise for 7 nights

Day 4: Dalyan Excursion
from £52 per person

 Day 2 –	After breakfast the cruise will sail to Oarka Osland and enjoy swimming in
the Crystal-blue water. After lunch sail to a small and picturesque fishing
town, Cokertme. Enjoy dinner and over night stay in Cokertme.

 Staying in Standard Room on
Bed & Breakfast Basis at Hotel for
4 nights

Day 7: Local Village Tour
from £22 per person

 Day 3 –	Have breakfast early in the morning and and cruise to Seven Island which is
full of many samll islands and coral reef for you to enjoy diving and relaxing.
Have a little adventure by having a walk in the forests filled with pine trees.
Sail to English port where British Navy forces used to dock in 2nd World
War. Over night at English Harbour.

 Private airport transfers with A/C
vehicles
 Crew Service

 Day 4 –	Sail to Sedir Island also known as Cleopatra Island, legend says that
Anthony and Cleopatra swam here and the sands were carried from North
Africa. Visit old city wall and visit historical church which used to be the
temple in Dorian's reign. Afterward sail to Karacasogut village for dinner and
over night. You can also enjoy optional excursion to Dalyan.

Each Gulet has private WC/ shower,
portholes and a small wardrobe. Fridge,
Ice Maker, Freezer, Equipped Galley
and Bar. Basic fishing lines, flippers and
snorkels. Our luxury Gulets are more
spacious and have a higher standard of
fixtures and fittings.

 Day 5 –	Breakfast on board. Before lunch sail to the paradise Longoz bay sheltered
with pine forest. After lunch enjoy a short walk in the pine forest and take a
rest in Ali Baba's local shed-like café. Sail to Tuzla Bay to enjoy swimming in
the turquoise-blue waters. Dinner and overnight stay at Tuzla Bay.
 Day 6 –	Sail to Kargili Bay early in the morning. After lunch sail to Kisebuku where
you can visit the ruins of Byzantines. Overnight.
 Day 7 –	Sail to Pabucburnu after breakfast and enjoy lunch here. Enjoy tea served
in Yaliciftlik Bay. Optional village tour can ge arranged for local experience.
Then over night at Bodrum Prot for the last day's dinner. Over night in
Bodrum.
 Day 8 –	Pick up from Bodrum Harbour and transfer to your chosen hotel in Bodrum.
 Day 9 to Day 11 – E
 njoy free day at leisure.
 Day 12 – After Breakfast you will be transfer to Bodrum Airport for your flight home..

Your Holiday Costs - 2016
Private A/C based on 6 pax (7nts) & Grand Yazici Hotel Bodrum (4nts)
Private Luxury based on 14 pax (7nts) & Swissotel Resort Bodrum Beach (4nts)

April

May

June

July

August

September

£929

£979

£1,129

£1,369

£1,549

£1,169

October
£1,009

£1,179

£1,299

£1,609

£2,029

£2,109

£1,609

£1,369

Travelling to your destination: Flight price guide; £180 to £280 per person including taxes and one piece of luggage
The above prices do not include the cost of flights which we will be pleased to book for you as a package. Flights are available from the following airports: Gatwick, Stansted, Heathrow Manchester, Birmingham and other
regional available. With the following Airlines: Turkish Airlines, Easy Jet, Monarch, Thomson and other airlines available.					
The above guide prices are per person based upon sharing a twin or double room in the room category specified and inclusive of the services as listed in What's Included. Room upgrades, single occupancy and other
bed configurations may be available on request and at additional charge.
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BESPOKE - TURKEY & NORTH CYPRUS

ISTANBUL TWIN-CENTRE COMBINATIONS

8 DAYS FROM ONLY £699

Combine Istanbul with…….

… Cappadocia

What better start to a Turkish holiday than having a stay in
the wonderful city of Istanbul discovering its rich culture,
history and traditions before heading off to explore more of
this fascinating country. Whether you wish to then add-on a
relaxing stay in a resort or to explore more of the historic sites
or natural wonders….. or even a twin centre holiday in North
Cyprus. Here are a few of our popular combinations on the
following pages:

Cappadocia is a unique natural landscape of soft volcanic
rock sculptured by the elements resulting in the mystical
rock formations that litter the area. Visitors to Cappadocia
have a choice of activities to enjoy, from floating over the
‘fairy chimneys’ in a hot-air balloon to admiring Byzantine
frescoes. Take a spectacular hike through a rose tinted
gorge or indulge in a frenzy of shopping at a covered bazaar
dating from Ottoman times.

Ottoman Park Hotel

Argos In Cappadocia

Boutique

Deluxe Boutique

A small intimate hotel, with a contemporary, yet authentic
feel. Warm Turkish hospitality & relaxing atmosphere.

An enchanting hotel with a rustic ambience of a historic
monastery with stunning views over Cappadocia plateau.

Location: Situated in the heart of the historic peninsula of Istanbul, minutes from the
Hagia Sophia, the Blue Mosque and Topkapi Palace and approx. 14 km from the airport.
Accommodation: 38 rooms decorated in postmodern Ottoman and Turkish themes
with TV, air conditioning, safe, mini-bar, hairdryer and tea/coffee making facilities.
Facilities: Include a library with books about Ottoman & Turkish history and Istanbul.
Dining: The hotel’s restaurant serves Ottoman and Turkish cuisine with views of the
Sea of Marmara. The Patisserie offers refreshments and Turkish desserts. Enjoy a
drink at the bar with views of the peninsula.

Location: The Argos in Cappadocia is built from genuine cave houses and lies in the
centre of the Cappadocia triangle. The hotel is approx. 40 km from Nevesehir airport.
Accommodation: The hotel has 51 rooms in 6 separate clusters called Mansions.
All rooms are designed in a unique and different style with locally crafted rugs and
carpets. Facilities: Stroll amongst the vineyards in the landscaped gardens and
explore the ancient tunnels and underground city below the hotel, now used as wine
cellars and meeting rooms. The hotel living spaces are connected by luscious gardens
and terraces that offer panoramic views of the foothills of Mount Erciyes. Dining: The
hotel’s Seki Restaurant serves local dishes and reinterprets international cuisine with
locally sourced ingredients. Seki Lounge serves a light menu and drinks indoors or
with valley views on the terrace.

BRIEF Itinerary
 Day 1 –	Arrive at Istanbul Antaturk Airport and transfer to your Hotel in Istanbul.
 Day 2 –	After Breakfast visit the spice Bazaar followed by a relaxing crusing taking
you through the waterway separating Europe and Asia, with views of
marble palaces and Rumeli Fortress. After the half day excursion, enjoy free
evening at leisure.
 Day 3 to Day 4 – Breakfast and Free day at leisure.

WH AT ' S Included

SU P PLEM EN TS Upgrades

 Staying in Stone Room on
Bed & Breakfast Basis

Single Supplement:
from £599

 Private airport transfers with
A/C vehicles

EA RLY Booking

 Entrance fees to the sites
mentioned above

 Day 5 –	Breakfast at the hotel and transfer from Istanbul airport for flights to
Cappadocia and transfer to hotel in Cappadocia.

Booked by end of April
and save up to £105 per couple

 Standard shared tours with
Professional licensed English
Speaking tour guide

 Day 6 –	Have an early start for you 1hr flights over the enigmatic Cappadocia
Region to enjoy the panoramic view. Received a certificate and enjoy a
glass of champagne.

Booked by end of April
and get a complimentary Room
Upgrade in Cappadocia

 Day 7 –	Breakfast and Free day at leisure.
 Day 8 –	After Breakfast you will be transfer to Cappadocia Airport for your flight
home.
Your Holiday Costs - 2016
Ottoman Hotel Park (4nts) & Argos in Cappadocia (3nts)

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

-

£829

£829

£829

£809

£809

£829

£829

£809

£699

Travelling to your destination: Flight price guide; £180 to £280 per person including taxes and one piece of luggage
The above prices do not include the cost of flights which we will be pleased to book for you as a package. Flights are available from the following airports: Gatwick, Heathrow, Stansted, Manchester, Birmingham and other
regional available. With the following Airlines: Turkish Airlines, Pegasus Airlines.
The above guide prices are per person based upon sharing a twin or double room in the room category specified and inclusive of the services as listed in What's Included. Room upgrades, single occupancy and other
bed configurations may be available on request and at additional charge.

Visit your Travel Agent or call our Personal Travel Advisors on 0208 574 4000
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TURKEY & NORTH CYPRUS - BESPOKE

ISTANBUL WITH ALACATI OR BODRUM

11 DAYS FROM ONLY £839

8 DAYS FROM ONLY £909

Boutique Istanbul and chic Alacati

Kempinski Luxury - Istanbul with Bodrum

Start your Turkish break with a stay at the Neorian Hotel, at
the very center of Istanbul's ancient history and modern
culture, it has 53 guest rooms with all modern comforts. With
swimming pool, Turkish bath, sauna and museum-quality
decorations. Experience all of Istanbul, ancient and modern,
before spending a relaxing week in the charming resort of
Alacati in the boutique 120 year old former Greek mansion,
the Tas Otel.

For the ultimate in luxury combine stays in two superb
Kempinski hotels: The Kempinski Ciragan Palace Hotel, this
former home of an Ottoman Sultan has been transformed
into a superb 5* hotel, with breath-taking views of the
Bosphorus. The equally luxurious and chic Kempinski
Barbaros Bay, with its superb location with stunning views
over the Aegean, offers a relaxed, ‘get away from it all’
atmosphere for a truly revitalising break.

BRIEF Itinerary

BRI EF Itinerary

 Day 1 –	Arrive at Istanbul Antaturk Airport and transfer to the Neorian Hotel in
Istanbul.

 Day 1 –	Arrive at Istanbul Antaturk Airport and transfer to the Ciragan Palace
Kempinski Hotel in Istanbul.

 Day 2 –	After Breakfast visit the spice Bazaar followed by a relaxing cruise taking
you through the waterway separating Europe and Asia, with views of
marble palaces and Rumeli Fortress. After the half day excursion, enjoy free
evening at leisure.

 Day 2 –	After Breakfast visit the spice Bazaar followed by a relaxing cruise taking
you through the waterway separating Europe and Asia, with views of marble
palaces and Rumeli Fortress. After the half day excursion, enjoy free evening
at leisure.

 Day 3 –	Breakfast and Free day at leisure.

 Day 3 –	Breakfast at the hotel and transfer to Istanbul airport for flights to Bodrum
and transfer to hotel in Bodrum.

 Day 4 –	Breakfast at the hotel and transfer to Istanbul airport for flights to Izmir and
transfer to the Tas hotel in Alacati.
 Day 5 –	Pick-up from Alacati Hotel with private transfer to join Ephesus Tour. Visit
Ephesus with its well preserved colonnaded Arcadian Way, Hadrians
Temple, Celsus Library,market and theatre. Also visit the Virgin Mary's
house and the Temple of Artemis. Lunch is Included.

 Day 4 –	Half Day Bodrum tour visiting St. Peter Castle, Museum of Underwater
Archaeology, site of Mausoleum, and ancient theatre of Halicarnassos.
 Day 5 to Day 7 – Breakfast and Free days at leisure to relax in your luxurious hotel and
enjoy the resort of Bodrum.
 Day 8 –	After Breakfast you will be transferred to Bodrum Airport for your flight home.

 Day 6 to Day 10 – B
 reakfast and Free days at leisure to enjoy your hotel and the
resort of Alacati.
 Day 11 –	After Breakfast you will be transferred to Izmir Airport for your flight home.

WHAT'S Included

WH AT ' S Included

 10 nights accommodation in Standard Room on Bed & Breakfast Basis

 7 nights accommodation in Standard Room on Bed & Breakfast Basis

 Private airport transfers with A/C vehicles

 Private airport transfers with A/C vehicles

 Entrance fees to the sites mentioned above

 Entrance fees to the sites mentioned above

 Standard shared tours with Professional licensed English Speaking tour guide

 Private tour of Bodrum with Professional licensed English Speaking tour guide

SUP P LEM ENTS Up g r a d e s

SU P P L EM EN T S Upgr ades

Single Supplement: from £495

Single Supplement: from £889

EA RLY Booking
Booked by 15th May and save up to £490 per couple
Your Holiday Costs - 2016

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

Neorion Hotel, Istanbul (3nts) & Tas Hotel (7nts)

£879

£1,089

£1,089

£1,089

£1,159

£1,179

£1,109

£1,009

£899

£839

Ciragan Palace Kempinski, Istanbul (2nts)
& Kempinski Barbaros Bay, Bodrum (5nts

£909

£1,389

£1,569

£1,569

£1,819

£1,819

£1,819

£1,389

£998

£998

Travelling to your destination: Flight price guide; £180 to £280 per person including taxes and one piece of luggage
The above prices do not include the cost of flights which we will be pleased to book for you as a package. Flights are available from the following airports: Gatwick, Heathrow, Stansted, Manchester, Birmingham and other
regional available. With the following Airlines: Turkish Airlines, Pegasus Airlines.
The above guide prices are per person based upon sharing a twin or double room in the room category specified and inclusive of the services as listed in What's Included. Room upgrades, single occupancy and other
bed configurations may be available on request and at additional charge.
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BESPOKE - TURKEY & NORTH CYPRUS

ISTANBUL WITH NORTH CYPRUS

11 DAYS FROM ONLY £489

11 DAYS FROM ONLY £699

Istanbul with Bellapais Village

Istanbul with Kyrenia Town

The boutique Hotel Amira located at the heart of Istanbul
offers 32 spaciously designed rooms, with a wellness centre
that includes a gym, Jacuzzi and sauna. After a busy few days
exploring the sights of Istanbul take the short flight to Northern
Cyprus and the picturesque location of Bellapais, nestled
beneath the famous Abbey. The Bellapais Monastery Village
Hotel has a selection of 50 villa and hotel rooms with indoor
and outdoor pool facilities and complimentary Kyrenia shuttle.

The Hotel Sultania is a boutique hotel in the heart of old
Istanbul has a modern take on traditional Ottoman design
with 42 rooms and indoor pool, sauna and fitness centre.
It is complemented well by the colonial town house design
of the Colony Hotel centrally located to explore Kyrenia’s old
town and picturesque harbour. With 90 rooms this 5* hotel
has a superb roof top terrace and pool with spectacular
panoramic views.

BRIEF Itinerary

BRI EF Itinerary

 Day 1 –	Arrive at Istanbul Antaturk Airport and transfer to the Hotel Amira in Istanbul.

 Day 1 –	Arrive at Istanbul Antaturk Airport and transfer to the Sultania Hotel in
Istanbul.

 Day 2 –	After Breakfast visit the spice Bazaar followed by a relaxing cruising taking
you through the waterway separating Europe and Asia, with views of
marble palaces and Rumeli Fortress. After the half day excursion, enjoy free
evening at leisure.
 Day 3 –	Breakfast and Free day at leisure.
 Day 4 –	Breakfast at the hotel and transfer from Istanbul airport for flights to North
Cyprus and transfer to the Bellapais Monastery Village Hotel in Kyrenia.
 Day 5 –	After Breakfast visit to Karpaz Peninsula; visit to Bogaz fishing village and
then taste different type of olive oil at an olive press. Afterward visit 5th
century church of Ayios Philion followed by lunch served with Fish or Kebab.
Pay a visit to Dipkarpaz village and finish at the famous Apostolos Andreas
Monastery.
 Day 6 to Day 10 – B
 reakfast and Free day at leisure.
 Day 11 – After Breakfast you will be transferred to Ercan Airport for your flight home.

 Day 2 –	After Breakfast visit the spice Bazaar followed by a relaxing cruising taking
you through the waterway separating Europe and Asia, with views of
marble palaces and Rumeli Fortress. After the half day excursion, enjoy free
evening at leisure.
 Day 3 –	Breakfast and Free day at leisure.
 Day 4 –	Breakfast at the hotel and transfer from Istanbul airport for flights to North
Cyprus and transfer to the Colony Hotel in Kyrenia.
 Day 5 –	After Breakfast visit to Karpaz Peninsula. Explore Karpaz Peninsula
including a visit to Bogaz finishing village and then taste different type of
olive oil at an olive press. Afterward visit 5th century basilica and church of
Ayios Philion followed by lunch served with Fish or Kebab. After the lunch
pay a visit to Dipkarpaz village and finish at the famous Apostolos Andreas
Monastery.
 Day 6 to Day 10 – Breakfast and Free day at leisure.
 Day 11 –	After Breakfast you will be transferred to Ercan Airport for your flight home.

WHAT'S Included

WH AT ' S Included

 10 nights accommodation in Standard Room on Bed & Breakfast Basis

 10 nights accommodation in Standard Room on Bed & Breakfast Basis

 Private airport transfers with A/C vehicles

 Private airport transfers with A/C vehicles

 Karpaz Peninsula tours with Professional licensed English Speaking tour guide and
entrance fees to the sites mentioned above (operates May to September)

 Karpaz Peninsula tours with Professional licensed English Speaking tour guide and
entrance fees to the sites mentioned above (operates May to September)

SUP P LEM ENTS Up g r a d e s

SU P P L EM EN T S Upgr ades

Single Supplement: from £349

Single Supplement: from £419

E ARLY Booking
Book by end of March and get one complimentary dinner at Bellapais Monastery Village

Your Holiday Costs - 2016

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

Hotel Amira, Istanbul (3nts)
& Bellapais Monastery Village (7nts)

£489

£559

£609

£639

£609

£609

£699

£649

£489

£499

Sultania Hotel (3nts) & Colony Hotel, Kyrenia (7nts)

£699

£769

£819

£769

£819

£819

£839

£789

£719

£719

Travelling to your destination: Flight price guide; £200 to £300 per person including taxes and one piece of luggage
The above prices do not include the cost of flights which we will be pleased to book for you as a package. Flights are available from the following airports: Gatwick, Heathrow, Stansted, Manchester, Birmingham and other
regional available. With the following Airlines: Turkish Airlines, Pegasus Airlines.
The above guide prices are per person based upon sharing a twin or double room in the room category specified and inclusive of the services as listed in What's Included. Room upgrades, single occupancy and other
bed configurations may be available on request and at additional charge.

Visit your Travel Agent or call our Personal Travel Advisors on 0208 574 4000
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BESPOKE

MOROCCO

Create your own Moroccan adventure with a bespoke holiday that
will ensure that you see the very best of this magical destination.
This colourful land infused with Berber, Arabic, European and
Mediterranean culture lends itself well to a multi-centre visit with
a visit to Marrakech at the heart of most travel plans. But, there
is more than just this city to explore: The other Imperial cities of
Rabat, Fes and Meknes combine for an excellent tour.
A trip up into the spectacular Atlas Mountains for a stay in a
traditional hill-top Kasbah hotel should be on everyone’s wish list.
For a more relaxing end to a visit why not head to the coast for
a stay in Essaouira or Agadir? Whether you are a solo traveller, a
couple looking for a private tour or a family or group of friends we
would be delighted to help you with your travel plans to Morocco.

For our comprehensive
collection of Holidays to
Morocco please request a copy
of our 56 page brochure with a
host of holiday ideas.
Ask your Travel Agent,
call 0208 574 4000, email
sales@mosaicholidays.co.uk
or go online at
www.mosaicholidays.co.uk
to request your copy.

Morocco
2015 - 2016

Member of
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BESPOKE - MOROCCO

PRIVATE TOUR OF MOROCCO

7 DAYS FROM ONLY £1,409
For the ultimate personalised travel experience why not allow us to tailor-make a holiday to suit your pace and preferences?
You will be chauffeur driven by our English speaking guide in a comfortable, air-conditioned private car. Our sample itinerary
on these pages combines visits to all of the major historical, scenic and cultural highlights of this vast and fascinating
country. Our personal travel advisors are waiting to create your private tour….
B RIEF Itinerary

WH AT ' S Included

SU P P LEM EN TS Upgrades

 Day 1 –	Arrive at Casablanca Mohamed V Airport. You will have a brief review of the
tour during your transfer to the hotel.

 1 night accommodation in Jnane
Shehrazade Casablanca hotel in
standard Room on Bed & Breakfast

Single Supplement:
from £580

 Day 2 – V
 isit the economic capital of Morocco, the central market, the Habous
district, the Royal Palace, the Mohamed V square, the residential area of
Anfa and the exterior of the Hassan II Mosque. Continue on to Rabat for a
city tour: the Royal Palace, (Mechouar), the Oudaya Kasbah, the Mohamed
V Mausoleum and the Hassan Tower.
 Day 3 –	Depart to Meknes and visit the Ismalian capital famous for its 40 km long
walls, visit Bab Mansour, the Royal stables and the Jewish quarter. In the
afternoon, continue on to the holy city of Moulay Idriss, via the ruins of the
Roman city of Volubilis, before continuing on to Fez.
 Day 4 –	The whole day is devoted to the city-sightseeing of Fez. The religious
capital of Morocco includes medieval Medina with its Attarine and Bou
Anania Medersas; the Nejjarine fountain, Moulay Idriss mausoleum, and
Karaouine mosque. In the afternoon, walk to the old town for a stroll
through the Jewish quarter to visit the 17th century synagogue and the
royal palace gates as well as the museum of Fes.

 1 night accommodation in Villa
Mandarine Hotel Rabat in standard
room on Bed & Breakfast
 2 nights accommodation in Riad
Maison Bleue Fes in standard room
on Bed & Breakfast
 3 nights accommodation in
Angsana Riads Collection
Marrakech in standard room on
Bed & Breakfast
 Private Transfers
 Local Guides & Entrance to all sites
as per itinerary

 Day 5 –	Depart to Marrakech passing by the Berber villages of Immouzer du Kandar
and Ifrane. Enjoy a relaxing moment in Beni Mellal, one of the agricultural
centers of Morocco. Beni Mellal one of the agricultural centers of Morocco.
Arrive in Marrakech, known as the "Red City" in the late afternoon.
 Day 6 –	Following a leisurely breakfast, begin your exploration by visiting the twelfth
century Koutoubia Mosque, the Bahia Palace and the Palace of Dar Si
Said. Drive to the old town for a stroll in the old town (medina) Visit the
medieval part of Marrakech through the labyrinth streets of the souks. The
tour ends at Jemaa Lfna square, A popular fairground with its story tellers,
fire eaters, jugglers, fortune tellers, snake charmers and performers of each
and every sort.
 Day 7 –	Breakfast, take your time in the famous garden created by the orientalist
Jacques Majorelle. The Majorelle Gardens house a collection of plants
from the four corners of the earth flourishing among elegant ornamental
lakes and an Art Deco villa of which the special shade of bold cobalt blue
is named after the artist, the Majorelle blue. The garden has an amazing
collection of cacti. Since 1980 the garden has been owned by Yves SaintLaurent. Visit the Berber museum displaying Yves Saint Laurent’s personal
collection of Berber antiques.
 Day 8 –	After breakfast you will be transferred to Marrakech Menara Airport for final
departure via Casablanca.

Your Holiday Costs - 2016

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

Imperial Cities of Morocco

£1,509

£1,509

£1,509

£1,409

£1,409

£1,409

£1,509

£1,509

£1,409

-

Travelling to your destination: Flight price guide; £285 to £595 per person including taxes and one piece of luggage
The above prices do not include the cost of flights which we will be pleased to book for you as a package. Flights are available from the following airports: London Heathrow & London Gatwick.
With the following Airlines: Royal Air Maroc (optional return on British Airways or EasyJet directly to London Gatwick).
The above guide prices are per person based upon sharing a twin or double room in the room category specified and inclusive of the services as listed in What's Included. Room upgrades, single occupancy and other
bed configurations may be available on request and at additional charge.

Visit your Travel Agent or call our Personal Travel Advisors on 0208 574 4000
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MOROCCO - BESPOKE

MARRAKECH & ATLAS MOUNTAIN

8 DAYS FROM ONLY £779
Marrakech, the Imperial city known for its Medinas and traditional Riad hotels is a popular short-break destination, but why
end your Moroccan adventure there? With so much to see within travelling distance that can be fully escorted by one
of our English speaking driver guides. The Atlas Mountains, North Africa’s largest range, dotted with Berber villages and
converted Kasbah hotels make for an exciting combination, and you’ll have the chance to take a privately guided trek at a
pace and level to suit.
Angsana Riads

Residence La Roseraie

Superior Riad

A collection of six carefully restored Riads in the heart of the
Medina in Marrakech, all within close proximity to each other.
These superior Riads offer an authentic experience with
a blend of modern comfort, style and traditional décor and
architecture with garden courtyards, rooftop pools and spas
and all shared between the Riads.

Boutique

In the heart of Berber country, among the tranquil foothills
of the High Atlas Mountains, nests the Domaine de La
Roseraie. Secretly hidden in the middle of sixty acres of
natural parkland it is an ideal retreat with just 44 rooms and
suites. At an altitude of 1,000m it offers the perfect climate;
cool in summer, mild in winter, its pure air is revitalising.

B RIEF Itinerary

WH AT ' S Included

SU P PLEM EN TS Upgrades

 Day 1 –	Upon arrival at Marrakech Menara Airport, you will be transferred
to your hotel for overnight

 4 nights accommodation at
Angsana Riads Collection in
Majorelle room on Bed & Breakfast
basis

Single Supplement:
from £470

 3 nights accommodation at
Residence La Roseraie in standard
room on Half Board Basis

Optional private excursion: Hidden
Sides of Marrakech £50 per person

 Day 2 –	After breakfast, you will be met by your English speaking guide and set your
way to discover the souks, or open air markets, and trades of carpenters,
babouchiers, and dyers. Return to hotel for an afternoon at leisure.
 Days 3 - 4 – B
 reakfast at hotel. Days at leisure to explore more of Marrakech or
choose one of our optional excursions.
 Day 5 –	Breakfast at hotel. You will be transferred to Atlas Mountains for dinner and
overnight.
 Day 6 –	Breakfast at hotel before taking a privately guided trek in the Atlas
Mountains at a pace and level to suit. Enjoy dinner at the hotel.

Optional private excursion: Historical
Tour of Marrakech £35 per person

Optional private excursion: Full day
tour to Telouet & Ait Ben Haddou
£90 per person

 Return private transfers between
airport and hotels and between
Marrakech and the Atlas Mountains
 Half day private excursion "Walking
Tour of Marrakech

 Day 7 –	Breakfast at hotel and a day to relax in the tranquil setting with dinner
included.
 Day 8 –	Breakfst at hotel. You will be transferred to Marrakech Menara Airport for
final departure.

 Half day private Trekking excursion
in the Atlas Mountain

Your Holiday Costs - 2016

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

Marrakech & Atlas Mountain

£919

£919

£919

£779

£779

£779

£919

£919

£779

-

Travelling to your destination: Flight price guide; £140 to £230 per person including taxes and one piece of luggage
The above prices do not include the cost of flights which we will be pleased to book for you as a package. Flights are available from the following airports: London Gatwick, London Stansted, Birmingham, Manchester,
Bristol and Glasgow. With the following Airlines: Easyjet, Ryanair, Thomson and British Airways.
The above guide prices are per person based upon sharing a twin or double room in the room category specified and inclusive of the services as listed in What's Included. Room upgrades, single occupancy and other
bed configurations may be available on request and at additional charge.
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BESPOKE - MOROCCO

MARRAKECH & ESSAOUIRA

8 DAYS FROM ONLY £899
Another contrast to a stay in Marrakech and a perfect relaxing end to the bustle and excitement of the city is to head for the
coast, in the comfort of our private, guided transfer. The more laid-back Atlantic coastal city of Essaouira offers beaches
and medinas and superb accommodation such as our selected Deluxe Riad Style hotel. Our Personal Travel Advisors can
create an itinerary for your Moroccan dream.

La Maison Arabe

L’Heure Bleue Palais

Deluxe Riad

One of the most stylish and perfectly located boutique
hotels in Marrakech. This chic traditional Riad retreat has
just 26 rooms and suites that are the epitome of Moroccan
elegance with rich drapping materials and dark wood
furnishings. Just a short walk to the Djemaa el Fna Square it
is in the very heart of this fascinating city. Indoor and outdoor
pools and wellness centre make this a perfect retreat.

Deluxe Riad

Relaxed urban chic, with a rooftop pool, wooden shutters,
courtyards with fountains and delicious cuisine. A traditional
Riad in the heart of the World Heritage Site of Essaouira. With
just 33 rooms and suites each tastefully styled with influence
from its Colonial, African and Portuguese eras. With a
wellness centre and hammam, rooftop pool and gym, home
cinema room and courtyard terrace offering al fresco dining.

BR IEF Itinerary

WH AT ' S Included

SU P PLEM EN TS Upgrades

 Day 1 –	Upon arrival at Marrakech Menara Airport, you will be transferred
to your hotel for overnight

 4 nights accommodation at La
Maison Arabe in Junior Room on
Bed & Breakfast basis

Single Supplement:
from £660

 Day 2 –	After breakfast, you will be met by your English speaking guide and set your
way to discover the souks, or open air markets, and trades of carpenters,
babouchiers, and dyers. Return to hotel for an afternoon at leisure.
 Days 3 - 4 – Breakfast at hotel. Days at leisure to explore more of Marrakech or
choose one of our optional excursions.
 Day 4 –	Breakfast at hotel. Day at leisure or choose one of our optional excursions.
 Day 5 –	Breakfast at hotel. You will be transferred to Essaouira for overnight
 Day 6 –	Breakfast at hotel. You will be met by our local English speaking guide who
will escort you through the old City "Medina" of Essaouira
 Day 7 –	Breakfast at hotel. Day at leisure to relax and enjoy this laid-back resort and
your deluxe boutique hotel.

Optional private excursion: Historical
Tour of Marrakech £35 per person

 3 nights accommodation at
L'Heure Bleue in standard room on
Bed & Breakfast

Optional private excursion: Hidden
Sides of Marrakech £50 per person

 Return private transfers between
airport and hotels from Marrakech
and Essaouira

Optional private excursion: Full day
tour to Telouet & Ait Ben Haddou
£90 per person

 Half day private excursion "Walking
Tour of Essaouira"
 Half day private excursion "Walking
Tour of Marrakech"

 Day 8 –	Breakfst at hotel. You will be transferred to Marrakech Menara Airport for
final departure.

Your Holiday Costs - 2016

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

Marrakech & Essaouira

£1,059

£1,059

£1,059

£899

£1,009

£1,059

£1,009

£1,059

£899

-

Travelling to your destination: Flight price guide; £140 to £230 per person including taxes and one piece of luggage
The above prices do not include the cost of flights which we will be pleased to book for you as a package. Flights are available from the following airports: London Gatwick, London Stansted, Birmingham, Manchester,
Bristol and Glasgow. With the following Airlines: Easyjet, Ryanair, Thomson and British Airways.
The above guide prices are per person based upon sharing a twin or double room in the room category specified and inclusive of the services as listed in What's Included. Room upgrades, single occupancy and other
bed configurations may be available on request and at additional charge.

Visit your Travel Agent or call our Personal Travel Advisors on 0208 574 4000
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BESPOKE

JORDAN & ISRAEL








The Kingdom of Jordan is a land of contrasts lending itself to a
bespoke tour tailored. This land of mesmerising beauty is rich in
historical sites and unique landscapes. The ‘Rose Red City’ of
Petra, carved into the sheer rock face, is undoubtedly Jordan’s
most valuable Treasure and now one of the New Wonders of
the World. Explore the contrasts of the fertile Jordan Valley with
remote desert canyons and castles, the haunting wilderness of
Wadi-Rum and a chance to bathe in the mineral-rich waters of the
Dead Sea at the Earth’s lowest point.
Neighbouring Israel is also a land steeped in history and biblical
narratives and the birthplace of both Christianity and Judaism.
Jerusalem and Galilee both make for fascinating exploration as do
the resort of Eilat on the Red Sea and the vibrant city of Tel Aviv
on the Mediterranean coast. Whether you wish to visit these two
historical countries.

For our comprehensive
collection of Holidays to
Jordan and Israel please
request a copy of our 56 page
brochure with a host of holiday
ideas.
Ask your Travel Agent,
call 0208 574 4000, email
sales@mosaicholidays.co.uk
or go online at
www.mosaicholidays.co.uk
to request your copy.
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Jordan

2015 - 2016
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Member of

BESPOKE - JORDAN & ISRAEL

PURE JORDAN PRIVARE TOUR

9 DAYS FROM ONLY £999
For the ultimate personalised travel experience why not allow us to tailor-make a holiday to suit your pace and preferences?
You will be chauffeur driven by our English speaking driver in a comfortable, air-conditioned private car. If you wish you can
upgrade this service to that of a fully qualified private guide. Our sample itinerary on this page combines visits to all of the major
historical, scenic and cultural highlights of this fascinating country. Our Personal Travel Advisors are waiting to create your
private tour for you….
BRIEF Itinerary

WH AT ' S Included

Day 1 –	Upon arrival at QAIA Airport, you will be met and transferred to your hotel
for overnight.

 2 nights accommodation at Intercontinental Amman Hotel in standard room on Bed
& Breakfast basis

Day 2 –	After breakfast, you will meet your escort/driver to start your tour of Amman
City, and then you will be driven north to ancient Roman City of Jerash
where you will enjoy a 2 hour tour with your private English speaking
local guide. Commence to Ajloun Castle for a visit. Return to Amman for
overnight.

 3 nights accommodation at Movenpick Petra Resort in standard room on Bed &
Breakfast basis

Day 3 –	After breakfast, drive to Mount Nebo, known as Moses’s Burial Place. The
mountain which rises to 840m offers a spectacular view of the holy land.
Continue to Madaba, ‘The City of Mosaics’, visit the town’s main attraction
the Greek Orthodox Church of “St George” where the famous 6th Century
Byzantine Mosaic map of the holy sites in the biblical world was found.
Drive to Kerak, the magnificent Crusader fortress. Visit Kerak’s Crusaders
Castle built in the 12th century AD, which is situated on a hilltop about
1000 meters above sea level and surrounded by a valley on three sides.
Continue to Petra for overnight.
Day 4 –	After breakfast, a full day visit of Petra, the “Red Rose City”; the treasure of
the ancient world; celebrated in 2012 the 200th year of it’s discovery. The
ancient Nabatean city of Petra was recently voted as one of the Wonders
of the World. It is without a doubt Jordan’s most valuable treasure and
greatest tourist attraction.
Day 5 –	After breakfast, you will visit little Petra before commencing to Wadi Rum
for a 2 hours jeep ride in the desert with lunch in the Camp. Return back to
Petra for overnight.
 Day 6 –	After Breakfast, you will be met and transferred to the Dead Sea for free
time at Leisure and relaxing on the beaches of the Dead Sea.

 3 nights accommodation at Movenpick Dead Sea Resort & Spa in standard room on
Bed & Breakfast basis
 Private transfers
 2 hours Local English speaking guide in Petra and Jerash Site only where the rest of
sites are self touring
 1 lunch in Wadi Rum camp
 Horse riding in Petra as part of Petra Entry Ticket during the first visit of Petra only
 Water onboard vehicle on daily basis (1 bottle of 500ML per person per day)
 2 hours tour in Wadi Rum by the open Bedouin truck

SU P P L EM EN T S Upgr ades
Single Supplement:
from £420
Supplement: Full time English
speaking guide from day 2 to day 5
inclusive from £439 per guide

 Days 7- 8 – Breakfast at hotel. Days at leisure .
 Day 9 –	Breakfast at hotel. You will be transferred to QAIA Airport for final departure.

Your Holiday Costs - 2016
Pure Jordan

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

£999

£1,349

£1,099

£1,099

£1,099

£1,099

£1,239

£1,349

£1,349

-

Travelling to your destination: Flight price guide; £346 to £595 per person including taxes and one piece of luggage
The above prices do not include the cost of flights which we will be pleased to book for you as a package. Flights are available from the following airports: London Heathrow to Amman. With the following Airlines: Royal
Jordanian & British Airways.
The above guide prices are per person based upon sharing a twin or double room in the room category specified and inclusive of the services as listed in What's Included. Room upgrades, single occupancy and other
bed configurations may be available on request and at additional charge.

Visit your Travel Agent or call our Personal Travel Advisors on 0208 574 4000
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ISRAEL - BESPOKE

EXPERIENCE ISRAEL TOUR

12 DAYS FROM ONLY £3,199
This truly comprehensive 11 night tour of Israel will suit those who really want to discover the roots and foundations of this
historical land. Whilst we can tailor-make itineraries to suit individual requirements we have selected this group tour with
regular departures throughout the season. If you want a shorter tour, or a two-centre holiday combining Jerusalem with
Eilat or Tel Aviv please contact our Personal Travel Advisors who can advise you.
B RIEF Itinerary
Day 1 –	Upon arrival at Ben Gurion airport where you will be met and assisted before
passport control, by our VIP service representative; Transfer to your hotel.
Day 2 –	Start the day with a visit to Itzhak Rabin center and the Independence Hall
where the establishment of the state of Israel was declared. Continue to
Neve Tzedek, to the Carmel market and enjoy the vibrant noises, smells
and colors. Onto Jaffa, an ancient port city, walk around the restored city,
the Artists' Quarter, galleries and the renovated harbor. Return to Tel Aviv for
overnight.
Day 3 –	Visit the Palmach museum dedicated to the Hagana, the underground
military organization. Visit Tel-Aviv museum, pass by Rabin's Square, place
of assassination of Prime Minister Itzhak Rabin. Before heading back to the
hotel enjoy the promenade along the seafront with the unique shops, café
life and youthful ambiance.
Day 4 –	Breakfast at hotel. Day at leisure.
Day 5 –	Drive along the coastal plain to Caesarea, explore the ruins and excavations
of the Crusaders' city. Onto Haifa for a panoramic view of the city. Visit Acre
one of the ancient port cities in Israel. Visit the underground crusader city
and walk through the old city, mosques and local market. Diner & overnight
at hotel.
 Day 6 –	Drive to Safed ,one of the four holy cities in Israel. Continue to the Golan
heights and experience ancient life through the restored home, olive press
and ancient synagogue. Continue to Mount Bental, for a panoramic view
of Mount Hermon and the Golan heights.Visit the Banias springs before
returning to the hotel for dinner & overnight.
 Day 7 –	Drive to Tiberias; Visit Capernaum and explore the ruins of the synagogue
and church of St.Peter. Enjoy a boat ride on the Sea of Galilee. Onto
Nazareth to visit the church of Annunciation. Continue to Beit Shean, the
biggest archeological park in Israel with beautiful excavations from Roman
and Byzantine periods. Continue via the Jordan valley to Jerusalem.
Overnight at hotel.

 Day 9 –	Start the day with a visit to the Israel museum, where the Dead Sea
scrolls are housed, and the new holyland model, a miniature replica of
Jerusalem as it was during the second temple period. Continue for a tour
at the Knesset, Israel's parliament and see the Menorah with the biblical
emblems. Overnight at hotel'
 Day 10 –	Drive through the Judean desert; Stop at Ein Gedi nature reserve and
explore the lush oasis filled with waterfalls, vegetation and rare wildlife.
Continue to Massada, ascend by cable car and tour the ancient fortress.
Next, stop for optional lunch and Spa facilities in one of the leading hotels in
the area. Return to hotel for overnight.
 Day 11 – Breakfast at hotel. Day at leisure.
 Day 12 – T
 ransfer to Ben Gurion airport where you will be met and assisted by our
VIP representative who will escort you through security check and passport
control.

WH AT ' S Included
 4 nights accommodation at Royal Beach Tel Aviv in Executive Room on Bed &
Breakfast Basis
 2 nights accommodation at Mizpe Hayamim Hotel & Spa in Mini Suite on half board
basis
 5 nights accommodation at David Citadel Jerusalem Hotel in standard room on Bed
& Breakfast Basis
 Return private airport transfers
 VIP meeting and assistance service upon arrival and departure
 8 days touring as per itinerary (shared basis) including professional English speaking
licensed guide
 Entrance fees to the sites as per itinerary

 Day 8 –	Tour the Old City of Jerusalem; Visit the Jewish and Christian quarters. Visit
the Wailing Wall. Continue to the City of David and explore the excavations
of the first temple period. Learn the story of ancient Jerusalem as you
tour the Western Wall tunnels. Return to your hotel to freshen up and get
ready for your night out. Enjoy a Middle Eastern dinner followed by the
Spectacular night show at Tower of David Museum.

Your Holiday Costs - 2016

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

Experience Israel Tour

£3,199

£3,199

£3,199

£3,209

£3,209

£3,539

£3,209

£3,209

£3,209

£3,469

Travelling to your destination: Flight price guide; £190 to £490 per person including taxes and one piece of luggage
The above prices do not include the cost of flights which we will be pleased to book for you as a package. Flights are available from the following airports: London Luton, London Gatwick & London Heathrow.
With the following Airlines: Easyjet (from Luton & Gatwick) , British Airways & El Al (from Luton & Heathrow).
The above guide prices are per person based upon sharing a twin or double room in the room category specified and inclusive of the services as listed in What's Included. Room upgrades, single occupancy and other
bed configurations may be available on request and at additional charge.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION
ACCOMMODATION/HOTEL
Unless otherwise stated, accommodation is in standard twin/double rooms though bed configuration cannot be
guaranteed. Specific room requirements cannot be guaranteed as the allocation is at the discretion of the hotel
proprietor. Rooms are generally available between noon and 3pm, and are to be vacated between 10am and
noon, irrespective of arrival or departure times. Day rooms are subject to availability and an extra cost may be
charged. A triple room is usually a twin/double room, with an additional bed or folding pull out design, hence
conditions may be cramped. The standard and location of single rooms is not always as good as twin/double
rooms (even if a twin/double is booked for sole occupancy). A supplement is payable whether the room
allocated is a single or a twin room. On excursions and tours single rooms cannot be guaranteed during peak
periods, and you may be asked to share a room with another guest of the same sex. In such an instance the
single supplement will be refunded for the appropriate duration. In some destinations, be prepared to encounter
insects (e.g. cockroaches, mosquitoes, ants, etc.) in your hotel room, especially at beach resorts where they are
a natural occurrence and do not reflect the standard of hygiene and cleanliness. ‘Sea view’ - means the sea can be
seen from your room but may be at an angle or partial. Full sea view or sea front view means a more extensive sea
view, but still may have courtyard gardens, trees, pool or such like in the view. The name of a room is not a description
and may bear no reference to the description. Please note, all accommodation listed in this brochure and on our
website have an introduction which are in bullet points, this is an opinion of the accommodation by Mosaic Holidays
and not a fact. Pictures of either the brochure or website may not represent the room allocated. Please note that
care must be taken at night as resort/hotel grounds paths may not be illuminated. With reference to pools, jacuzzis,
courtyards or such unless specifically stated as private they may be shared. Dining in certain resorts/cruise ships
may mean shared and/or preassigned tables. Children sharing a room with adults are based on existing bedding
(rollaway beds and/or additional bedding may incur a charge. Early arrival and late departures in certain hotels may
incur a mandatory extra night charge. Minibar may not be stocked. Facilities can be temporarily unavailable due to
ongoing maintenance and repairs. The beach can also be effected by inclement weather, which may lead to erosion
and, combined with the sea state, may represent a danger. Unless specifically shown as ‘Free’, you may have to pay
locally for facilities or services used.
ALCOHOL
Restrictions on the consumption of alcohol may be imposed with little or no notice by the relevant authorities.
AIRPORT TAXES
UK Air Passenger Duty (currently £40 per person to non-EU destinations) and all UK Airport departure Taxes are
included in your holiday price. Foreign departure taxes vary from destination to destination and may have to be paid
locally, by the client, on departure. You may have to pay hard currency e.g. pounds sterling or American dollars. This
charge may vary depending on the destination or carrier. Where we are aware of the costs prior to your departure,
we will advise you.
BAGGAGE
From the check-in point, your personal effects and baggage are the responsibility of the carrier until recovery at your
destination airport. In any circumstance whereby there is mislaid or lost luggage, to obtain any compensation you
must complete a ‘Property Irregularity Report’ before you leave the airport, with a representative of the airline within
the time limits specified on your air tickets. Please note, luggage allowances will be shown on your air ticket and that
infants do not get a baggage allowance. On international flights the allowance is usually 20kg (15kg on some charter
flights). Airlines normally only allow one small piece of cabin baggage (5kg - dimensions 45cm x 35cm x 20cm) and
this may be included in your total weight allowance. The total allowance on some local flights using light aircraft may
be restricted to 5kg. No individual item of luggage should exceed 32kg (may be reduced and can vary from carrier).
Please note that luggage rules and regulations are changing and individual carriers have different regulations. Please
check with your individual carrier just prior to flying for the most up-to-date regulations. Excess baggage is carried
at the airlines discretion and you may incur charges payable directly to the airline. During transfers please ensure
your belongings are loaded on to the correct transfer vehicle, this is not the responsibility of Mosaic Holidays. Please
see Dive notes for luggage allowances on dive equipment. Please ask the relevant airline for the latest allowances
for all baggages.
BROCHURE ACCURACY
Every care has been taken to ensure that the facts on all Mosaic publications are accurate at the time of printing.
Please check with your agent or Mosaic prior to booking for any changes. The description of facilities at a hotel or
tour itineraries and excursions are those that are normally available, unless otherwise specified as being ‘FREE’, a
charge will be a made. Please bear in mind those hoteliers, restaurateurs and nightclub owners may wish to maintain
/improve their facilities, which may be temporarily or permanently closed for maintenance or during periods of low
occupancy. There may be changes to flight times, cruises, tours, excursions as advertised in the brochure and your
itinerary as a result of local conditions. Cruise ships/boats may change without notice to those of a similar standard
or facilities. Such changes are beyond our control, but when we are advised of any significant or long term changes
prior to your departure we will try to notify you as soon as is reasonably possible and time permitting. Should any
such events occur during the course of the journey, our local agents will do their best to rectify the matter on the
spot. However we reserve the right to make minor changes to the scheduled programme without becoming liable
to you for any refund or compensation.
BROCHURE PRICE
It is possible that some of the prices contained in this brochure may have changed since the brochure was printed.
You will be informed of any relevant price changes at the time of booking. Prices shown in this brochure, which make
up the inclusive cost quoted on our final invoice, are based on special contract rates. See condition 2 of Booking
Conditions for pricing policy. Mosaic Holidays Ltd has no control or jurisdiction over prices that may be charged at
destinations for the same or similar services and accepts no responsibility or liability if these differ from those herein.
COMPLAINTS WHILST ON HOLIDAY
If you have a complaint about any element of your holiday, please see our local agents or the hotelier immediately.
Matters can often be more easily sorted out whilst you are in the resort. In the unlikely event that matters cannot be
resolved locally, please contact our head office in London. (See booking conditions)
CONDUCT
We would like to remind you that we reserve the right to decline, accept or retain any person as a client at any time,
and we shall be under no liability for any extra costs incurred as a result of our doing so. In our absolute discretion
we reserve the right to terminate without notice the holiday arrangements of any client whose behaviour is such that
it is likely in our opinion to cause distress, damage, danger or annoyance to our customers, employees, agent’s,
property or third parties. Mosaic has no control over the behaviour of other persons staying or visiting your holiday
accommodation or town. (See Booking Conditions)
CHILD REDUCTIONS
For your family holiday Mosaic offers child reductions. Child reductions apply to children 11 years old and
under on the date of travel, when sharing a room with two adults. Sleeping arrangements vary in each resort,
in some hotels children must share existing beds; in others foldaway beds will be provided. Apartment costs to
be based on number of adults in party: child costs as detailed plus seasonal departure and flight supplements
as appropriate. For children occupying their own room or where no reduction is shown, please ask for more
details. Reductions are not applicable on meal supplements or seasonal departure supplements. Infants who
reach the age of 2 years whilst on holiday will be considered to be children, if under 2 years, you must pay
a small charge for their flight but are not provided with a seat or any baggage allowance. Any charges for cots, meals
and local taxes are payable locally. All prices quoted will have to be rechecked at the time of booking as availability
in the class may have changed and higher costing in the class may have to be used.
CLIMATE TABLES
Climate tables are a guide only. Mosaic Holidays cannot accept responsibility for the weather during your holiday.
CURRENCY & EXCHANGE
Some countries have restrictions on the importation and exportation of local currency, therefore please check with
the relevant Embassy or High Commission. Never exchange money on the black market. Even though some Hotels
and boats have exchange facilities, excess demand may result in delays and shortage of currency. Services paid
for by credit card will be subject to the applicable rate of exchange given at the time the voucher is presented to the
credit card company, and may differ from the rate prevailing on the date that the service was provided. Local banks
and vendors may add an extra charge for using credit cards. Please ensure you have sufficient monies to cover all
expenses, as we are unable to help in the eventuality of insufficient funds in resort.

DEEP VEIN THROMBOSIS (DVT)
Sometimes referred to as Economy Class Syndrome, DVT is a condition which has the potential to affect all travellers
regardless of mode of transport and class of travel. If you are concerned about travelling, then you are advised to
contact your GP before you depart.
ELECTRICITY AND WATER SUPPLY
Unfortunately the facts are that in many underdeveloped countries in the world with high tourist demands on local
supplies of electricity or water, there may be times when these elements exceed the supply, resulting in power cuts,
water shortages and plumbing or drainage problems. During these times the air-conditioning units, hot/cold water
taps, room lighting or mini-bars may be affected. Whilst electrical wiring standards do always meet local safety
standards, on occasion they may be lower than those applicable in the UK.
EXCURSIONS
Excursion prices listed in the Mosaic brochure may vary from the listed price in resort; please confirm all prices
at the time of booking. Also, any trips booked and paid for in advance are subject to our booking conditions/or
cancellations. Should you wish to book excursions at your resort operated by local agents, refunds cannot be
claimed from ourselves once you have returned to the UK and they do not form part of the package holiday being
purchased from us. It should also be noted that some types of travel insurance do not cover claims arising from
excursions/tours purchased in resort in particular cancellation of such tours and losses suffered as a result of
partaking in hazardous activities for which an additional premium was not paid. We advise you check the conditions
of your insurance policies. Mosaic can only accept responsibility for excursions that are pre-booked and pre-paid in
the UK Please note: most excursions in resort are charged in hard currency (sterling or U$ dollars). As a responsible
tour operator we take care in choosing the suppliers of excursions but there are some excursions, such as diving for
example, where it is impossible to remove all risks. Only you can decide whether you wish to take that risk, however
small, and we are happy to offer advice before you make your decision. Please ensure if you chose to take part in
any form of adventure activity that you have checked that your policy of insurance covers the proposed activity and
made all necessary disclosures to your insurers.
FLIGHT SECURITY
Please make sure to carry sharp objects and any electrical equipment such as radios and hairdryers in your main
luggage because you will be asked at check-in about any such equipment. Please avoid leaving your luggage
unattended and do not accept parcels from strangers. Please ask the relevant airline for the latest information before
travelling.
FLIGHTS AND FLIGHT CARRIERS
The airline planned to be used on the long haul sectors of your holiday are shown for your guidance on the
price panel relating to your holiday. On some holidays and tours other carriers are also used to complete your
holiday flying requirements. Actual flight numbers are not known at the time of publication. We reserve the right
to substitute alternative carriers and/or aircraft types if necessary. Where the situation arises, it is not possible
to transfer to another holiday or cancel without incurring normal cancellation charges. Because of the distances
involved, many flights stop en route for technical reasons e.g. refuelling. As scheduled airlines often change routes
and fuel stops, we cannot always notify you in advance. It may also be necessary on some holidays for you to
change aircraft, and sometimes airline at one of the stops. Airline schedules may vary and an unexpected change
of aircraft may become necessary. We will do our best to inform you of any changes before your departure and
all planned plane changes will be indicated on your tickets. Please bear this in mind if you are booking domestic
flight connections, taxis etc independently. If you are booking your own UK domestic flights, please leave sufficient
time to take into account the possibility of delays to either your domestic or international flights. We strongly
recommend that you purchase a flexible ticket for your domestic flights as, although initially more expensive,
the extra cost is more than worth it in the event of a time change or delay. Delays for whatever reason are the
responsibility of the airline and subject to their conditions of contract. Where a delay results in lost holiday time,
no refunds are given by hotels for unused accommodation or meals since these are held until your arrival and not
re-sold. Similarly, airlines do not always offer compensation for flight delays and will not alter your homeward flight
to account for any lost holiday resulting form out bound flight delays. We cannot accept any loss arising out of:
a) missed connections to international flights; b) the cancellation/change of UK/EC domestic flights
unless they are part of the package booked by us. If you miss your outbound scheduled flight, please
notify the airline as soon as possible in order to ensure that your homeward flight is not affected. We
reserve the right to change flight supplements form time to time. Supplements can go up or down.
The supplement when you book will not exceed any applicable supplements stated within this brochure by more than
£200. Please check the up-to-date supplement for your chosen holiday with your travel agent or Mosaic reservations
staff before you book. The flight times shown in the Mosaic supplement/brochure are for guidance only, and are
subject to confirmation and alteration. Specific instructions relating to your departure and travel arrangements will be
sent with your tickets. Where domestic flights form part of an itinerary, every effort will be made to ensure the best
connection, but local circumstances may mean departures are earlier or later than anticipated. It is for this reason
that times are not specified in the itinerary. A direct flight is one where you do not have to change planes; it does not
mean it is non-stop. Please note that due to airline policy certain flights may be non-smoking or do not serve alcohol.
We cannot accept any responsibility whatsoever for any consequential costs arising out of missed connections to
outbound and inbound international flights, unless they are part of a pre-booked package with us. Charter Flights
offer tremendous value for money, however in many cases the seat pitch (leg room) is less than that of scheduled
flights and some therefore may be less comfortable. All monies paid by you for both our chartered and scheduled
flights are fully protected by our Civil Aviation Authority bond, No. 5236. Our CAA ATOL bond also covers all flights.
As is usual, bookings for holidays by charter flights which are advertised in the Mosaic brochure and supplement are
accepted subject to granting of licenses by the Civil Aviation Authority.
FORCE MAJEURE
We regret we cannot accept liability or pay any compensation where the performance or prompt performance of our
contractual obligation is prevented or affected by ‘force majeure’. In the Booking Conditions ‘force Majeure’ means
any event which we or the supplier of the service(s) in question could not, even with all due care, foresee or avoid.
Such events may include war or threat of war, riots, civil strife, terrorist activities, industrial disputes, natural or nuclear
disasters, fire, technical problems to transport, closure or congestion schedules by scheduled airlines and all similar
events outside our control.
GENERAL BOOKING CONDITIONS
These booking conditions contain some exclusions and limitations of liability . If any part of the conditions proves
to be invalid or unenforceable, the rest of the conditions will remain valid. This agreement will be governed by the
relevant law wherever you live in the UK.
HEALTH, SAFETY & SECURITY ABROAD
Some countries do not conform to British Health and Safety Standards. The applicable safety standards regulations
which apply overseas are those of the country concerned, and as result, general standards of safety, hygiene, fire
precautions etc. can be lower than we take for granted in the UK. Upset stomachs are a common occurrence whilst
visiting new countries with different climates. Sensible precautions need to be taken, especially with regard to raw
food and ice in drinks. If you are prone to illness please ensure that you carry enough medication, as some medicines
may be unavailable locally. Some countries are subject to political and economic instability. Crime occurs throughout
the world, to reduce the risk of theft or mugging please be extra vigilant when visiting strange countries. Do not leave
valuables unattended and where possible store them in a safe place. Always respect local customs and standards,
especially in areas of cultural and religious importance, as this may offend locals. In rapidly developing resorts there
are many deserted beaches and most pools and beaches are not supervised. We recommend you familiarise
yourself with pool depths and the layout of pool before entering it. Please exercise caution before entering the sea as
the sea bed is not even and changes in depth.
Children must be supervised by you at all times near water or in unfamiliar buildings or surroundings. We insist
you exercise caution as these are unfamiliar surroundings. Please check emergency instructions on arrival. Mosaic
cannot take responsibility for the safety and conditions of beaches.

Visit your Travel Agent or call our Personal Travel Advisors on 0208 574 4000

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
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HOLIDAY DURATION

SPECIAL NEEDS

Holiday duration is always referred as number of nights at holiday accommodation. With respect to night flights,
access to your room will be available upon arrival thus constituting your first night. Certain hotels (particularly
all inclusive) may charge an additional night for early arrivals/late departures or request you leave the property.
HOTEL FACILITIES

We appreciate that clients with special needs have specific requirements that must be met to ensure
a successful holiday. Please ask for our Special Needs form before making your booking, in order
that we can assess your personal requirements. We will do our best to find a holiday to suit you, but we
may not be able to meet your specific requirements.

Certain amenities and services may incur a discretionary charge payable locally, such as health club facilities, spa
treatments, sun bed time, towels, kids club, baby sitting, watersports and others. Please contact reservations
for further information. Please note that in accommodation descriptions, we have mentioned Kids Clubs and
the pertinent age group, we have no control on this and the hotel can change this with little or no notice. Spas,
dive centres and facilities managed by outside contractors can change services, prices and timings with little
or no notice.

SPECIAL REQUESTS
If you have any special requests (such as vegetarian meals, airline seats, specific floors in a hotel) you must
advise Mosaic Holidays of these at the time of booking. We shall do our best to advise the relevant suppliers,
but we cannot guarantee that they will be provided. Any failure to meet special requests will not be deemed a
breach of contract on our part. We regret we cannot accept any booking which is conditional upon fulfilment
of a particular request.

REQUEST OF HOLIDAY AND FLIGHT CHANGES
Requests of flight or accommodation changes are subject to availability when made in resort, and all payments
must be made locally. Should you decide to change your accommodation to another featured in our brochure,
please note that room rates can not be guaranteed at our brochure rate and you may be charged at a local
rate. ‘Disinclination’ to travel will be deemed to be a cancellation of the service, and the normal cancellation
charges will apply.

TICKETS & TIMES

INSURANCE (do not travel without insurance)
Unfortunately, even the best laid plans can go wrong and accidents may happen both here and abroad, which
makes it imperative that all passengers have adequate travel insurance cover. If you do not purchase our
insurance, we insist that you take insurance with equivalent cover and we must be advised in writing of the
policy, name and number. In the event that you are not adequately insured, it will be deemed that you indemnify
Mosaic for any delays in contacting your insurers on your behalf in the event of any emergency. Should you
accept cover offered by credit card companies, please ensure that it covers all aspects of necessary insurance,
including that for healthcare abroad. Please read your policy details carefully. It is your responsibility to ensure
that the insurance cover you purchase is adequate for your particular needs. You will need extra cover for
dangerous activities e.g. diving, paragliding etc. We do not check alternative insurance policies.
MEALS
The standard of meals and services at hotels varies enormously depending on the style of the hotel and local
characteristics. If you have booked half board, this is defined as breakfast and dinner. Depending on the flight
times to your resort or tour, those who have booked meals may lose one due to the time of arrival at, or departure
from, their hotel. In these cases, we have calculated the basic holiday price to allow for this. Where meals are
described as basic or simple, please expect just that in all aspects, including preparation, quality and quantity,
and service. Vegetarian meals may be limited. Breakfast will be continental style and often buffet style unless
otherwise stated. Lunch and dinner when included will be a set menu or buffet style and it is not usual for hotels
to allow you to substitute lunch for dinner when booking half board. Dine around half board in most cases means
dinner will be served buffet style in the main restaurant or a set menu or partial credit will be offered in other
restaurants in the hotel (please note - partial credit is only a part of the payment made for meal supplement in the
UK). Not all restaurants in the hotel will be covered by Dinearound (e.g. speciality restaurants). Meal packages
which are offered in this brochure are not always cheaper than buying the same arrangements locally. It is often
the case that these packages are offered for the convenience of being both booked and paid for in the UK In
our accommodation descriptions in the brochure and on our website, under dining, we list restaurant names
and descriptions. Please note that we have no jurisdiction on hotel restaurants and on their names, and that the
menus and names can change with little or no notice.
ALL INCLUSIVE INFORMATION
All inclusive holidays offer every opportunity for relaxing, taking part in sports and games and generally enjoying
yourself. However some simple rules will help you in achieving this aim. When you arrive at your hotel you are
likely to be provided with some form of identification ( it maybe a card or bracelet etc), which will have to be
shown when ordering drinks, meals and other facilities. Ensure you take care of this as a penalty is likely to be
imposed if lost. Having drinks freely available throughout the day can be a temptation to over indulge. Please
therefore consider your fellow guests (and your own health!) while also bearing in mind that local managements
have every right to refuse service to guests that are believed to be intoxicated or under age (in accordance with
local law). Please note: in most all-inclusive hotels there are a selection of services, facilities and some food and
beverages that will incur charges. The inclusive packages information is for guidance only. Timings, services,
facilities and food and beverages may change. Most inclusive packages restrict drinking times, meal and snack
times, room service and bottled water and may exclude stocked miniatures. Please check with reservations for
the most up-to-date information.
MINIMUM NUMBERS
Tours and excursions listed in our brochure are subject to minimum numbers, and may be cancelled
in the event that this is not met. You will then have the choice of booking an alternative holiday or
brochured excursion with us, if the alternative is at additional cost the difference will be payable by
you, or have a refund of monies paid. See conditions 3 & 4 of Booking Conditions.

Having received your full payment you will be sent your tickets and other documentation approximately two
weeks prior to departure and a charge may be levied. However in the case of payment and/or late bookings,
tickets may be handed over at the airport on departure and TOD charges may apply. Check the flight times
carefully as they may have been adjusted since your confirmation invoice was issued. Your itinerary will be sent
with your tickets. Please note once issued, tickets are non-transferable, non-changeable and non-refundable,
therefore please check all details on the tickets are correct, including names and initials. Please check all your
documentation carefully and check tickets, as they must be exactly as the name appears on the passport.
Replacement tickets may incur charges. Should tickets be lost, replacement tickets may incur charges.
Scheduled carriers may request new tickets to be purchased and indemnity forms filled out, which may be
refunded 6 months to one year after the departure date.
UNUSED SERVICES
Kindly note that refunds are not available for services and accommodation provided but not utilised.
VISAS & PASSPORTS
Visa information in this brochure is provided for British passport holders who are citizens of the United Kingdom,
and is a guide only. Requirements and regulations are subject to change at short notice. Please check with the
relevant embassy or consulate for the most up to date information. Non-UK passport holders should contact
the relevant embassy or consulate for visa details. Invalid travel documents may result in the curtailment or
termination or arrangements. Mosaic Holidays cannot accept liability in these circumstances. All children and
infants travelling must be in possession of their own passport.
DATA PROTECTION
In order to process your booking and to ensure that your travel arrangements run smoothly and meet your
requirements we and your travel agent need to use the information you provide such as name, address, any
special needs/dietary requirements etc. We take full responsibility for ensuring that proper security measures
are in place to protect your information. We must pass the information on to relevant suppliers of your travel
arrangements such as airlines, hotels, insurers, transport companies, public authorities such as customs/
immigration if required by them or as requited by law. Additionally, where your holiday is outside the European
Economic Area (EEA), controls on data protection in your destination may not be as strong as the legal
requirements in this country. We will not, however, pass any information onto any person not responsible for
part of your travel arrangements. This applies to any sensitive information that you give us such as details of any
disabilities, or dietary/religious requirements (If we cannot pass this to the relevant suppliers, whether in the EEA
or not, we cannot provide your booking. In making this booking, you consent to this information being passed
on to the relevant persons/bodies). Where information is also held by your travel agent, this is subject to your
agent’s own data protection policy. You are entitled to a copy of your information held by us. If you would like to
see this please contact us. We may make a small charge for providing this to you.
BOOKING TERMS & CONDITIONS
Terms & conditions apply to all holidays. For a copy, contact our reservations or visit:
www.mosaicholidays.co.uk
IMPORTANT PRICING INFORMATION
Prices are per person in pounds sterling and are based on flights from the airport stated on the relevant price
panel, with two adult sharing a standard room on board basis, as indicated in the relevant price panel. For other
room types supplements apply. Child price is based on first child, 11 years of age or under at the return date
of travel (unless otherwise stated on the price panel), and sharing the same room with two adults on the same
board basis. Supplements are per person per night (unless otherwise stated). Extra nights are based on nights
of occupancy, not departure. Prices are for guidance only and may vary up or down from those listed. The
price quoted to you at the time of booking and confirmed in writing will be the guaranteed price, except for any
subsequent fuel surcharges or taxes passed on by the airline, hotel or government body.

OVERSEAS STANDARDS
Many of our destinations are developing nations, in terms of their tourism industry, economically and
the general infrastructure of the country. Facilities such as hotels, restaurants and transport may not be
up to the standard that you have come to expect in other, more developed parts of the world. While
we endeavour to provide you with all of the facilities required to enjoy your holiday to the fullest, we
cannot be held responsible for elements and situations that are beyond our control. This can range
from power shortages to badly constructed roads. When embraced, these can add to the attraction
of the destination and to the adventure of travel.
PREGNANCY
Airline regulations do vary, but many airlines will refuse permission to fly women who will be 28 weeks or more in
to their pregnancy on the date of their return travel, unless you have a note from your doctor then you may fly up
to 36 weeks into pregnancy. If in doubt, check with the airline concerned, and in any event do obtain clearance
to fly from your doctor. Failure of compliance of regulation may result in cancellation and denial of boarding the
aircraft. In such an event we cannot be held liable.
RELIGIOUS HOLIDAYS & RELIGIOUS PRACTICES
Please note that services may be curtailed or limited during public holidays, and that during certain religious
holidays can be called at little or no prior notice. Please note that in Muslim counties prayer calls are normal and
maybe audible, 5 times a day essentially at dawn and night. These and other religious rites are naturally outside
our purview or control.
LOCAL REPRESENTATIVES
Since we specialise in individual and not group travel, we do not have UK representatives in each
resort. However, we work closely with a number of local agents who can provide further assistance.
Alternatively, you will find that your hotel reception will be able to help you with any local enquiries
and make bookings for excursions and restaurants. In the unlikely event of any difficulty, please ask your hotel to
ring us immediately, so that we can try and resolve it at the time.
RESORT DEVELOPMENT
Numerous hotels and resorts are continuing to develop rapidly, many with little or no advance warning. We have
no control over building work arising from a resort’s growth and we are unable to anticipate the speed or extent
which such development may occur. If we learn of specific developments at or close to your accommodation
and likely to affect the enjoyment of your holiday, we will do our best to contact you before departure. If this
should interfere with the enjoyment of your holiday in resort you should contact our agents, who will try to solve
the problem.
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Visit www.mosaicholidays.co.uk or email sales@mosaicholidays.co.uk

TERMS & CONDITIONS
YOUR COMMITMENT TO MOSAIC HOLIDAYS				

MOSAIC HOLIDAYS COMMITMENT TO YOU

1. YOUR HOLIDAY CONTRACT
When you ask us, or your travel agent to book your holiday, you must accept and confirm that you have read our booking conditions, important
information and our description of your holiday. If we are able to offer the holiday you request, we will advise you of the up to date price and once
confirmed, a contract will exist. For package holidays, you contract will be with ourselves, Mosaic Holidays Ltd but if you choose to purchase a
single element, such as a flight or accommodation on its own, we will be acting simply as an agent of the supplier and your contract will be with
them. In that case, clauses 7 and 8 of our ‘Commitment To You’ will not apply and you can ask to see the specific terms of business of the supplier
themselves. In this case our only obligation is to take reasonable care in making the reservations as requested by you. All contracts are subject to
the law of England and Wales and you agree to submit to the jurisdiction of the Courts of England and Wales. If you live in Scotland or Northern
Ireland you may choose to submit to those jurisdictions instead.
2. PAYMENT FOR THE HOLIDAY
When you book you are required to pay a deposit of £100 plus the cost of any confirmed flights per person (maybe higher at peak periods, or
if an element of your holiday is non-changeable and non-transferable. You will be advised at time of booking) and the correct insurance premium
(please see note under cancellation charges). You are not required to make any further payments until 10 weeks before departure. At 10 weeks
before departure you are required to pay the balance due in full. For holidays to be taken within 10 weeks of booking, the full amount is due, not a
deposit. If you do not pay the full amount due, we reserve the right to treat your booking as cancelled. There is no contract between us until a written
confirmation has been sent to you. All monies paid directly to Mosaic Holidays can be authorised to us immediately by giving details of a valid card
or subsequently by cheque, which will have to be cleared before confirmation can be issued. The receipt of this amount will be deemed as your
acceptance of the booking conditions, and after the payment has been made and cleared, a written confirmation containing the details of your
holiday will be issued. There is no contract between us until payment has been made and a written confirmation issued, except for late bookings
when a contract will exist when you ask for the holiday to be confirmed. You must check your confirmation carefully as soon as you receive it. For
all payments made directly with us with a credit card, a percentage fee is levied on total charges which will be confirmed at the time of booking.
3. IF YOU CHANGE YOUR BOOKING
If you want to change any details of your booking (e.g. transfer to a different comparable Mosaic Holidays’ holiday, which must be taken within a
reasonable time, departure date, airport, change or cancel a pre-departure special offer or excursion), we will do our best to effect this change. For
this service, we charge an Amendment Fee of £100 per person plus any non-refundable costs arising from the contract terms of our suppliers.
However, if the change occurs within 70 days of the departure, the cancellation charges shown in paragraph 4 will apply. When the price varies
depending on the number of persons booked into the accommodation and you wish to change the number of persons, the price will be recharged
on the basis of the new party size as shown in the price panel. Any increase in price per person payable as a result of a part cancellation is not
a Cancellation Charge. A separate Cancellation Charge will be levied in respect of bookings cancelled in accordance with paragraph 4. A new
confirmation invoice will be issued as appropriate, on which the Cancellation Charges will be shown.
4. IF YOU CANCEL YOUR HOLIDAY
Once your holiday has been confirmed, you or any member of your party may cancel all or part of your booking. However, the cancellation will only
be valid if all details are confirmed in writing and signed by the person who made the booking. Your written instructions should either go to the travel
agent you booked with, asking them to notify us immediately, or, if you booked direct, to Mosaic Holidays. We will charge you a cancellation fee on
the scales shown below. This is to compensate us for the expense of processing your booking and for the risk that we may not be able to resell the
holiday. The amount payable (by whoever confirmed the booking) depends on when we received your written instructions. The more notice given
the smaller the charge. If the reason for cancellation is covered by your insurance policy, you should be able to make a claim.

1. PROVISION OF YOUR HOLIDAY
We will arrange for the provision of the services to you which form part of the holiday as confirmed to you. We cannot accept responsibility for
verbal price quotes or description. These services will be supplied either by independently contracted suppliers or by ourselves. We allocate your
chosen holiday to you when you or your travel agent asks for your holiday to be confirmed. All holidays advertised are subject to availability.
2. PRICING POLICY
The prices quoted in this brochure are per person and based on 2 adults sharing a twin room/double room and are for guidance only. Mosaic
Holidays has the right to increase or reduce prices at any time. Verbally quoted prices are treated as provisional. However, once the price is
confirmed in writing on the confirmation invoice and the deposit paid, it is guaranteed and subject only to additional fuel surcharges passed on by
the airline. Price is guaranteed and only subject to fuel surcharges after booking if levied more than 30 days before travel. Even in that case, we will
absorb an amount equal to 2% of the holiday price and only pass on any higher sum. If the increase is more than 10% of the original price, you
may cancel within 7 days of notification and receive a full refund.
3. IF WE MAKE CHANGES TO YOUR HOLIDAY
It is highly unlikely that we will have to make changes to your holiday. However, as arrangements are made many months in advance, sometimes
this is unavoidable and we reserve the right to do so at any time. Most changes are minor. If changes have to be made which are of a significant
nature, we will inform you or your travel agent when you make the booking. If the booking has already been made, we will inform you as soon
as is reasonably possible if there is time before your departure. If there is a major change, we will inform you, or your travel agent, as soon as is
reasonably possible if there is time before your departure. A major change is one that we make to your holiday arrangements before departure,
that involves changing your time of departure or return by more than twelve hours, UK airport(s) (although please note a change from Gatwick to
Heathrow or Stansted or vice versa is not classified as a ‘major change’), resort area or offering accommodation of a lower category. You then
have the choice of either:
A. accepting the changed arrangements as notified to you; B. purchasing another comparable available holiday from us; or C. cancelling your
holiday. If you choose A or B, we will pay you compensation on the scale shown below. If you choose C, we will refund you all money you have
paid to us plus at least compensation on the scale shown in the table below.

Period before scheduled departure within which
written instructions are received by Mosaic Holidays:

Amount of cancellation charge (shown as a % of total
holiday price, excluding insurance premium):

More than 70 days
43-70 days
22-42 days
0-21

Deposit plus any non-refundable flight costs
30%, or deposit if greater
70%, or deposit if greater
100%

In certain cases, the carrier or hotelier may apply a higher cancellation charge or charge the appropriate single supplement, which we reserve the
right to pass on. Please enquire at the time of cancellation.
5. TRANSFER OF BOOKING
If any member of your party is unable to travel as a result of injury, death or sickness of the passenger, close relative or friend, jury service or
redundancy, you may transfer the booking to another suitable person, providing that notices is given in writing at least 35 days before departure and
providing that the alternative passenger is acceptable to Mosaic Holidays. An administrative charge of £100 will be levied, plus any non-refundable
costs arising from the contract terms of our suppliers. It should also be noted that many scheduled airlines will treat such transfers as cancellations
and, as such, rebooking will depend on space availability in the designated class of travel at the time of the proposed transfer.
6. INSURANCE
Under the terms of this contract you are required to have suitable travel insurance for your holiday and you must advise us of the details of your
alternative policy including the name of the insurer and the policy number as soon as possible. The cost of medical treatment and repatriation in
the event of serious accident or illness must be included. Clients in breach of this fundamental condition will be deemed to have indemnified the
company for any consequential loss incurred by the company on their behalf and will be recoverable from you.
7. IF YOU HAVE A COMPLAINT
Should you have a complaint about any part of your holiday, you must immediately inform our agent/representative and the supplier e.g. the hotel
outlining the nature of the complaint. Issues can most easily be dealt with as they arise, at your resort, when our agent/representative can see and
understand the exact nature of any problems you have. In the unlikely event that matters cannot be resolved to your satisfaction in the resort, details
of the complaint should be notified in writing to our office (quoting the number(s) of your Booking Reference(s) and your departure date) within 35
days of returning from the resort. Failure to comply with this instruction will jeopardise your complaint.
8. HOLIDAY PARTICIPATION
We reserve the right to decline to accept or retain any person as a client at any time, and we shall be under no liability for any extra costs incurred
by such a person as a result of our doing so. Furthermore, in our absolute discretion we reserve the right to terminate without notice the holiday
arrangements of any client whose behaviour is such that it is likely in our opinion to cause distress, damage, danger or annoyance to our customers,
employees, agent’s property or third party. If you are prevented from travelling because, in the opinion of a person in authority, you appear to be
unfit to travel or cause distress or discomfort to other passengers, then our responsibility for your holiday ceases. Full cancellation charges will apply.
Mosaic Holidays has no control over the behaviour of other people visiting or staying in your resort accommodation.
9. YOUR ACCOMMODATION
Only the passengers shown on our Final Invoice have the right to use the accommodation provided. It is prohibited to assign, share or sublet the
accommodation to any other persons.
10. YOUR TICKET’S CONDITIONS
When you travel with an air or sea carrier, you accept that their Conditions of Carriage apply, some of which limit or exclude liability. These
conditions are often the subject of international agreements between countries such as the Warsaw Convention of 1929 as amended and the
Montreal Convention 1995 as amended Regulation EU261/2004; If your flight is delayed or cancelled, you may be entitled to compensation.
Reimbursement in certain cases is the responsibility of the airline and will not automatically entitle you to a refund of your holiday cost from us. If
your airline does not comply with these rules, you should complain to the Civil Aviation Authority via their website caa.co.uk. It is your responsibility
to acquire the required travel and health documents for your destination (e.g. visas, passports and vaccination certificates). Mosaic Holidays cannot
be held liable in any way for any failure to do so. If an element of your holiday is a schedules airfare, please note that the tickets are printed within
a set period prior to the date of departure. Once such tickets are printed, the tickets have no refund value whatsoever. Additionally, the airline may
refuse to issue replacement tickets and new additional tickets may have to be purchased by you.

Period before scheduled departure within which
is notified to you or your travel agent:

Compensation Per Person:

More than 70 days
42-70 days
28-41 days
15-27 days
0-14 days

Nil
£10
£20
£30
£50

Compensation for children
will be on a pro-rata basis.

Important Note
Compensation payments do not apply to changes caused by any force majeure, health risks, reason of war or threat of war, riots, civil strife, terrorist
activity, industrial disputes, natural and nuclear disasters, fire, technical problems to transport, closure or congestion of airports or ports, cancellations
or changes of schedules by airlines and similar events beyond our control.
4. IF WE CANCEL YOUR HOLIDAY
We reserve the right to cancel your holiday in any circumstance. Should this happen, we will offer you an alternative available holiday,
of a comparable standard, for you to purchase or refund to you all money paid to us. Please note that it is advisable to leave UK
departure point travel arrangements until your final travel documents are received. Your holiday should not be cancelled less than
10 weeks before the scheduled departure date, except for reasons of war, etc (see important note above). Please note that all Group Tours
operated by Mosaic Holidays can only operate on a ‘minimum number’ basis. If the minimum number is not achieved, we shall inform you not later
than 10 weeks prior to the date of departure. In the event that minimum numbers are not achieved, we reserve the right to cancel your Group
Holiday providing we notify you 10 weeks prior to departure (no notification will be given for excursions). The provisions in clause 4 will then apply.
No compensation will be payable if the cancellation is more than 10 weeks before departure, nor for consequential losses.
5. WHAT HAPPENS TO COMPLAINTS
We aim to resolve complaints on the spot while you are on holiday. If we can’t, you may choose to use the low cost arbitration scheme offered by
ABTA. Details of how to do so are available from ABTA at 30 Park Street London SE1 9EQ.
6. OUR RESPONSIBILITY FOR YOUR HOLIDAY
We accept responsibility for ensuring that all component parts of your holiday (which are pre-booked and pre-paid in the U.K.) are supplied to you
as confirmed by us on your confirmation invoice, and services offered reach a reasonable standard. If any significant part is not supplied, we will
pay you a suitable compensation if this has affected the enjoyment of your holiday (see clause 3 above). Our limit in this case is twice the price of
your holiday. We have taken all reasonable and proper steps to ensure that proper arrangements have been made for all our holidays and that the
suppliers of the various services provided to you as part of your holiday are efficient, safe and reputable and comply with the local and national laws
and regulations of the country in which they provide those services. However, we do not have direct control over the provision of services to clients
by suppliers, and we cannot be held responsible or liable for death, injury or illness caused to clients, unless through negligence of our employees,
agents, subcontractors and suppliers and their staff whilst acting within the scope of their employment. If the claim relates to travel by air or sea our
liability will be limited by relevant International Conventions in respect of both liability and value. Responsibility in respect of air and cruise carriers
are at all times subject to their Conditions of Carriage (see point 10 above). You must contact us immediately if you believe you may have a claim
and assist us in any action we seek to take against a supplier or other person. Otherwise our liability to you for any loss or damage which you
may suffer, is limited to twice the price of your holiday. Note: We are not liable for information found on other than our own website/brochure nor
for the standards of properties not listed in our system. Due to our commitment to staff training, we sometimes record telephone conversations.
7. PERSONAL INJURY (UNCONNECTED WITH ARRANGEMENTS MADE BY US)
Although we cannot accept responsibility for clients who, by misadventure, suffer illness, personal injury or death during the period of their holiday
arising out of an activity which does not form part of the foreign inclusive holiday or excursions booked through the company, general assistance will
be offered to clients at our discretion to a maximum of £5,000 per booking. In addition, should there be a successful claim for costs against a third party
or there being suitable insurance policy/ies in force, costs actually incurred by the tour operator shall be recoverable from the clients. You must make
a claim under your insurance policy’s legal expenses claim and if you are successful, replay us any money we have spent on helping you.
8. LATE BOOKINGS
We recommend that you place your booking as early as possible, but understand that some clients may have no choice but to book late. More
often than not the Company can accept bookings up to a week before departure, when the full cost must be paid at the time of booking by
credit card or debit card. Clients making late bookings should first check that they can comply with all Visa, passport and medical requirements.
9. ENFORCEMENT
If any part of these conditions is found to be invalid or unenforceable, the remainder of the terms will still be valid.
10. VALIDITY
This version was produced in December 2015, and supersedes all previous editions. Travel documents will only be issued when full payment has
been received and cleared by Mosaic Holidays Ltd.
For further information visit the ATOL website at www.atol.org.com

YOUR FINANCIAL SECURITY
When you buy an ATOL protected flight or flight inclusive holiday from us you will receive an ATOL Certificate. This lists what is financially protected, where you can get information on what this means for you and who to contact if things go wrong. We, or the suppliers identified
on your ATOL Certificate, will provide you with the services listed on the ATOL Certificate, or a suitable alternative. In some cases, where neither we nor the supplier are able to do so for reasons of insolvency, an alternative ATOL holder may provide you with the services you have
bought or a suitable alternative, at no extra cost to you. You agree to accept that in those circumstances the alternative ATOL holder will perform those obligations and you agree to pay any money outstanding to be paid by you under your contract to that alternative ATOL holder.
However, you also agree that in some cases it will not be possible to appoint an alternative ATOL holder, in which case you will be entitled to make a claim under the ATOL scheme, or your credit card issuer where applicable. If we, or the suppliers identified on your ATOL Certificate,
are unable to provide the services listed (or a suitable alternative, through an alternative ATOL holder or otherwise) for reasons of insolvency, the Trustees of the Air Travel Trust may make a payment to (or confer a benefit on) you under the ATOL scheme. You agree that in return for
such a payment or benefit you assign absolutely to those Trustees any claims which you have or may have arising out of or relating to the non-provision of the services, including any claim against us, the travel agent (or your credit card issuer where applicable). You also agree that
any such claims may be re-assigned to another body, if that other body has paid sums you have claimed under the ATOL scheme. All money accepted from you by a travel agent acting as our agent is held by that agent on behalf of and for the benefit of the Trustees of the Air Travel
Trust at all times, but subject to the agent’s obligation to pay it to us for so long as we do not fail. If we do fail, any money held at that time by the agent, or subsequently accepted from you by the agent, is and continues to be held by that agent on behalf of and for the benefit of the
Trustees of the Air Travel Trust without any obligation to pay that money to us.

Visit your Travel Agent or call our Personal Travel Advisors on 0208 574 4000
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For a more comprehensive collection of our Bespoke Holidays
please order a copy of our destination focussed brochures:

MOSAIC HOLIDAYS 2015 - 2016
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Ask your Travel Agent,
Call our Personal Travel Consultant on 0208 574 4000,
email sales@mosaicholidays.co.uk
or go online at www.mosaicholidays.co.uk
to request your copy.

Mosaic Holidays Ltd
T: 0208 574 4000 F: 0208 681 1277
AMP House 4th Floor - Suite 23 Dingwall Road Croydon CR0 2LX
www.mosaicholidays.co.uk sales@mosaicholidays.co.uk
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